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Background
The HOLAS 3 assessment follows a structure which aims to ensure robust results and traceability across the
steps which are integral to a usable holistic approach. Each of the steps of the process represents a
progressively more integrated assessment result, eventually culminating in the holistic assessment report “State
of the Baltic Sea” (see Figure 1 for a conceptual overview).
This document targets the approaches and methodology proposed to be used for the topical assessments and
analysis planned for inclusion in the HOLAS 3 assessment. Topical assessments for HOLAS 3 will consist of a
combination of both quantitative and qualitative assessment approaches, depending on the maturity of the
topic, level of available data/information and the inherent characteristics of the topic. In many cases the topical
assessments build directly on the results of the associated indicator evaluations. Where possible, and deemed
relevant, the topical assessments and analyses include integration of several components to produce integrated
assessment results. The qualitative assessments are mainly generated through the integrated assessment tools
and the quantitative analysis of economic and social components. Qualitative assessments in turn cover mainly
those topics for which no indicators or established integrated assessment tools under HOLAS 3 are available, but
which have been emphasized as relevant to ensure the holistic perspective of the assessment.
Holistic summary report: State of the Baltic Sea
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Figure 1. Conceptual overview of the HOLAS 3 assessment structure and the progressive integration of results.

The topical assessments functions as the building blocks for the respective HOLAS 3 thematic assessment
reports, and subsequently in the summary report.
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Figure 2. Planned thematic assessment reports for HOLAS3.

As part of the lessons learned process following HOLAS II it was highlighted that whenever possible overlap
between development, data collection and assessments should be avoided. To ensure that such overlap is
avoided the overall work plan leading up to the publication of the State of the Baltic Sea divided the work into
two main processes, a preparatory phase and the HOLAS 3 assessment phase. The further development of
approaches for assessment and analysis has been included under the preparatory phase, which will conclude at
the end of 2021. Under the umbrella of the preparatory phase, development of the approaches contained in this
document has taken place across several groups and projects. These include the relevant HELCOM Expert
Groups, including groups established specifically for this purpose such as CG FOODWEB and projects such as the
HELCOM Baltic Data Flows project, the HELCOM BLUES project and the HELCOM MetDev project, as well as
through a number of dedicated workshops under several of the topics. Progress has been shared with the
relevant Expert Groups as well as with both the State and Conservation WG as well as GEAR throughout the
development process. Specific input and information stemming from the relevant meetings is presented in the
Background section for each approach included in this document.
All further developed approaches to be used in HOLAS 3 were planned to be submitted to HOD 61-2021 for
approval, as the final step of the preparatory phase for HOLAS 3. However both STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021
and GEAR 25-2021 recognized that the finalization of the approaches presented in this document are, in many
cases, dependent on what indicators will be approved for inclusion in HOLAS 3, and on the guidance on
integration for Art.8 MSFD (not yet finalized), to ensure the approaches are usable for national reporting
purposes of those Contracting Parties who are also EU Member States, and in some cases on ongoing external
processes, such as ICES reviews, for commercial fish. STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 therefore proposed that a
series of Targeted Assessment Methodology Workshops be arranged, whenever possible jointly with a
Contracting Party or a project, in early Spring 2022. GEAR 25-2021 supported the proposal to arrange Targeted
Assessment Methodology workshops in spring 2022 to target remaining open issues in relation to assessment
methodology, e.g. integration, in light of the indicator related decision process from HOD 61-2021 and any
updated guidance on Art.8 reporting.
As a consequence of this proposed change the approaches included in this document are presented to HOD 612021 for approval in principle, i.e. indication that their inclusion in the HOLAS 3 assessment is supported,
whereas the final approval is proposed to take place at STATE&CONSERVATION 16-2022. The timing of these
workshops has been planned in such a way that the outputs and the subsequent finalized approaches can be
submitted for approval to STATE&CONSERVATION 16-2022 (please see document 5-5 to this meeting for an
overview of planned timing). This would still ensure that all methodology is approved prior to it being used in
the HOLAS 3 assessment.
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Seven workshops were identified by STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021:
HOLAS3 DRIVERS 1-2022 ’
HOLAS3/BLUES PELAGIC 1-2022
HOLAS3/BLUES ESA 1-2022
HOLAS3 HEAT 1-2022
HOLAS3 BENTHIC 1-2022
HOLAS3 COMFISH 2-2022
HOLAS3/BLUES/BDF BEAT 2-2022

These workshops will focus on solving any remaining open questions, review and recommend ways forward on
integration etc. The workshops on economic and social analyses will cover all topics presented under section 5
in this document and the BEAT tool will be divided across the topical workshops of pelagic habitats and a
dedicate workshop on the BEAT tool which will cover marine mammals, birds and fish.
Please note that section 5.8 in this document is new and has not been presented at any previous meeting. It
stems from work done under the BLUES project which has only recently become available.

Action requested
The Meeting is invited to
-

approve the approaches in principle, taking note that some of the approaches may need to be revised as
a result of the processes proposed for Spring 2022;

-

approve the proposed way forward for the assessments and analyses to be included in HOLAS 3;

-

agree that STATE&CONSERVATION 16-2022 can approve any consequent changes introduced to the
methodologies based on the Targeted Assessment Workshops in Spring 2022.
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Planned approaches for assessments and analyses for HOLAS 3
1. Biodiversity
1.1.

Integrated assessment of biodiversity (BEAT)

Background
Since HOLAS II development on both existing and new indicators have taken place and thus, there is a need to
adjust the assessment structure in BEAT. The content of this document is based on proposals from the regional
HELCOM Workshop for the use of BEAT in HOLAS 3 (proposed as a workshop under the Baltic data flows and
HELCOM BLUES projects, and endorsed by State and Conservation 14-2021 – Outcomes paragraph 4J-178). It also
considers the subsequent discussions from the BLUES project regarding pelagic habitats (where the relevant
indicator leads are also involved). In general, it is foreseen that BEAT will be used as in HOLAS II, including the
confidence assessment, providing integrated assessment results for the following ecosystem components: Marine
mammals, Fish, Waterbirds, Pelagic habitats, Benthic habitats.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the plan for how to utilize the BEAT tool for the HOLAS 3 assessment.
The Meeting took note of specific comments from Denmark and Germany on the proposed approach regarding
the weighing of marine mammals, birds and fish in the assessment and invited the Contracting Parties to send
their comments to the Secretariat in writing (owen.rowe@helcom.fi). The meeting emphasised the importance
of aligning the integration rules in BEAT with the integration rules to be provided in the Art.8 MSFD guidance, as
well as using the same separation of status and pressure indicators and invited the BLUES and Baltic Data Flows
projects working on the BEAT tool to clearly show how development has taken on board the guidance.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 supported organising a series of workshops to support further discussions and
development on the integrated biodiversity assessment in HOLAS 3. These workshops are to be divided into 1) a
designated BEAT workshop for fish, mammals, and birds and 2) a workshop on the pelagic assessment, including
a component on assessing pelagic habitats in BEAT. In accordance with the endorsement not to use the BEAT tool
for benthic habitat assessment (see para. 3J.119 of the outcome of STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021) the meeting
agreed not to include a BEAT component in the assessment methodology workshop on benthic habitats. The
meeting highlighted that in addition to topic expertise from HELCOM expert groups, it is important to ensure
representation of participants with relevant policy expertise in these workshops (i.e., State and Conservation and
Gear). Any further developments to the BEAT tool stemming from the projects and workshops will be submitted
for approval to STATE & CONSERVATION 16-2022 in spring, enabling their use in the HOLAS 3 assessment.
This section outlines a proposal for how the integrated biodiversity assessment could be done in HOLAS 3, listing
also issues raised and discussed in the BEAT WS 1-2021. The issues raised are closely linked to those presented in
Presentations 2 and 3 in the BEAT WS 1-2021 Meeting Site.
Proposals on the use and adjustment of BEAT in HOLAS 3
The structure and a visual presentation of the BEAT assessment and structure are provided in presentations from
the recent BEAT workshop.
Marine mammals
Proposal for HOLAS 3:
The assessment will be done per species based on the core indicators. Harbour porpoise will be added to the
assessment in areas where indicators are ready. A first step in integrating the species will be to species groups
(seals and small toothed cetaceans), and a second step to mammals.
In areas where threshold values for bycatch are available the indicator could be included in the BEAT assessment
for seals and harbour porpoise. In areas where the bycatch indicator only gives a risk assessment, i.e. no threshold
values applied, bycatch can be incorporated as a map overlay, but not influencing the BEAT assessment directly.
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How to include the bycatch indicator in the integration is still an open issue; should it be used with similar weights
as other indicators, or should it be included as an indicator influencing the species abundance indicators directly.
Discussion from the BEAT WS:
• New indicators for harbour porpoise (i.e. abundance, distribution and bycatch) would be added to

BEAT.
• Appropriate addition of bycatch indicator for all mammals (and waterbirds) needs to be addressed
(e.g. should it be included in the same level and weighted appropriately, should it directly filter under
abundance and influence that strand, or should it be added after integration at a higher level (e.g. an
overlay aspect).
• Noted that data for full bycatch assessment is limited, therefore, should risk assessment and those

areas where threshold values are applied by handled differently.
• Should hunted and oiled marine mammals, if not already addressed in the bycatch work, be
considered in BEAT as a mortality component.
• To apply a weighting method for these indicators or the OOAO method needs to be considered,

and the relevance to the EU Habitats Directive. This topic should also be discussed during
STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 and EG MAMA.
Fish
Proposal for HOLAS 3:
Coastal areas will be assessed as in HOLAS II, i.e. using the key species and key functional groups indicators. If the
size distribution indicator is ready, it can be added as an indicator with equal weight to the current components
(key species and key groups) or placed as a subsidiary component under key species. This placement should be
confirmed with the indicator lead (and/or FISH PRO III).
Migratory fish will be handled separately, as in HOLAS II, and following the same procedure.
In open sea areas, ICES statistical rectangles will be used as spatial assessment units. Commercial fish species will
be assessed as in HOLAS II, using F/FMSY and SSB based on the most recent ICES fisheries overview and dividing
the species according to species group. If other indicators, including those on non-commercial fish species, are
available (based on the outcomes of the HELCOM ComFish Workshop, 28-29 September, 2021), they will be added
with equal weight to the commercial fish species in respective species group.Discussion from the BEAT WS:
• For coastal fish species, the indicator on length distribution (i.e. L-90) could be added to BEAT if

available by HOLAS 3. L-90 could be given equal weight to the current species components (key
species and key groups) or placed as a subsidiary component under key species. This placement
should be confirmed with the indicator lead (and/or FISH PRO III).
• For the open sea fish species, the non-commercial species will be added for open sea areas (both

for pelagic and demersal) if data and assessments being developed become available and are
approved. The HELCOM BLUES project will work on the non-commercial species and it was noted that
if possible the assessment should be applied based on ICES statistical rectangles to make it compatible
for integration with other fish assessments.
• Other fish integration aspects (e.g. migratory fish) will be handled as in HOLAS II.
Waterbirds
Proposal for HOLAS 3:
Waterbirds will be assessed on the basis of spatial assessment level 2 (i.e. the 7 aggregated assessment units used
in the indicators) and at species group level. If available, new indicators (breeding success, habitat quality and
bycatch) can be included. It is not anticipated at this stage that the breeding success or habitat quality components
would be ready for inclusion in BEAT by HOLAS 3, thus it is anticipated that the BEAT integration will focus on the
two existing core indicators.
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Regarding bycatch the same issues as for mammals are unresolved, i.e. should the indicator be used with similar
weight as other indicators, or should it be included as an indicator influencing the species abundance indicators.
In areas where only a risk assessment is done for bycatch, this could be indicated as a map overlay.
Discussion from the BEAT WS:
• The aggregated assessment units at scale 2, instead of scale 1, are proposed to be used in HOLAS

3, but deciding on the scale needs further discussion with possible test cases (e.g. to get State and
Conservation approval but also to confirm the potential differences caused by this application).
• Application of the BEAT tool based on functional groups in HOLAS 3.
• Integration via BEAT of new indicators: breeding success, habitat quality, bycatch (if the

development goes as planned) can be implemented.
• If available, suggestion to have breeding success and habitat quality weighted the same as

wintering and breeding indicators.
• Suggestion for bycatch to be integrated into wintering and breeding (i.e. open sea / coastal)
components to reflect the influence on the population indicators as an additional ‘layer’ (i.e bycatch
influences those parameters prior to their weighted integration)
• Noted that data for full bycatch assessment is limited, therefore, should risk assessment and those
areas where threshold values are applied by handled differently.
• Should hunted and oiled marine birds, if not already addressed in the bycatch work, be considered
in BEAT as a mortality component.
Pelagic habitats
Proposal for HOLAS 3:
The assessment of pelagic habitats will include both biological indicators (Zooplankton Mean Size and Total Stock
and Phytoplankton Seasonal Succession of Dominating Groups) and eutrophication indicators (Chlorophyll-a,
Water clarity and Cyanobacterial Bloom Index). The BLUES Pelagic group that includes the indicator leads, outlined
two options, based on the discussion at the BEAT Workshop and the HELCOM Pelagic Habitats Workshop (Pelagic
WS 1-2021). One option is to make an integration in BEAT giving equal weight to the biological ‘block’ and the
eutrophication ‘block’. The other option is to integrate biological and eutrophication indicators separately and
combine them via a descriptive discussion text.
The proper spatial assessment scale will need to be tested to see if the different indicator assessment scales (2
for zooplankton and 3 for phytoplankton) influences the outcomes (this was not considered to be a problem in
HOLAS II). In coastal areas WFD indicators can supplement the assessment where HELCOM indicators are absent.
Discussion from the BEAT WS:
• The separation of the biological (state) or eutrophication (pressure) indicators should be performed

in BEAT. Indicators related to status (i.e. biodiversity) should have more weight than pressures
indicators (i.e. eutrophication) as a minimum, or pressure indicators should be used only where
biodiversity ones are not available.
• The assessment scale needs further discussion with possible test cases required to see if the
aggregation of phytoplankton, or disaggregation of zooplankton assessments influences the
outcomes.
• Inclusion in BEAT of new indicators: water clarity (in both open sea areas and coastal areas).
• Applying some test cases may be valuable to see if the possible options presented (Presentation 3)
provide similar outcomes and if key factors are driving the outcomes. This could also address if any
correlations or confounding factors are influencing the assessment structure, and thus infer the best
selection of structure in BEAT.
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• The seasonal successional of dominating phytoplankton groups HELCOM indicator should be used

where possible, but in coastal areas WFD assessments can be supplemented where the regional
indicator is absent (as applied in HOLAS II).
• Further guidance will come from the pelagic team under BLUES, based on Presentation 3, to

support the best test cases to consider.

1.2 Assessment of pelagic habitats
Background
This section presents the plan for assessment of pelagic habitats, which builds on the relevant indicator
reports/evaluations and in turn constitutes a chapter in the Thematic assessment report on Biodiversity.
A closely related document, ‘assessment of pelagic habitats for HOLAS 3’ was discussed by State and
Conservation 15-2021 (document 3J-22). State and Conservation 15-2021 discussed the need for stronger clarity
on the appropriate inclusion (or not) of eutrophication indicators within any integration process, noting that the
final constellation of available indicators (still undergoing approval processes, i.e., at HOD 61-2021) would also
have an impact on the final approach to assess pelagic habitats in HOLAS 3.
State and Conservation 15-2021 also proposed a way forward that included a ‘key contributors’ meeting to
update the existing document for submission to HOD 61-2021, followed by a Targeted Assessment Methodology
Workshop in spring 2022 at which details could be finalised, with the endorsement of the final approach taking
place at State and Conservation 16-2022 (Outcomes paragraph 3J.99-3J.102). This process is subject to a
separate document to HOD 61-2021.
This section represents the outcomes of the key contributors meeting that included relevant indicator leads,
members of the HELCOM BLUES project working on pelagic habitats, and eutrophication experts dealing with
indicators and integrated assessments. It offers a more clarified approach for the assessment of pelagic habitats
for HOLAS 3 and the logic behind the proposal. It also builds on work carried out at the HELCOM Workshop on
Pelagic Habitats (PELAGIC WS 1-2021) and the work carried out on the specific indicators as outlined in
documents under Agenda Item 5 to this meeting (e.g. documents 5-1, 5-2 and associated information).
The assessment of pelagic habitats for HOLAS 3
An ‘assessment of pelagic habitats for HOLAS 3’ document was discussed by State and Conservation 15-2021
(document 3J-22). State and Conservation 15-2021 discussed the need for stronger clarity on the appropriate
inclusion (or not) of eutrophication indicators within any integration process, noting that the final constellation
of available indicators (still undergoing approval processes, i.e., at HOD 61-2021) would also have an impact on
the final approach to assess pelagic habitats in HOLAS 3.
State and Conservation 15-2021 also proposed a way forward that included a ‘key contributors’ meeting to
update the existing document for submission to HOD 61-2021, followed by a Targeted Assessment Methodology
Workshop in spring 2022 at which details could be finalised, with the endorsement of the final approach taking
place at State and Conservation 16-2022 (Outcomes paragraph 3J.99-3J.102).
This section represents the outcomes of the key contributors meeting that included relevant indicator leads,
members of the HELCOM BLUES project working on pelagic habitats, and eutrophication experts dealing with
indicators and integrated assessments.
Progress made on the Zooplankton Mean Size and Total Stock and the Seasonal Succession of Dominating
Phytoplankton Groups HELCOM indicators
Further development of the Zooplankton Mean Size and Total Stock and the Seasonal Succession of Dominating
Phytoplankton Groups HELCOM indicators has taken place under the HELCOM BLUES project. The resulting work
is presented in documents 3J-21 and 3J-20 (3J-20 Annex 1) to State and Conservation 15-2021 and these
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documents are also part of the approval process for HELCOM indicator threshold values at HOD 61-2021
(workspace attachments related to document 5-1).
In essence, the developments offer greater spatial coverage of the two indicators by producing threshold values
for areas (assessment units) that were not addressed in HOLAS II. Any further development or progress related
to these indicators, following the outcomes of State and Conservation 15-2021 (Outcomes paragraph 3J.90 –
3J.98), will be presented separately to HOD 61-2021.
Planned integration of pelagic habitats indicators using the BEAT biodiversity integrated assessment tool
A weighted integration approach or simple averaging would allow for compensating a bad zooplankton status
with a good phytoplankton status, or vice versa, and would not be appropriate since both phytoplankton and
zooplankton constitute essential and non-interchangeable components of a healthy pelagic ecosystem. Thus,
the pelagic habitats assessment is proposed by integrating the Zooplankton Mean Size and Total Stock HELCOM
core indicator with phytoplankton-related indicators using a One-Out-All-Out (OOAO) approach, an approach
well aligned with the Water Framework Directive, where biological quality components are combined using
OOAO.
For the phytoplankton related component two pre-core indicators exists for HOLAS 3, the Seasonal Succession
of dominating phytoplankton groups HELCOM indicator and the Cyanobacterial Bloom Index HELCOM indicator,
and it is therefore necessary to determine a suitable approach for assessing the phytoplankton component as a
whole. The phytoplankton component would be comprised of a weighted integration of two currently pre-core
HELCOM indicators, the Seasonal Succession of dominating phytoplankton groups HELCOM indicator and the
Cyanobacterial Bloom Index HELCOM indicator. The rationale for this proposal is as follows: although the
Cyanobacterial Bloom Index was developed as an indicator of eutrophication, it directly addresses a biodiversity
aspect of the primary producers in the food web and can therefore be logically integrated with other
biodiversity components based on the phytoplankton community structure, i.e., Seasonal Succession of
domination phytoplankton. By contrast, other eutrophication indicators, such as Chlorophyll-a and water clarity,
are not directly linked to biodiversity; therefore, their integration with pelagic habitat indicators is not
advocated. However, as the Cyanobacterial Bloom Index is predominantly designed as a eutrophication
indicator, it should receive a lower weighting in the integration process of the phytoplankton component (see
figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic presenting overview of BEAT integration components and weighting for the Assessment of Pelagic
habitats for HOLAS 3. Numbers within the boxes (each box representing a separate HELCOM indicator) represent the
weighting of that component in the BEAT integration process.

The OOAO approach applied when integrating zooplankton (Zooplankton Mean Size and Total Stock indicator)
and phytoplankton (weighted Seasonal Succession of dominating Phytoplankton groups and Cyanobacterial
Bloom Index) components is applied on the basis that the two ecological components (i.e. zooplankton and
phytoplankton) contribute jointly to the state of the pelagic habitat. Thus, the ecological functions of both
zooplankton and phytoplankton are essential to maintain a well-functioning pelagic habitat (i.e., habitat in good
status).
The ‘pure’ eutrophication parameters (i.e., Chlorophyll-a and Water transparency) are proposed to be
integrated with an equal weighting but maintained separately from the biodiversity-related components. For
those Contracting Parties that are also EU Member States then until further guidance from the EU becomes
available this seems to be the best way to implement the MSFD Commission Decision that demands: “The
outcomes of the assessments (for D5) shall also contribute to assessments for pelagic habitats under Descriptor
1 as follows: the distribution and an estimate of the extent of the area (as a proportion (percentage)) that is
subject to eutrophication in the water column (as indicated by whether the threshold values for criteria D5C2,
D5C3 and D5C4, when used, have been achieved).
The eutrophication pressure summary and Biodiversity summary would then be used in concert to interpret
their outcomes. This interpretation would be carried out mainly in descriptive form within the associated
report(s). For example, a delayed ecological community response can be expected under progressing
eutrophication if good status is achieved for biodiversity but not for eutrophication. Also, such contextual
information can help inform if eutrophication should be considered as the primary pressure on pelagic habitats
or if other pressures and explanations may also need to be considered (per assessment area).
To support this approach, the information from the above assessment flow would be presented both as
integrated assessment outputs (e.g., a status map derived from the BEAT integrated assessment tool) but also
separately to visualise each component, akin to the approach applied for Commercial Fish in HOLAS II (see
example). The overview would follow the approach set out in Figure 2, below.

Figure 2. Summary overview approach for presenting the outputs of the assessment of the pelagic habitat,
complimentary to the status assessment overview generated via BEAT. This figure considers some possible scenarios, but
these are further discussed, particularly regarding confidence in the assessment below.
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To carry out an overall integrated status assessment, the following conditions for the biodiversity components
need to be fulfilled. Firstly, an assessment of zooplankton must be in place, and secondly, at least one of the
phytoplankton components must be assessed. Without these conditions being met the overall integrated
assessment will be ‘Not possible’.
Accompanying confidence assessment
For the accompanying confidence assessment there will be a need to evaluate options towards the proposed
Targeted Assessment Methodology Workshops for spring 2022 (as addressed in a separate document). This will
not impact on the assessment structure as described above, but only influence the accompanying confidence
assessment. A few options discussed are described below and these would be further developed towards the
proposed Targeted Assessment Methodology Workshops for spring 2022.
A confidence scoring will also be applied for the overall integrated assessment (a confidence map in the
assessment being provided in conjunction with the overall integrated assessment status). This accompanying
assessment of confidence defines the ‘quality’ or ‘optimal suitability’ of the underlying components integrated
into the final assessment of pelagic habitats. This will be applied based on the existing BEAT confidence
assessment structure that addresses the confidence due to temporal confidence, spatial confidence, and
methodological confidence of the indicator assessments (i.e. the underlying data etc behind the indicator
evaluation per assessment unit).
One option considered is to reflect the variation in indicator development/approval level (i.e., core vs. pre-core)
and provide the possibility to use either one or two phytoplankton indicators in the integrated assessment an
additional penalty approach will be applied. A core indicator will be awarded high confidence in all assessment
units, where it is applied (i.e., the confidence of 1, no penalty), whereas a pre-core indicator will be penalised by
25% (i.e. assigning confidence of 0.75). Moreover, any integrated assessment relying on only one phytoplankton
indicator will receive a further confidence penalty depending on the specific indicator. The indicator designed to
reflect biodiversity (i.e., pre-core indicator Seasonal Succession of Dominating Phytoplankton Groups) will
receive a further 50% confidence penalty, whereas the indicator designed to reflect eutrophication
(Cyanobacterial Bloom Index) will receive a further 75% penalty. For example, an assessment integrating the
zooplankton indicator and both phytoplankton indicators would receive total confidence (penalty) of 0.83 (i.e.,
(1+0.75+0.75)/3), whereas an assessment reliant only on the zooplankton component and the Cyanobacterial
Bloom Index would receive a confidence score of 0.59 ((1+0.19)/2).
Another approach when defining confidence could be to remove the additional penalty applied based on the
indicators being pre-core (both currently being pre-core and there being a multitude of reasons behind this
classification of development stage) and focus the confidence penalties only on the specific aspects of the two
phytoplankton indicators themselves and their level of development/application, for example: noting the
already applied weighting (0.6 to 0.4) and applying a confidence penalty of 0.25 for the Cyanobacterial Bloom
Index and 0.50 for the Seasonal Succession of Dominating Phytoplankton Groups.
The proposed approach to consider different uncertainties associated with the area-specific use of indicators in
the integration will be further elaborated when the use of indicators per assessment unit is agreed and based on
preparatory testing towards the proposed Targeted Assessment Methodology Workshops for spring 2022.
An overview of where the assessment proposed above may be viable is provided in Annex 1 of this section
Additional contextual supporting information and possible test cases for HOLAS 3
In addition to the above assessment it will also be critical to involve the relevant experts in HELCOM Expert
Groups (e.g., zooplankton, phytoplankton, food webs, and eutrophication) when drafting the thematic
assessment report text on this chapter. Supporting contextual information could include: any further
development of other indicators, e.g., the Diatom-Dinoflagellate Index HELCOM indicator, and other reference
materials, such as peer-reviewed scientific publications or relevant national/regional project reports. In addition,
if progress can be achieved under the HELCOM BLUES and NEA PANACEA (OSPAR) projects, a test case for the
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‘paired approach’ utilised in OSPAR, as presented via the NEA PANACEA project, may be possible. This approach
is considered to have strong potential in the Baltic Sea region in the long term, but has significant development
requirements to be applied broadly and adapt the approach to the Baltic Sea's species and food web specifics.
Another test case that may be available would be linking the Cyanobacterial Bloom Index to the Zooplankton
Mean Size and Total Stock (MSTS) indicator. This would have the focus of identifying the eutrophication as a
driver of zooplankton community structure, and thus a potential link between environmental pressures and
pelagic habitat functioning.
Section 1.2 Annex 1. An overview of where an integrated assessment of pelagic habitats may be achievable by
HOLAS 3.
This table aims to provide an overview of where an integrated assessment of pelagic habitats may be achievable
by HOLAS 3, based on the components and proposal outlined above. It is important to note that the final
overview is highly dependent on ongoing work and associated approval processes.
Seasonal
succession of
dominating
phytoplankton
groups (pre-core)

Scale 3
Bothnian Bay
Finnish Coastal
waters
Bothnian Bay
Swedish Coastal
waters
Bothnian Bay
The Quark Finnish
Coastal waters
The Quark
Swedish Coastal
waters

Scale 2
Bothnian Bay

The Quark

At scale 3
Threshold value
proposal ready
Too few data to
define reference
period
Threshold value
proposal ready
Threshold value
proposal ready
Threshold value
proposal ready

Cyanobacterial
bloom index (precore)

At scale 4 open sea
(i.e. scale 2)
Not relevant

Zooplankton
Mean Size and
Total Stock (core)

‘Integrated’ viable
for HOLAS 3

At scale 2
Threshold values in
place

Possible at scale 3
Viable (2 indicators)

Only one indicator

Viable (2 indicators)
Not relevant

Too few data

Only one indicator

Not monitored
The Quark
Bothnian Sea
Finnish Coastal
waters
Bothnian Sea
Swedish Coastal
waters
Bothnian Sea
Åland Sea
Swedish Coastal
waters
Åland Sea Archipelago Sea
Finnish coastal
water

Åland Sea
Northern Baltic
Proper Swedish
Coastal waters
Northern Baltic
Proper Estonian
Coastal waters

Bothnian Sea

Too few data to
define reference
period
Too few data to
define reference
period
Threshold value
proposal ready

Åland Sea

Northern Baltic
Proper

Only one indicator

Threshold values in
place

Threshold values in
place

Not possible
currently.
Viable (2
indicators)*
Viable (2
indicators)*
Viable (3 indicators)

Not applicable

Threshold values in
place

Only one indicator

Threshold value
proposal ready

Viable (2 indicators)

Too few data to
define reference
period
Threshold value
proposal ready

Only one indicator

Threshold values in
place

Too few data to
define reference
period
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possible pending
zooplankton work.
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Northern Baltic
Proper
Gulf of Finland
Finnish coastal
waters
Gulf of Finland
Estonian Coastal
waters
Gulf of Finland
Russian Coastal
waters
Gulf of Finland
Gulf of Riga
Estonian Coastal
waters
Gulf of Riga
Latvian Coastal
waters
Gulf of Riga
Western Gotland
Basin Swedish
Coastal waters
Western Gotland
Basin
Eastern Gotland
Basin Estonian
Coastal waters

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Gulf of Finland

Gulf of Riga

Threshold value
proposal ready

Threshold values in
place

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II

Viable (3 indicators)

No information

Viable (2
indicators)*

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II

Viable (3 indicators)
Threshold values in
place

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II

Western Gotland
Basin

Eastern Gotland
Basin

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Too few data to
define reference
period
Not monitored
Too few data to
define reference
period

Threshold values
proposal ready
(Joint Estonian and
Latvian
assessment)

Threshold values in
place

Threshold values in
place

Threshold values in
place

Data available,
Estonian, Finnish,
Swedish and
Lithuanian data
being evaluated

Threshold values in
place

Threshold values in
place

Not monitored
Eastern Gotland
Basin Swedish
Coastal waters
Too few data to
define reference
period
Too few data to
define reference
period

Eastern Gotland
Basin Polish
Coastal waters
Eastern Gotland
Basin
Gdansk Basin
Russian Coastal
waters
Gdansk Basin
Polish Coastal
waters

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Gdansk Basin

Gdansk Basin
Bornholm Basin
Bornholm Basin
Swedish Coastal
waters

Too few data to
define reference
period
Threshold value
proposal ready
Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Not monitored

Viable (3 indicators)

Viable (2
indicators)*
Viable (2 indicators)

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II

Eastern Gotland
Basin Russian
Coastal waters

Viable (3 indicators)

Viable (3 indicators)

Too few data to
define reference
period

Eastern Gotland
Basin Latvian
Coastal waters
Eastern Gotland
Basin Lithuanian
Coastal waters

Threshold values in
place

Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)

Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)*
Viable (3 indicators)

Viable (3 indicators)
Threshold values in
place
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To few data to
define reference
period

Bornholm Basin
Polish Coastal
waters

No information
Bornholm Basin
Danish Coastal
waters
Too few data to
define reference
period

Bornholm Basin
German Coastal
waters

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Bornholm Basin
Arkona Basin

Not monitored

Arkona Basin
Swedish Coastal
waters

Threshold values in
place

Data compilation
in progress

Threshold values in
place

No information,
possible data
sharing between
experts

Not relevant

No information,
possible data
sharing between
experts

No information
Arkona Basin
Danish Coastal
waters
Too few data to
define reference
period

Arkona Basin
German Coastal
waters

Threshold value
tested in HOLAS II
Arkona Basin
Mecklenburg
Bight German
Coastal waters

Bay of
Mecklenburg

Threshold value
proposal ready
No information
currently,
discussion
underway
Threshold value
proposal ready

Mecklenburg
Bight Danish
Coastal waters
Bay of
Mecklenburg
Great Belt
Kiel Bight Danish
Coastal waters
Kiel Bight German
Coastal waters

No information
currently,
discussion
underway
Threshold value
proposal ready
Threshold value
proposal ready

Kiel Bay

Belts Danish
Coastal waters

Great Belt
The Sound
Swedish Coastal
waters

The Sound Danish
Coastal waters

The Sound

No information
currently,
discussion
underway
No information
currently,
discussion
underway
No information

Not relevant

No information,
possible data
sharing between
experts

Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2
indicators)* –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (3 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Not possible
currently.

Viable (2 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.
Not possible
currently.

Not possible
currently.

Not relevant

No information
currently,
discussion
underway
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No information
The Sound
Kattegat

No information

Not relevant

Kattegat Swedish
Coastal waters
Kattegat Danish
Coastal waters,
including Limfjord

No information
currently,
discussion
underway
Threshold value
proposal ready

Kattegat

Data compilation
in progress

Not possible
currently.
Only one indicator –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Only one indicator –
possible pending
zooplankton work.
Viable (2 indicators)
– possible pending
zooplankton work.

*These integration aspects may need further consideration towards the workshop in spring 2022 as the Cyanobacterial
Bloom Index on which they rely for a phytoplankton component is technically not applied to the scale 4 coastal areas.

1.3 Assessment of benthic habitats
Background
A closely related document, ‘assessment of benthic habitats for HOLAS 3’ was discussed by State and
Conservation 15-2021 (document 3J-26). State and Conservation 15-2021 discussed the need for improved
clarity on the process towards HOLAS 3, noting that the final constellation of available indicators (still
undergoing approval processes, i.e., at HOD 61-2021) and the specific nature of the available indicators would
also have an impact on the final approach to assess benthic habitats in HOLAS 3.
State and Conservation 15-2021 also proposed a way forward that included a ‘key contributors’ meeting to
update the existing document for submission to HOD 61-2021, followed by a Targeted Assessment Methodology
Workshop in spring 2022 at which details could be finalised, with the endorsement of the final approach taking
place at State and Conservation 16-2022 (Outcomes paragraphs 3J.118 – 3J.121).
The following section represents the outcomes of the key contributors meeting that included relevant indicator
leads and experts involved in previous developments towards an overall assessment of benthic habitats. It
offers a more clarified approach for the assessment of benthic habitats for HOLAS 3 and the logic behind the
proposal.
The Assessment of benthic habitats for HOLAS 3
An ‘assessment of benthic habitats for HOLAS 3’ document was discussed by State and Conservation 15-2021
2021 (document 3J.26). State and Conservation 15-2021 discussed the need for improved clarity on the process
towards HOLAS 3, noting that the final constellation of available indicators (still undergoing approval processes,
i.e., at HOD 61-2021) and the specific nature of the available indicators would also have an impact on the final
approach to assess benthic habitats in HOLAS 3.
State and Conservation 15-2021 also proposed a way forward that included a ‘key contributors’ meeting to
update the existing document for submission to HOD 61-2021, followed by a Targeted Assessment Methodology
Workshop in spring 2022 at which details could be finalised, with the endorsement of the final approach taking
place at State and Conservation 16-2022 (Outcomes paragraphs 3J.118 – 3J.121).
This section represents the outcomes of the key contributors meeting that included relevant indicator leads and
experts involved in previous developments towards an overall assessment of benthic habitats. The following
proposal represents a potential solution for HOLAS 3, based on available information, and not an optimal
assessment of the status of benthic habitats, and the aim is to provide a starting point for further improvement
at the Targeted Assessment Methodology Workshop in spring 2022.
Relevant indicators available to address benthic habitats in HOLAS 3
The available indicators that are developed and operational (in cases pending ongoing approval processes) are
somewhat limited when addressing the assessment of overall status or condition of benthic habitats. While the
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existing and operational indicators will be utilized in the overall assessment of benthic habitats for HOLAS 3
other relevant components will be required and utilized.
Two benthic-specific HELCOM indicators exist, the ‘Cumulative impact on benthic biotopes from physical
pressures (CumI)’ indicator and the ‘State of the soft-bottom macrofauna community’ indicator. The CumI
indicator offers a ‘risk’ evaluation of potential impact on benthic biotopes due to physical pressures and is
currently undergoing approval procedures to be applied as a core indicator for HOLAS 3 (as endorsed at State
and Conservation 15-2021, document 3J-23 and Outcomes paragraphs 3J.104-3J.108). The ‘State of the softbottom macrofauna community’ indicator is a core indicator that was applied in HOLAS II and will be applied in
HOLAS 3 in the same manner. There is ongoing work taking place to explore possibilities to define additional
threshold values, in particular in areas where HELCOM assessment units were divided for eutrophication
purposes (e.g. the Bornholm Basin/Pomeranian Bay area) (State and Conservation 15-2021, document 3J-24 and
Outcomes paragraphs 3J.109-3J.114).
As applied in HOLAS II coastal and core indicators of relevance to benthic habitats and collated or developed
under IN Eutrophication will also be utilized. These include the ‘Oxygen debt’ core indicator and the WFD coastal
indicators, for example indicators on soft-bottom macrofauna, macrophytes, angiosperms and oxygen
conditions, as well as water transparency to indicate the potential depth distribution of vegetation. These
components offer direct relevance to benthic habitats or represent proxies representative of key benthic habitat
components.
Planned integration or decision-making process to assess overall benthic habitat condition in HOLAS 3
The overall assessment of benthic habitats will be addressed via two main channels, a status component and an
pressure/impact component.

Figure 1. Schematic presenting overview of assessment approach. The BEAT integration tool would be used to integrate
the state components and the decision tree integration of the state and pressure/impact components with the state
components would take place subsequently via a decision tree approach (see text below). Loss is also addressed via a
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separate channel and reflected in the final assessment overview. *Coastal areas are described below in greater detail but
the general structure proposed above would be applied.

The state component for coastal areas will be assessed in a similar manner to the approach presented in the
schematic above, but will utilize the Water Framework Directive national indicators as listed above and as
applied in HOLAS II (see example from HOLAS II). The information for these indicators is collated under the IN
Eutrophication group and HEAT integrated assessment.
Should a shallow water oxygen indicator be available for HOLAS 3 this component could potentially also be
considered in coastal areas though the appropriateness of it for integration purposes or as supporting
contextual information (i.e. added descriptive interpretation) would need to be considered once the indicator
being developed under the eutrophication expert group is available. Issues such as the threshold value setting
approach, confidence in the indicator evaluation, level of indicator development, the appropriate temporal and
spatial coverage would all need to be considered and it is favoured that the biological components applied in a
coastal assessment would be the focus of the main assessment.
The state component for open sea areas will be integrated via BEAT. Where an assessment unit is addressed by
both indicators (i.e. soft-bottom macrofauna and oxygen debt) then the two components will be integrated
based on spatial aspects (i.e. an areas based integration) due to the specific relevance of the two indicators (e.g.
the soft-bottom macrofauna community be relevant in areas <60 m deep).
The pressure/impact component will be reflected by the outcomes of the CumI indicator, where the gridded
information will be aggregated to relevant assessment unit scales.
Decision tree integration approach
The proposed approach for a decision tree-based integration approach offers a preliminary idea of how such an
approach may be applied but would need further development within the expert community towards the
proposed spring workshop on this issue. The two components, the state component (overall) and the
pressure/impact component, could be integrated via a decision tree process, linked to the outputs of CumI. An
example of such an approach could be that if the CumI generated an output category of ‘very high’ (i.e.
equivalent to potential functional loss) then for the given assessment unit a One-Out-All-Out (OOAO) would be
applied and good status would not be possible to achieve. Where CumI generated an output category of ‘high’
(i.e. markedly above the threshold value) the status assessment of the given assessment unit would be
downgraded in its status assessment value (e.g. a % reduction or a drop to a lower status classification, i.e.
reflecting that the potential impact of pressures would not result in good status) and a specific parallel
confidence assessment would also be generated based on the confidence generated from the CumI assessment
and the underlying state components. Where CumI generated an output category of ‘moderate’ (i.e. above the
threshold value, as one of the CumI m1, m2 or m3 classes) the status assessment of the given assessment unit
would be downgraded in its status assessment value to reflect the potential impact of pressures. Where CumI
generated an output category of ‘low or very low’ (i.e. below the threshold value) the status assessment would
not be adjusted, however to ensure transparency the parallel confidence assessment would also reflect
underlying aspects such as data quality. The differences in spatial scale of the two indicator evaluations will also
need to be considered in this process and is a key aspect for future development to make such integrations
more comparable.
Addressing loss in the assessment
Loss will be addressed directly via data layers reported to HELCOM and the summary of this will be developed,
as in HOLAS II, via the Spatial Pressures and Impact Assessment (SPIA) – a further development from the BSPI
and BSII tool Baltic Sea Pressure and Impact Index tool). In addition, potential functional loss generated via CumI
will also be used in an appropriate form, functional loss being derived from levels of pressures that when
cumulated are deemed by the methodology to be so significant that they result in potential loss of biotopes. It
will be evaluated whether this functional loss can be used directly in the assessment or via incorporation into
SPIA.
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Accompanying confidence assessment
A confidence scoring will also be applied for the overall integrated assessment (a confidence map in the
assessment being provided in conjunction with the overall integrated assessment status). This accompanying
assessment of confidence defines the ‘quality’ or ‘optimal suitability’ of the underlying components integrated
into the final assessment of benthic habitats, reflecting the uncertainty of the assessment applied. This will be
applied based on the existing BEAT confidence assessment structure that addresses the confidence due to
temporal confidence, spatial confidence, methodological confidence and confidence of classification of the
indicator assessments (i.e. the underlying data behind the indicator evaluation per assessment unit).
Where components within the assessment or integration process are considered sub-optimal then a greater
uncertainty in the assessment result will be reflected by a lower final confidence evaluation. Thus, the overall
parallel confidence assessment will reflect the underlying components of the overall assessment of benthic
habitats.
Additional contextual supporting information and possible test cases for HOLAS 3
In addition to the above assessment it will also be critical to involve the relevant experts in the HELCOM Benthic
habitats Expert Groups when drafting the thematic assessment report text on this chapter. Supporting
contextual information could include: any further development of other indicators or test cases of relevance,
and other reference materials, such as peer-reviewed scientific publications or relevant national/regional
project reports. In addition, it is proposed, though there are resource implications, that a series of test cases
should be carried out to explore the comparability of the CumI outputs with relevant state indicator component.
These comparability tests would for example selects small or localised areas/regions that are well sampled for
state indicators (e.g. some areas with a high sampling station density in the State of the soft-bottom
macrofauna community, see ‘results figure 2’ of report) to explore if the potential impacts on state derived via
CumI (i.e. from physical pressures) do correspond to changes in state or are reflected in the current status.

1.4 Assessment of commercial fish
Background
Based on the Terms of Reference of the HELCOM Workshop on Status Assessment of Commercial Fish (ComFish
WS 1-2021), held on 28-29 September 2021, the workshop was focused on providing recommendations to
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 on Status Assessment of Commercial Fish.
This section presents an extract of the recommendations from ComFish WS 1-2021 (Annex 2 of the notes) based
on the following tasks carried by ComFish WS 1-2021:
-

Task 2: Develop and recommend the framework of the assessment, i.e. which parameters/indicators
should be used;

-

Task 3: Recommend appropriate approaches for the integration of indicator results per species/stock
and across the assessment period, respectively.

STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 agreed to arrange a dedicated session to discuss the assessment of commercial
fish in HOLAS 3 in detail, including the establishing of a regional list of commercial species to be included in the
assessment.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15A-2021 considered the document List of species for commercial fish assessment
(document 3J-33) and approved the approach for establishing a list of species and endorsed the current list to
be included in the commercial fish assessment for HOLAS 3, based on the recommendation by ComFish WS 12021, after the inclusion of amendments proposed by the Meeting.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15A-2021 took note of Recommendations on commercial fish assessment based on
ComFish WS 1-2021. The meeting considered how to best estimate the biomass capable of producing MSY
(point 1 on page 4) and supported the proposal from the Workshop to wait for the developments under ICES
WKREF before agreeing on the way forward. Subsequently the Meeting supported the organization of ComFish
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WS 2-2022 in spring 2022 and that, amongst other topics, the approach for estimating BMSY would be further
discussed there. The Meeting highlighted the need to know the timing of the ComFish WS well in advance and
further noted that the Secretariat will propose suitable dates as part of a plan on HOLAS 3 related workshops for
HOD 61-2021 (see updated timeline for HOLAS 3 assessment).
The meeting suggested the following additional points to be discussed at the workshop:
-

Indicator integration,
MSY reference points,
Bycatch.

The meeting agreed to include Kattegat in the commercial fish assessment for HOLAS 3 and considered the use
of assessments for fish species which are addressed under ‘commercial’ and ‘coastal’ categories/indicators (i.e.,
MSFD D3 and D1) and concluded that for HOLAS 3 both existing assessment strands should be maintained, that
the same species can be included under both strands, where relevant, and utilized as suitable under the
respective relevant MSFD Descriptors. The meeting noted that different data types and sources are currently
used for coastal and commercial fish assessment purposes in the HELCOM indicators and that without
substantial changes to monitoring the data will remain different. The meeting agreed that utilising the available
data for the assessment of all relevant species towards HOLAS 3 was considered valuable and that the
commercial fish assessment under MSFD D3 (i.e. stock assessment), based on the commercial fish species list,
followed by subsequent utilisation under MSFD D1, supported by additional indicators (e.g. the existing coastal
fish indicators) is to be used for HOLAS 3 purposes.
Recommendations on commercial fish assessment based on ComFish WS 1-2021
Task 2: Develop and recommend the framework of the assessment, i.e. which parameters/indicators should be
used
This section contains the recommendation from ComFish WS 1-2021 related to the task 2 “Develop and
recommend the framework of the assessment, i.e. which parameters/indicators should be used”.
General recommendations on providing evaluations for the HOLAS 3 D3 assessment
1. The Workshop recommend that both fishing mortality (F) and spawning stock biomass (SSB) should be
assessed for each stock, and if possible size/age structure, and alternative indicators should be used if F
and SSB are not available (re: Commission decision (EU) 2017/848, see Specifications and standardized
methods for monitoring and assessment section under MSFD D3).
2. ICES assessment results are the primary source of input for the assessment of commercial fish in HOLAS
3.
3. When ICES assessment results and data are not available according to the needs of HOLAS 3 then HELCOM
should clarify from ICES if such data, indicators or additional analyses can be provided and, if so, in what
time frame. If it can not be provided by ICES within the required time frame of HOLAS 3, then HELCOM
should initiate a process to apply suitable evaluations for the purposes of HOLAS 3.
Recommendations on the assessment of ”healthy size and age structure”
1. The assessment should be based on quantitative indicators that can provide guidance to management,
either directly or indirectly.
Directly: for example reflecting selectivity in the fisheries.
Indirectly: for example changes in natural mortality, growth or recruitment that may need
responses in target setting.
2. A suite of indicators/metrics would be needed to ensure a healthy stock over all parts of the size
spectrum. An indicative but not exclusive list of indicators, grouped per type is provided below (i.e.,
grouped under broader categories):
Age structure
– Mean age in the catch
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Size structure – focusing on large individuals
– 95th (or 90th) percentile of the fish-length distribution
– Should be designed so that it is insensitive to high recruitments
Recruitment success
– Potential examples: smolt productivity, L10
Selectivity/size structure in the fisheries catches
– Mean length of the catch, length of first capture, selectivity for juvenile fish
Other evaluators of changes in condition
– Mean weight at age
Genetic changes
– Mean length/age at maturity
3. Although applying the same indicators/metrics for different stocks, as far as possible, is advisable in the
long term, data availability is expected to be a constraint for the evaluation of some stocks, and
different indicators could prove to be optimal for different stocks.
Task 3: Recommend appropriate approaches for the integration of indicator results per species/stock and across
the assessment period, respectively
This section contains the recommendation from ComFish WS 1-2021 to related to the task 3 “Recommend
appropriate approaches for the integration of indicator results per species/stock and across the assessment period,
respectively”.
Integration of assessment results
1. The Workshop recommends that one-out-all-out should be used across criteria for assessing overall
status of a stock, as this was followed in HOLAS II, noting that it is reasonable to use the same approach
as was applied in HOLAS II for the sake of comparability.
2. The overall status of as stock can only be given if data on at least both F and SSB (or their proxies) are
available, and the overall status should also reflect results for age/size/condition aspects (i.e. MSFD
D3C3). The specifics of an approach (building on options presented at ComFish WS 1-2021) for how to
include evaluation results for D3C3 in this integration, under the understanding that HELCOM-agreed
threshold values are not foreseen within the time frame of HOLAS 3, could be further evaluated in
connection with a proposed follow-up workshop (see below).
3. The assessment results should reflect data for the whole assessment period of six years (2016-2021),
using the average result for all six years. Averaging is the most reasonable approach considering the
properties of the underlying assessment data, including the fact that the assessment values have strong
interannual variability. Especially for components such as age/size/productivity (e.g. D3C3), an
assessment over only one year would not make interpretation of the results appropriate.
4. The Workshop recommended that data is included in the BEAT tool using the same approach as was
applied in HOLAS II, but that the information on confidence is reassessed in relation to the new data
(though using the template for the BEAT tool), and that information on confidence in the underlying
model/assessment structure is incorporated in this.
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1.5 Assessment of marine mammals
Background
This section contains an overview of indicator components related to marine mammals and addresses the
utilization of these in HOLAS 3. The overview considers how the separate components are compiled and
combined and represent the assessment of marine mammals in HOLAS 3, for example how the indicator
evaluations form the basis of the indicator reports, which, supported by scientific contextual information asses a
topic (Topic Assessment) that is then included in a Thematic assessment (e.g. Biodiversity).
State and Conservation 15-2021 discussed the proposed approach for addressing the assessment of marine
mammals for HOLAS 3 (document 3J-44). The meeting provisionally endorsed the proposed approach for
assessing marine mammals in HOLAS 3, and noted that a wide use of additional information resources would be
beneficial. The direct link of this aspect (i.e. on how integration is applied) to the proposed Targeted Assessment
Workshops in Spring 2022 (i.e. BEAT section to address mammals, as outlined above) was also noted, with some
Contracting Parties reflecting the need for a final decision on the finer details to be taken via that process
(Outcomes paragraph 3J.173 – 3J.174).
Proposed approach for assessing marine mammals in HOLAS 3
The assessment of marine mammals in HOLAS 3 will include the three seal species (the grey seal, harbour seal
and ringed seal) and the harbour porpoise, and builds on the information and results from the respective
indicator evaluations for these species. Overall the assessment will be constructed of quantitative assessment
components, qualitative assessment components, and other supporting contextual information. The aim is to
produce an overall summary of the status of these species (and the ecosystem component marine mammals)
within a designated chapter of the HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment of Biodiversity. The input of the indicator
leads and the EG MAMA group will be critical in forming the overall assessment within HOLAS 3.
The figure below aims to summarise the approach, though the component parts may also be influenced by
decisions made on these individual parts, (as represented in the documents addressing those specific
component parts).

Assessment

Integrated
assessment
tool

Indicators

BEAT

Quantitative
evaluation

Knowledge
base

Examples

Data

Seals
Information
Data

Topical
assessment

BEAT

Qualitative
evaluation
Information
Data

-

Information

Harbour
porpoise

Other
factors

Figure 2. Process and component parts of assembling a topic assessment under HOLAS 3

Note, bycatch is currently not directly presented in the above schematic as there remain open questions on how
to use the resulting assessment in HOLAS 3. It could be used in three ways in the above diagram: 1) Data-
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Indicator-Topical assessment, Data-Indicator-Integrated assessment-Topical assessment, or 3) via the channel
marked as ‘other factors’.
Indicators anticipated or available for HOLAS 3
The following indicators will be (or are expected to be) available for HOLAS 3.
-

Distribution of Baltic Seals – all three seal species (as applied in HOLAS II),
Population trends and abundance of seals – all three seal species (as applied in HOLAS II),
Nutritional Status of Seals (being further developed from HOLAS II, see document 3J-40 to this meeting),
Reproductive status of seals (being further developed from HOLAS II, see document 3J-41 to this
meeting),
Harbour porpoise distribution (see document 3J-43 to this meeting),
Trends in abundance of harbour porpoise (see document 3J-42 to this meeting).
Number of drowned mammals and waterbirds in fishing gear (see document 3J-45 to this meeting).

In brief, the further developments being carried out for the Nutritional and Reproductive stats of seals
indicators aim to provide a broader spatial coverage than applied in HOLAS II, include all seal species, and
include all viable data from all Contracting Parties. The new developments related to harbour porpoise,
including the work being carried out under the HELCOM BLUES project, aim to develop initial qualitative
assessment for the Belt Sea populations and provide qualitative assessments for the Baltic Proper population,
the latter being based on an extensive review of historical records and reporting.
Similarly, an additional and highly relevant indicator addressing bycatch (Number of drowned mammals and
waterbirds in fishing gear) is also being further developed under the HELCOM BLUES project. This indicator aims
to further develop on the outcomes of the joint OSPAR-HELCOM Workshop on Incidental bycatch (e.g. threshold
value setting approaches) and on the risk mapping approach carried out under the HELCOM ACTION project
work package 1. The further developments of this indicator are presented in documents 3J-45 and 3J-46 to this
meeting).
Inclusion of the indicators in the integrated biodiversity assessment (BEAT)
The existing, modified, and new indicators will be included in the BEAT integrated biodiversity assessment for
HOLAS 3. The specific details of how this can be achieved are the subject of document 3J-48 to this meeting. The
current proposals would enable all the indicators listed above to be included in BEAT, though the specific details
of this remain open in some aspects.
Additional information
The above indicators alone, and their integration via BEAT, do not provide a complete and comprehensive
overview of the status of marine mammals in the Baltic Sea. It will therefore be critical to include other
supporting contextual scientific information in the designated section (‘topical assessment’) for marine
mammals within the HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment of Biodiversity. This information may for example rely on
peer reviewed scientific publications, national or regional reports, or other documentation of relevance for
example EU level or regional red lists. In addition to providing the scientific and ecological context to the existing
indicators the thematic assessment will address other issues that are currently not directly addressed with the
current indicator consortium, for example: habitat quality, other pressures, dispersal behaviours, feeding habits,
or food web related factors. Inclusion of relevant factors within the thematic assessment report will provide
context to existing regional assessments and also complement those assessments where gaps exist.

1.6 Assessment of bycatch
Background
This section contains an overview of indicator and assessment work related to the bycatch of marine mammals
and waterbirds and addresses the utilization of these in HOLAS 3. The overview considers how the separate
components are compiled and combined and represent bycatch appropriately in HOLAS 3, for example how the
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indicator evaluations form the basis of the indicator reports, which, supported by scientific contextual
information asses a topic (Topic Assessment) that is then included in a Thematic assessment (e.g. Biodiversity).
State and Conservation 15-2021 discussed the proposed approach for assessing bycatch in HOLAS 3 (document
3J.46). The meeting in general supported the proposed approach, noting that the bycatch indicator (certainly
when utilised in the HOLAS 3 thematic assessment work) should be split to address mammals and waterbirds
separately and also supported the proposed HELOCM BLUES project workshop to further the work on this topic
(Outcomes paragraph 3J.183 – 3J.185). Specific issues related to the appropriate (or not) integration of bycatch
via BEAT will be addressed under the species specific section of the proposed Targeted Assessment Workshops
in Spring 2022 described above.
Proposed approach for assessing bycatch in HOLAS 3
The work under HELCOM BLUES focusses on the further development of the HELCOM indicator ‘Number of
drowned mammals and waterbirds in fishing gear’. The work in the project addresses two major issues: 1) the
further development and application of threshold value-bases indicator evaluations, building on the work carried
out in the joint OSPAR-HELCOM Workshop in 2019 (Incidental bycatch WS 1-2019), and 2) the further
development of risk mapping evaluation approaches, building on the work of the HELCOM ACTION project (e.g.
Work package 1 report).
The figure below aims to summarise the approach, though the component parts may also be influenced by
decisions made on these individual parts, (as represented in the documents addressing those specific component
parts).
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Figure 2. Process and component parts of assembling a topic assessment under HOLAS 3

The bycatch topic is relevant for both the topical assessment of waterbirds and marine mammals in HOLAS 3. The
specific manner in which it should be utilised, e.g. in BEAT, is also addressed in other documents to this meeting.

General application within the indicator and HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment of biodiversity
The assessment of bycatch for HOLAS 3 will in technical terms be applied via the HELCOM indicator ‘Number of
drowned mammals and waterbirds in fishing gear’ in that the aim would be to include threshold value-based
assessments of bycatch (where there is sufficient data available through the HOLAS 3 data call) and the expanded
risk mapping carried out under HELCOM BLUES within the indicator report. The aim with the expanded risk
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mapping would be to build on the work carried out under HELCOM ACTION and expand the approaches applied
to a broader area, more gear types and also more species where possible. The indicator itself would therefore
include both of these further developed approaches.
A more detailed overview of the ongoing work under HELCOM BLUES Activity 2 and the bycatch task are included
in document 4J-65 to State and Conservation 14-2021. The detailed developments related to threshold value
proposals for HOLAs 3 are the subject of another document to this meeting (document 3J-45).
The information collated and evaluations carried out within the indicator would then be used within the HOLAS 3
Thematic Assessment of biodiversity (mammals and waterbirds sections) to support an understanding of the
impacts of bycatch on these key biodiversity components. This indicator information would also be supported by
relevant contextual information derived from published literature and reports to provide the clearest information
of the topic as possible.
Application in the BEAT integrated assessment tool
The appropriate application of the further developed indicator in the biodiversity integrated assessment (BEAT)
is addressed separately under document 3J-48 to this meeting, where issues relevant to the inclusion of bycatch
are identified. The issues related to the inclusion of bycatch within BEAT are applicable for both waterbirds and
mammals.
Proposed workshop under HELCOM BLUES
Under the HELCOM BLUES Activity 2 task related to bycatch where the indicator development is ongoing an
online regional workshop is included within the project work plan. The project partners, that include the leads of
the bycatch indicator, have proposed that the workshop would focus on two major issues: firstly reviewing the
developments undertaken related to testing threshold value approaches and risk assessments, and secondly on
how to best integrate/coordinate the two approaches/methodologies within the indicator. Since the bycatch
indicator addresses issues relevant to more than one Expert Group this would provide an opportunity to gather
vital regional input and guidance from both mammal and waterbird experts. The workshop is proposed to take
place in the la

1.7 Assessment of foodwebs
Background
This section contains the proposal prepared by the Third Meeting of the Correspondence Group on Food webs
(CG FOODWEB 3-2021) to STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 for assessing food webs withing HOLAS 3 and
beyond.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for assessing food webs in the HOLAS 3 assessment
and supported including further references in the document to clarify the approach. The meeting took note of
the clarification that the approach outlined in the document is also used in ICES WGIAB, as well as published in
peer reviewed scientific journals and welcomed that more information will be provided by the Secretariat on
the outlined ITA approach. The Meeting in principle endorsed the approach, noting the need for more detailed
information on the methodology and supported the continuation of the work towards HOLAS 3, including a CG
FOODWEB and BLUES Workshop in spring 2022 from which further input to STATE & CONSERVATION 16-2022
should be derived.
Proposed approach for assessing food webs in HOLAS 3
This document contains the proposal from CG FOODWEB for how to apply a food web assessment towards
HOLAS 3. A similar document was discussed at State and Conservation 15-2021 (document 3J-47) and the
meeting supported the ongoing work of the group, in principle endorsed the proposed approach, and supported
that an updated document be submitted to HOD 61-2021 in particular reflecting more information on the
details of the ITA approach (Outcomes paragraphs 3J.197 - 3J.200). The document was discussed at CG
FOODWEB 4-2021, after State and Conservation 15-2021, and additional information and references have now
been added to the document.
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CG FOODWEB 3-2021 agreed that for HOLAS 3 the evaluation of food webs should be addressed via a
designated section within the thematic assessment of biodiversity, compiling relevant test cases and
information, though no full indicator will itself be available that directly addresses food webs. The following
components would be used to compile the relevant information needed (details on these components are
provided below):
•
•
•
•
•

Apply a coherent approach (analysis of trends) to the largest possible spatial area of the Baltic Sea.
Add sub-regional test cases based on other specific models or statistical approaches.
Add additional test cases on components (e.g. productivity, diet, stable isotopes, energy fluxes, etc.) of
relevance and where they can be suitably established.
Establish information to ensure that food web interactions and linkages (i.e. topology) are clearly
outlined (including food web matrix approaches).
Add supporting contextual and reference material to the descriptive text in the thematic assessment
section to provide a broad description of the test cases in light of other relevant material.

As a final resort, should the above processes leave gaps or areas requiring an assessment, a variant of the
expert-based evaluation outlined in document 2-2 of CG FOODWEB 3-2021 could be applied.
The group also agreed that building on the tables (cf. Attachment 1 of the Outcome of CG FOODWEB 3-2021)
proposed by Sweden and the summary of biodiversity indicators should be taken further.
Potential for broadest spatial and coherent approach
The group agreed that the most feasible current approach to provide a broad spatial overview would be the ITA
approach (strongest current potential). The ITA approach is best defined as a toolbox of statistical analyses
capable of evaluating integrated analyses of trends over time. From this toolbox different data may require
different statistical tools to evaluate the trends, though applying such assessments via the ITA approach results
in comparable and appropriate evaluations. A number of examples of relevant publication applying such
approaches are provided at the end of the document and the ITA approach or toolbox is aligned with work
underway in ICES to increase standardisation of such analyses (e.g.
https://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WKINTRA3.aspx) and is also utilised in the ICES WGIAB group
that explores integrated assessments in the Baltic Sea (an ICES-HELCOM Group:
https://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGIAB.aspx).
The meeting noted that Sweden offered to carry out a test case of the ITA for the Bothnian Sea sub-basin and
initial work on this was presented at CG FOODWEB 4-2021 (see presentation 1). The preparatory work and
assessment for this test case is also being supported by the HELCOM BLUES project.
The meeting agreed that establishing an approach to address if other experts in the region can also partake in
the ITA approach, i.e. to expand the spatial coverage to be as large as possible for HOLAS 3. The following steps
were considered:
•

•

•

Discussion has been initiated with ICES WGIAB to address if there is interest and what other areas could
be considered for HOLAS 3. Several members of CG FOODWEB are also members of ICES WGIAB and
discussion was initiated with the WGIAB co-Chairs followed by an introduction to provisional HELCOM
plans towards HOLAS 3 at the recent WGIAB meeting. The WGIAB meeting has expressed a strong
interest to cooperate further with CG FOODWEB in the future work on developing assessments of
trends in food webs towards HOLAS 3.
The document to State and Conservation 15-2021 noted that support from STATE&CONSERVATION to
identify relevant experts to also support this process would be needed, e.g. add national experts to
carry out test cases.
Discussion with HELCOM BLUES regarding the possibilities to support this process via data preparation
or additional test cases will also take place inked to ongoing work under CG FOODWEB (pending
resources).
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Other potential test cases
It was seen as valuable to identify other test cases (e.g. the EwE western Baltic Sea) listed in Annex 2 (cf. page 7)
of CG FOODWEB 3-2021 Outcome, and determine via contact with experts developing those tools if test cases
can be available for HOLAS 3. CG FOODWEB 4-2021 discussed this issue and in particular noted two key
components that could be further developed as test cases within CG FOODWEB. These included the
EwE western Baltic Sea test case and an application of ASCETS (see reference below) on the EwE (Ecopath with
Ecosim model) outputs from the Kattegat region.
The meeting noted that broad spatial coverage and completion of the proposed tasks would be reliant on
securing the appropriate expert input and time.
Additional information and supporting contextual information
To address other aspects identified as critical in summarizing food webs in the Baltic Sea and their status it is
proposed that, with the support of CG FOODWEB experts, any assessments and test cases carried out would
also be complemented with supporting contextual information such as national or regional reports,
referenceable project outputs and peer reviewed publications.
Publications of direct relevance that outline the potential of applying the ITA toolbox approach.
Integrated trend assessment of ecosystem changes in the Limfjord (Denmark): Evidence of a recent regime shift?
Maciej T. Tomczak, Grete E. Dinesen, Erik Hoffmann, Marie Maar, Josianne G. Støttrup,
Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science, Volume 117, 2013, p. 178-187.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecss.2012.11.009
A retrospective view of the development of the Gulf of Bothnia ecosystem
Harri Kuosa, Vivi Fleming-Lehtinen, Sirpa Lehtinen, Maiju Lehtiniemi, Henrik Nygård, Mika Raateoja, Jari Raitaniemi, Jarno
Tuimala, Laura Uusitalo, Sanna Suikkanen,
Journal of Marine Systems, Volume 167, 2017, p 78-92.
The role of climate and fisheries on the temporal changes in the Bothnian Bay foodweb
Pekcan-Hekim, Zeynep; Gårdmark, Anna; Karlson, Agnes M. L.; Kauppila, Pirkko; Bergenius, Mikaela; Bergström, Lena
ICES Journal of Marine Science, 73, 2016, p 1739-1749
https://doi.org/10.1093/icesjms/fsw032
Temporal development of coastal ecosystems in the Baltic Sea over the past two decades
Olsson; J., Tomczak, M., Ojaveer, H., Gårdmark, A., Põllumäe, A., Müller-Karulis, B., Ustups, D., Dienesen,G., Peltonen, H.,
Putnis, I., Szymanek, L., Simm, M., Heikinheimo, O., Gasyukov, P., Axe. P., Bergström, L.
ICES Journal of Marine Science 72 (9), 2015, p 2539-2548
Analyses of structural changes in ecological time series (ASCETS)
Östman, Ö., L Bergström, K Leonardsson, A Gårdmark, M Casini,Y Sjöblom, F Haase, J Olsson
Ecological Indicators 116 (2020):106469
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2020.106469
Linking consumer physiological status to food-web structure and prey food value in the Baltic Sea.
Karlson, A.M.L., E. Gorokhova, A. Gårdmark, Z. Pekcan-Hekim, M. Casini, J. Albertsson, B. Sundelin, O. Karlsson, L.
Bergström. (2020)
Ambio 49:391-406.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s13280-019-01201-1
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2. Eutrophication
2.1 Integrated assessment of eutrophication (HEAT)
Background
In general, the HEAT integrated assessment of eutrophication will be applied in much the same manner in
HOLAS 3 as it was under HOLAS II. There has however been ongoing work to consider the implementation (and
consequences) of identified improvements or issues (included in the overview presented below). These issues
were discussed at State and Conservation 15-2021 (document 3J-56) and the meeting proposed the following
way forward:
-

-

A Targeted Assessment Methodology Workshop in spring 2022, including the test assessment results to
be prepared by EG EUTRO, utilizing the information of what indicators will be included in HOLAS 3, in
what format and to what extent.
Further development of approach document to include technical and methodological information
Final approval of technical aspects of methodology stemming from the continued work at S&C 16-2022
(Outcomes paragraph 3J.232).

Proposed approach for the integrated assessment of eutrophication in HOLAS 3
The general approach for the HEAT integrated assessment of eutrophication in HOLAS 3 would be aligned with
that applied in HOLAS II. Based on the conclusions of the processes described above eh issues defined below
would be addressed.
Improving the aggregation rules of the HEAT 3.0 tool to be more ecologically coherent was discussed at INEUTROPHICATION 15-2019 and has also been listed in the workplan for future work on eutrophication indicators
of the Second HELCOM INDICATOR Workshop as one of the topics that need improvement. Currently the indicator
aggregation to criteria level in HEAT is carried out by using weighted averaging and one-out-all-out between
aggregation groups (categories I, II and III).
IN-EUTROPHICATION 16-2020 suggested changes in the aggregation procedure (based on the proposal provided
in Doc 5-4 to that meeting), particularly moving the Secchi depth indicator to category (Indirect effects of nutrient
enrichment) from category II (direct effects). The meeting took note that Finland, Germany, and Sweden
supported the approach suggested by Denmark to move Secchi depth to indirect effects (organic matter
accumulation). Further proposals for additional groups such as ecosystem functioning are dependent on future
indicator developments and should therefore be considered in the longer term.
IN-EUTROPHICATION 19-2021 further discussed this aggregation and noted that though scientifically justified, the
consequence of this change is that the HOLAS II and 3 eutrophication assessments are not 1:1 comparable. The
meeting supported the proposal on the aggregation rules in principle and agreed to submit the proposal to State
& Conversation for approval.
STATE & CONSERVATION 14-2021 concluded that several CPs were of the opinion that the proposed integration
rules for use in HOLAS 3 may need further consideration. To support further discussion, and with the aim of
coming to a shared understanding prior to HOLAS 3, the meeting invited IN EUTRO to test both alternatives to
demonstrate the effect of the integration rules on the assessment results and to present these results at STATE &
CONSERVATION 15-2021 for further deliberation and agreement.
IN-EUTROHICATION 2021 held on 1-2 September discussed the aggregation rules in the HEAT tool (moving
Secchi depth to indirect effects) and recalled a request by State & Conservation to present results from reruns of
the modified assessment to illustrate moving the Secchi depth to indirect effects. The meeting noted that the
reruns have not been implemented yet, the main hindrance being that oxygen debt and cyanobacterial bloom
index indicators are not yet included in the HEAT procedure in R, and thus the results presented now would not
be reflective of the real effect of the change in the aggregation rules.
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The meeting agreed to come back to the issue after all HOLAS 3 indicators have been agreed and feasible testruns including all available indicators in categories II and III have been made.

3. Pollution
3.1 Integrated assessment of hazardous substances (CHASE)
Background
This section contains an overview of development which has been, or is being, carried out for the integrated
assessment of hazardous substances tool (CHASE) towards HOLAS 3. The actual implementation work is being
carried out under the Baltic Data Flows project (activity 5). This has allowed a suitable expert to be identified to
carry out the specific changes within the tool code to put in place the requirements identified by EN-HZ during
HOLAS II.
The changes being implemented have been reviewed by EN-HZ and State and Conservation throughout the
process. The practical implementation is ongoing with the tool code anticipated to be available during 2021, and
thus in advance of any application during HOLAS 3.
A few further issues will need to be considered in spring 2022. These issues do not impact on the tool per se or
the running of the CHASE assessment for HOLAS 3, though they do have obvious impacts on the output of the
CHASE tool.
Firstly, with the possible addition of new substances or threshold values is concerned, once threshold values are
approved and the indicator constellation for HOLAS 3 is known final details will need to be implemented in the
CHASE tool to be specific to the HOLAS 3 ‘run’.
It should be noted that these issues do not impact in any way on the ability to run CHASE for HOLAS 3, but there
will be obvious implications for the status/outcome of the CHSAE assessment. The same is true of the
confidence assessment proposal for the indicators, though this will not alter the CHASE status assessment but, if
applied, is expected to increase the spatial variation in confidence in both the indicators themselves and CHASE
assessment.
The work ongoing under the Baltic Data Flows project aims to prepare the CHASE tool so that it is possible to
accommodate all/any of the required changes by HOLAS 3, pending final decisions on the specific components
(such as threshold values, or core indicator status).
The integrated assessment of hazardous substances (concentrations of substances) was discussed at State and
Conservation 15-2021 (document 3J-71). It was noted that the Baltic Data Flows project is currently in the
process of implementing technical changes previously discussed under State and Conservation and EN
Hazardous substances (EN-HZ). Such changes include provisioning for potential new indicators (if approved),
improved confidence evaluation, and improved automation of the tool. In addition the issue of appropriate
application/visualisation of the CHASE outputs was discussed (i.e. at Assessment Unit Scale 3 or 4). State and
Conservation 15-2021 in principle endorsed the plan for how to utilize the CHASE tool for the HOLAS 3
assessment, and proposed a minor adjustment to the integrated assessment timetable in 2023 to allow
Contracting Parties to select the appropriate assessment scale to be represented in HOLAS 3 (as outlined
below).
The meeting agreed on the following decision process on the correct assessment level:
− In accordance with the approved timeline for the HOLAS 3 assessment and barring any major obstacles to
approval of the results of the hazardous substances indicator evaluations, the integrated assessment in CHASE
could be run starting from 17 October 2022. It is at this stage not possible to say when the assessment results
will be ready, however as soon as they are available, they will be submitted to State & Conservation contacts for
consideration.
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− An intersessional State & Conservation WG meeting aimed solely at deciding the assessment level of the
CHASE results will be convened as a half day meeting on the 26 October 2022, thus providing sufficient time to
incorporate the integrated assessment results and their analysis into the thematic assessment on pollution prior
to submission to CPs for review by 1 January 2023 (State and Conservation 15-2021 Outcomes paragraph
3J.269).
Proposed approach for the integrated assessment of hazardous substances in HOLAS 3
The main application of the CHASE integrated assessment tool will be identical to that applied in HOLAS II. The
below information represents identified improvements to that existing structure.
The CHASE integrated assessment tool integrates the hazardous substances concentration indicator evaluations
to provide an overview assessment of hazardous substances. It only integrates full ‘core’ indicators that address
concentration of substances, as outlined in the 2018 State of the Baltic Sea report Thematic Assessment of
Hazardous Substances.
Work to apply the identified improvements is being carried out under the Baltic Data Flows project, Activity 5,
where a subcontractor with suitable experience has been appointed to support the developments identified.
The developments identified have been considered under the Expert Network on Hazardous Substances (ENHZ)
and previous State and Conservation meetings. These include the following:
1. Potential to include additional substances, should further indicators achieve ‘core’ status (e.g. TBT or Copper
concentrations).
2. It is also noted that changes to threshold values, if and once approved, will also be incorporated. This
included the proposal to apply the new threshold values developed for the Radioactive Substances HELCOM
indicator (if new threshold values are approved), as addressed in document 3J-59 to this meeting).
3. Stronger automation and incorporation into the ICES DOME system so that indicator evaluations can be linked
more directly to the integrated assessment.
4. Suitable incorporation of data from the Radioactive Substances HELCOM indicator to this data flow to enable
more automated evaluation (the data from the Radioactive Substances indicator is currently housed outside of
the COMBINE/DOME system).
5. Improved confidence setting for the CHASE tool – where currently the tool can identify a single metal in more
than one sampling matrix type (e.g. Pb in biota and Pb in sediment) and score it with a higher confidence, this
will be adjusted to only increase confidence if it reflects the inclusion of more than one independent metal (e.g.
Hg and Pb).
6. Development to explore if additional confidence penalties can be included if key parameters driving the
overall assessment are missing in an assessment unit. For example, where Hg and PBDE were major drivers of
the integrated assessment in the 2018 report an additional penalty would be applied if they were absent.
7. Development to provide the CHASE integrated assessment at both Scale 3 and Scale 4 HELCOM Assessment
Units.
None of the ongoing work influences the actual running or application of the CHASE integrated assessment for
HOLAS 3, these will only provide the possibility to have an improved assessment of confidence within the tool
and ensure that if other/new substance concentration indicators are endorsed as core (e.g. TBT and Copper)
then the tool will have the capacity to include these by HOLAS 3. Other developments aim to improve the
efficiency of the data flows (i.e. connecting them to the COMBINE/DOME system under ICES) to work towards
greater automation.
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3.2 Assessment of marine litter
Background
No integration of relevant indicators is currently planned or has been discussed/proposed. The major focus of
the assessment (or section within the HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment report) is described below.
Proposed approach for assessing marine litter in HOLAS 3
The assessment of marine litter in the HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment will be constituted of a summarised
holistic overview derived from the indicators under approval (i.e. addressing Beach Litter and Litter on the
Seafloor). While these indicators alone do not address all aspects of marine litter they will be the focal point as
they represent HELCOM indicators (pending ongoing approval processes). To reflect other key issues for which
no HELCOM indicators currently exist the input of the relevant regional experts will be critical (i.e. EG Marine
Litter) in forming a solid contextual overview of litter in the Baltic Sea. It is envisaged that this supporting
contextual information would be drawn from sources such as regional or national projects and reports, ongoing
HELCOM development work and from peer-reviewed scientific material. Issues such as microlitter, sources and
pathways of marine litter to the Baltic Sea, and the impact on biota (e.g. mammals and waterbirds) would be
considered under this supporting contextual information. The supporting contextual information is expected to
take the form of illustrative localised test cases (e.g. examples extracted from existing work) and/or descriptive
text.

3.3 Assessment of underwater noise
Background
No integration if relevant indicators is currently planned or has been discussed/proposed. The major focus of
the assessment (or section within the HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment report) is described below.
Proposed approach for assessing underwater noise in HOLAS 3
The assessment of underwater noise in the HOLAS 3 Thematic Assessment will be constituted of a summarised
holistic overview derived from the indicators under approval (i.e. addressing Continuous noise and Impulsive
noise). To support a broad understanding of the topic additional supporting contextual information will also be
included within the relevant chapter. This supporting contextual information will place the indicator
assessments in a broader context and provide additional information either as localised test cases (e.g.
examples from existing studies) and/or descriptive text. Issues such as the effects on biota, for example, or the
significance of noise levels in sensitive areas, may for example be possible to expand on (i.e. more broadly than
can be addressed within the indicator reports) within the thematic assessments and provide key linkages that
would later be addressed under the HOLAS 3 summary report (e.g. where linkages between pressures and
biodiversity will be overviewed). This supporting contextual information is expected to be drawn from sources
such as regional or national projects and reports, ongoing HELCOM development work and from peer-reviewed
scientific material.

3.4 Assessment of oil spills
Background
The HELCOM indicator addressing oil spills will be applied in HOLAS 3 as it was in HOLAS II and no changes to the
indicator or approach are under discussion.
Proposed approach for assessing oil spills in HOLAS 3
The outcomes of the indicator evaluation will be reflected in the HOLAS 3 thematic assessment addressing
pollution/hazardous substances. This will be done in a descriptive manner but additional supporting contextual
information to provide a broad overview will also included in the thematic assessment, where relevant, form
existing reports (for example the annual reports on aerial surveillance under the Informal Working Group on
Aerial Surveillance (IWGAS)).
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4. Spatial distribution of pressures and impacts
4.1 Assessment of spatial distribution of pressures and impacts (SPIA)
Background
This section contains the assessment methodology for how the spatial pressure and impact assessment (SPIA)
will be conducted in HOLAS 3.
The SPIA in HOLAS 3 will be based on the same principle Halpern methodology as in HOLAS II, including the
possibility estimate the cumulative burden to the environment using an additive model. Beyond the cumulative
aspects the method enables the spatial presentation and use of individual, or a subset, of spatial data layers,
representing activities, pressures and ecosystem components, with the impact adjusted through the use of
sensitivity scores. Based on the feedback from HOLAS II, CIA Scoping meeting (CIA SCOPING 1-2020) and the
technical workshop (Technical CIA WS 1-2020), the MetDev project Work Package 1, has been working to
improve certain aspects of the assessment methodology, according to the priorities listed in the project
application.
This document describes the methodology for those aspects that are to be done differently in HOLAS 3,
compared to HOLAS II, as developed within the MetDev work package 1. Also the plan how to integrate the
outputs of the indicator on Cumulative impact from physical pressures on benthic biotopes (CumI), to SPIA, will
be presented.
A full description of the cumulative impact assessment methodology can be found in thematic assessment of
cumulative impacts, published for HOLAS II.
Assessment methodology for the spatial and impact assessment in HOLAS 3
The cumulative impact assessment in HOLAS 3 will be carried out by using the HELCOM SPIA tool (BSII in HOLAS I
and II). The tool follows the methodology developed by Halpern et al. in 2008, as in HOLAS I and II. The methods
assesses the cumulative burden to the environment is calculated with an additive model, including pressure
layers, ecosystem components and sensitivity scores.
The pressure and ecosystem component layers are based on the work in HOLAS II, however, including 6 new
benthic habitat layers and the fish layers created in Pan Baltic Scope which will replace the ones used in HOLAS
II. The full list of layers that will be included in the assessment can be found in Annex1. Data for the assessment
will represent the assessment period 2016-2021.
The development aspects of HELCOM SPIA for HOLAS 3
In the approved plan for HOLAS 3, in line with the wishes expressed by the Contracting Parties, all technical
development work and improving of infrastructure needed to support the State of the Baltic Sea report takes
place prior to the start of the actual HOLAS assessment process. This development work is clustered under a
HOLAS 3 preparatory phase. The preparatory phase runs from the beginning of 2020 to the first quarter of 2022,
in a staggered structure.
The MetDev project is targeting the third and final step of the preparatory phase, for the WP 1 on cumulative
impacts, the aim is to develop the tools and methods for the cumulative impact assessment in HOLAS 3. GEAR
21-2019 discussed how to tackle spatial pressure and impact assessment in the Baltic Sea region in future
assessments, as well as the role of the Baltic Sea Pressure and Impact Indices (BSPI/BSII) in HOLAS 3. The
Meeting concluded on a three-step process to reach a shared view on these questions and by extension the
development needs for HOLAS 3. The process included a survey for national contacts, a Scoping Meeting and a
technical workshop.
Based on the outcome of the scoping and technical workshop, the MetDev project Work Package 1, has been
working to improve certain aspects of the assessment methodology. The output of this work is presented in the
next sections, divided to chapters according to the different aspects of the assessment.
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The development of the SPIA online tool
The HELCOM SPIA online tool (currently unavailable due to development work) is an open-source tool
developed at HELCOM and free for everyone to use. The tool includes 3 sections: Information, layers and
calculation. The first sections introduces the tool, gives background information and provides links for the
further reading. In the layers section the user can use the map viewer to explore the pressure and ecosystem
layers available for the calculation. In the calculation section to user can make the selection of the calculation
method (pressure or impact index) and the layers that will be included in the calculation. Based on the selection,
the tool produces a pre-defined sensitivity score matrix, that the user can use directly or edit the sensitivities in
the tool. The results of the calculation will appear on the map pane on the right side of the section. In the
interactive map the user can explore the results and e.g. download the outputs of the calculation.
One of the most important development points that were discussed and outlined in the CIA Scoping meeting
(CIA SCOPING 1-2020) and the technical workshop (Technical CIA WS 1-2020), was to enable doing subset
analysis by including only desired pressure and ecosystem layers and to improve the ways to explore the results
of the assessment. This will increase diversity of the outputs of the assessment results and improve the usability
of the results to e.g. management purposes.
One key aspect to explore the result, and also to improve the transparency of the assessment, is to enable
linking the impact back to the underlying human activity, pressure and ecosystem component data. In HOLAS 3
this will be implemented in the updated tool to run the spatial impact assessment. In the tool the user can run
the impact assessment on any desired layer combination and explore the result map in the tools’ map viewer.
In the tools’ result map viewer it will be possible to explore the contribution of pressure and ecosystem layers to
the total impact for each pixel of the result raster. In practice this means, that if the user of the tool is interested
of certain hotspot in the map, by clicking the cell the user can see, as a graph and a table, the contribution of
each pressure and ecosystem component layer to the total impact, to this particular hot spot. For those
pressure layers that are aggregated from various human activities layers (e.g. physical loss), one can also access
the information of the contribution of those activities for the pressure layer, for that particular spot.
In addition to being able to explore the result per pixel, the user can also choose a larger area by selecting the
cell of interest or choosing from a predefined list of areas, such as HELCOM sub-basins (assessment units). As
previously, the user can also see the contribution of pressure and ecosystem components to the total impact,
for the whole assessment area, in this case the HELCOM Marine area.
Sensitivity score review process
Separate sensitivity score questionnaires were carried out for both HOLAS I and HOLAS II, where completely
new sensitivity scores were created for the assessment. The development of the indices between these two
assessments were substantial, justifying the creation of completely new scores. Also the number of ecosystem
components clearly increased and the aggregation of pressures from human activities were introduced,
resulting in a need for new sensitivity scores. The method to do the cumulative impact assessment and number
of pressures and ecosystem components in HOLAS 3, are rather close to the ones in HOLAS II, justifying that only
a revision of the scores used in HOLAS II was needed.
The review was done in order ensure the usage of most up to date knowledge, but also to create the sensitivity
scores for 11 new ecosystems components introduced in HOLAS 3. In addition there was strong support to
improve the sensitivity scores from the CIA Scoping meeting (CIA SCOPING 1-2020) and the technical workshop
(Technical CIA WS 1-2020).
The review process was launched in connection with launching the invitation for the HELCOM MetDev
Workshop on Spatial Pressure and Impact Assessment (HELCOM MetDev SPIA WS 1-2021). National experts
were asked to suggest new sensitivity scores for each combination of pressure and ecosystem component layers
or indicate if any combination requires further discussion. More detailed description of the review can be found
here.
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The results of the review process were discussed at the workshop. The workshop went through all combinations
that were suggested to be reviewed and decided on the new scores for those combinations. New sensitivity
scores were based on the average of the old sensitivity score value and the suggested new values. If some other
approach was used, the rationale for this was documented. The results of this exercise are documented in the
outcome of the workshop and in annex 1 were the new scores are listed.
The expertise of the workshop didn’t cover all pressures and ecosystem components, and in order to get the
best available information, the workshop agreed to ask guidance from the corresponding HELCOM expert
groups for the extraction of fish (Cod, Herring and Sprat) and introduction of NIS pressure layers. The expert
advice requests has been sent to the experts of both fields, and the process will be finalised by the end of the
year 2021.
Improvements to data and methodology to create layers
The data layers that will be used for the assessment are based mainly on the ones in HOLAS II, but 6 new
ecosystem components will be added to the assessment, as described in the section “benthic habitats” further
down the document. However almost all layers will have updated data for the HOLAS 3 assessment period 20162021. As in HOLAS II, the data is stemming from the national data call, HELCOM reporting, open sources and
data request to other organizations.
The methodology how to create the pressure and ecosystem layers will also be based mainly on the previous
assessment. There are, however, some changes and improvements to how certain layers are made and what
data they will be constructed from.
Eutrophication
Eutrophication is one of the main threats to the biodiversity of the Baltic Sea and the nutrient pressure layers
had the biggest contribution to the total impact in HOLAS II cumulative impact assessment. The concentration of
nutrients (total nitrogen and phosphorus) were used to produce the pressure layers in HOLAS II. Based on the
feedback from HOLAS II process, the CIA Scoping meeting (CIA SCOPING 1-2020) and the technical workshop
(Technical CIA WS 1-2020), better ways to depict the spatial distribution and the pressure caused by nutrients
are needed. This issue was discussed at the Workshop on Spatial impact and pressure assessment (HELCOM
MetDev SPIA WS 1-2021) and a task group was established to develop the methodology further.
In the first gathering of the task group, different approaches to develop the layers were discussed. Potential
solution included to use the data and methodologies used in the HELCOM indicator work for eutrophication or
finding better ways to interpolate the concentration of nutrients by using the DIVA software, or other
sophisticated methods. Using the established methodologies from the HELCOM indicator work (eutrophication
ratios per assessment unit) would offer an agreed and well documented methodology that is already used in
other eutrophication work. However, the spatial scale in these two assessments are somewhat different and the
usage of this methodology in the cumulative impact assessment context, requires further development.
The second gathering of the task group decided not to use the interpolation-based method due to uncertainties
in the methodology and because the patterns of concentration are highly variable and the interpolations create
deep gradients in the maps, that can be partly considered to be artificial. Different eutrophication indicator
products from the HOLAS II assessment were compared to find a suitable product to be used in the cumulative
impact assessment. The integrated eutrophication status assessment was chosen, because it was considered to
best represent the diverse effects of excessive nutrient input, and also had the best spatial coverage.
The new methodology will be based on the Integrated eutrophication status assessment and utilize the
eutrophication ratios available for each monitoring unit on the HELCOM assessment unit level 4. The ER values
below are from HOLAS II, but up to date data will be used for HOLAS 3, including the shift EQR values and using
any possible changes to the level 4 assessment units taking place prior the assessment.
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The assessment uses the combined ER values from various indicators by three MSFD criteria groups (C1:
Nutrient levels, C2: Direct effect, C3: Indirect effect). The HEAT 3.0 has been applied for open sea assessment
units using HELCOM core indicators and for coastal areas using national WFD indicators. In case of Denmark, the
WFD results were used directly, displaying different classification as obtained from HEAT.
The ER values, and the WFD values for Denmark, are transformed into pressure values (0-1) according to table 1.
Table 1 Conversion of ER and WFD values to pressure values
Indicator ER

WFD

WFD "ER value"

Pressure

<1

Good

0,5

0,2

1-1,49

Moderate and moderate potential

1

0,6

1,5-1,99

Poor

1,5

0,8

≥2

Bad

2

1

The cumulative impact assessment will be carried out using a 1x1km grid and the Integrated eutrophication
status assessment is done on a vector based HELCOM assessment unit level 4, thus the vector data will be
rasterized to match the 1x1km grid. First the vector data was rasterized to 100x100m resolution, and after that
aggregated to 10x10km grid using a mean value. A 10 km grid was used, in order to make the gradients
between assessment units slightly smoother.
Introduction of NIS
This section provides background info and a method summary of the suggestion to develop the pressure layer
on Introduction of non-indigenous species and translocations. A full description of methodology can be found in
annex 2.
Background
HELCOM HOLAS 3 will include spatial assessments of anthropogenic pressures and their potential effects on the
Baltic marine environment. This will require spatial data or models of pressure distributions. Already HOLAS II
included spatial layers of anthropogenic pressures which were used separately in pressure assessments and
together in the cumulative effect assessment (CEA) called Baltic Sea Impact Index (BSII).
Spatial representation of the distribution of non-indigenous species (NIS) is not a simple task for at least three
reasons: (i) many NIS do not establish stable populations but are found occasionally in marine surveys, (ii)
marine monitoring programmes do not focus to assess distributions of NIS, and (iii) it is not obvious which NIS
should be included in maps. The HOLAS II approach to indicate this pressure was based on the number of
observed NIS per assessment unit. In HOLAS 3, this pressure layer could be improved to indicate the threat more
realistically in marine environment.
Method summary
The suggested approach will use the most up-to-date input data from the available NIS portals agreed in
HELCOM level and reviewed by HELCOM experts. The list of NIS will be filtered to include only established
species which are suspected (or known) to cause adverse effects for the marine environment. Based on the
observations, extents of the geographical distribution will be estimated (i.e. outer boundaries of the
distribution). The NIS species will be linked to their characteristic habitats. As the HELCOM habitat (and
ecosystem component) maps are well advanced, the intersection of the NIS distribution and habitat maps will
produce a more realistic maps of the NIS distributions. The maps can be reviewed by HELCOM experts. The final
pressure layer follows the CIMPAL method (Katsanevakis et al., 2016; Teixeira et al. 2019) where each species is
given a weight score to indicate its potential impacts on ecosystem components. These weight scores are used
when integrating the species spatial layers (by weighted sum) into a pressure layer representing the pressure to
marine environment.
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Benthic habitats
In HOLAS II, Ecosystem components presenting benthic habitats were based on data submitted by Contracting
Parties, that was generalized for 5x5km grid. The data included mainly observation points, but also modelled
distribution for some habitats and regions. Observation points are based on national monitoring programs that
were carried out within the assessment period of HOLAS II, that was 2011-2016.
Benthic habitats (species) that were included in HOLAS II assessment were Furcellaria lumbricalis, Fucus sp.,
Charophytes, Mytilus spp. and Zostera Marina. Except for Charophytes all species selected for HOLAS II, have a
distribution that is centred around the more southern parts of the Baltic, due to salinity gradient in the Baltic
Sea. In order to have a more balanced selection of species and to cover also the northern and less saline parts of
the Baltic, the following species were decided to be added to the assessment: Potamogeton, Myriophyllum,
Najas marina, Fontinalis, Callitriche and Zanichellia. These species were included in the national data call for
HOLAS 3, and the layers will be used and edited in a similar manner than described above, as submitted by
Contracting Parties.
Similar methodology to produce the benthic habitat layers will be also used for HOLAS 3 but including some
additional data improvements.
Firstly, the national monitoring programs for different species and regions vary between different years and it is
possible that within the HOLAS 3 period (2016-2021), exhausting monitoring is not carried out across all species
and regions. The layers for benthic habitats that are comprised of observation points of absence/presence,
there is a risk that the distribution would be underestimating the geographical extent of some species.
Therefore in HOLAS 3 the data to produce the benthic habitat layers will be based on the monitoring that has
taken place within both HOLAS II and HOLAS 3 assessment periods. The data that will be included will therefore
comprise of the period of 2011-2021.
Secondly the aggregation of data to 5x5km grid is potentially overestimating the geographical extent of some
species, as their distribution might be limited within this area, due to e.g. substrate or depth. In HOLAS 3 the
distribution of benthic habitats will be “clipped” to include only areas within this 5x5km grid that is suitable for
each species. Different environmental gradient layers will be used for this purpose. The suitability of the
environmental gradient layers for each species will be considered separately. The final decision, how to carry
out this work and which environmental layers to use, will be made when the HOLAS 3 data call is completed
during spring 2022.
Uncertainty and validation of the assessment
The assessment of uncertainty of the SPIA is important for the transparency of the assessment and to
understand the limitations of a such assessment. Uncertainty can be considered to be comprised of the
uncertainty of data and the uncertainty of the methodology, including the assumptions and modelling done to
create the data layers.
In HOLAS II, the uncertainty of data layers were considered as the regional availability of data and as a
description of the quality of data indicated in the metadata description of most of the layers. Same methods are
applied in HOLAS 3, with small improvements. In HOLAS 3 there should be better information available
regarding the rationale if data for some layer is not submitted by a Contracting Party. This enables better and
more accurate maps regarding the regional data availability of human activities and ecosystem components.
This information will also be taken into account in the metadata descriptions of the layers. In addition to the
qualitative data quality description, a quantitative method will be used to rank the uncertainty of each layer, as
far as it’s possible.
Uncertainty, or the effect, of the sensitivity scores will be assessed by using a Monte Carlo simulation. The SPIA
will be run 100 times with randomly generated sensitivity scores and the different results will be analysed in
terms of variability of the result, the visual effect for the impact distribution and change in the contribution of
pressures and ecosystem components for the total impact. This analysis will provide information on the
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magnitude of effect the scores have for the result and how largely is contributes to the uncertainty of the
assessment as a whole. The possibilities to implement similar Monte Carlo simulation for the intensity of
pressure and ecosystem layers, will be scrutinized during the remaining months of the MetDev project.
Validation of a cumulative impact assessment is challenging due to the complex and overarching nature of the
assessment and was not carried out in HOLAS II. In HOLAS 3 an attempt will be made to validate the assessment
by testing the comparison to other cumulative impact, status or environmental assessments.
Integration of the outputs of the CumI indicator to SPIA
The indicator on Cumulative impact from physical pressures on benthic biotopes (CumI) was accepted to be
used in HOLAS 3 by State & Conservation 15-2021. The indicator has overlaps with the SPIA assessment and the
outputs of the indicator work will be integrated to SPIA, where applicable. The biggest differences between
these two assessments are in the way the pressures are intersected with ecosystems and the type of sensitivity
scores used and therefore the interim data, prior intersecting the pressures with ecosystems, are to be used in
SPIA.
For the pressure layer “physical disturbance”, the principal methodology and data are rather similar in CumI and
SPIA, and the information will fit nicely to be used in SPIA. There are, however, also some differences, mainly in
the assessment units and how to intensities of the pressures are presented. Therefore the vector-based
pressure information will need to be rasterized and the categorical intensity values changed to continuous
values, prior using it as a pressure layer in SPIA. The secretariat and CumI indicator leads are currently
elaborating on the best methodology to do the conversion.
The CumI indicator doesn’t directly consider the other physical pressure, physical loss, in the assessment. As a
side product of the assessment on physical disturbance, the assessment will produce information on direct loss
and functional loss, the latter being a result of a cumulative burden of disturbance rising above a certain limit.
Both aspects of loss are being excluded from the CumI assessment as it focuses on disturbance. Therefore the
outputs are resulting from a different methodology than in SPIA and the layer on physical loss will be done
within the SPIA framework in HOLAS 3. The functional loss, however, could potentially be an interesting addition
on top of the physical loss layer produced by SPIA, as it would also be in line with the ICES advice that suggests
to also include physical loss as a result of intense physical disturbance over time.
The need to further align the sensitivity scores in these two assessment was discussed at the STATE &
CONSERVATION 15-2021 and supported by many Contracting Parties. The Secretariat and CumI indicator leads
discussed this topic in a meeting on the second week of November. Both parties concluded that it would be
beneficial that the sensitivity scores would be further aligned, but due to differences (table 2) in the approaches,
this is not currently feasible.
Table 2 The approaches to present sensitivity in CumI and SPIA
CumI

SPIA

Categorical (very low, low, moderate, high) sensitivity
scores per human activity, that are spatially specified
for a country and a salinity class. The assessment
includes 8 ecosystem components (broad scale
habitats)

Continuous (0-2) sensitivity scores per pressure
layer that are the same for the whole Baltic. The
assessment includes 44 ecosystem components

Section 4.1 Annex 1 Pressure and ecosystem component layers to be used in HOLAS 3
Table 3The aggregated pressure layers that will be used in the SPIA in HOLAS 3.
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Layer code

Name of the pressure layer

PL_01

Physical loss

PL_02

Physical disturbance

PL_03

Changes to hydrological conditions

PL_04

Input of continuous anthropogenic sound

PL_05

Input of impulsive anthropogenic sound

PL_06

Input of heat

PL_07

Inputs of hazardous substances

PL_08

Relative distribution of nutrient concentration - Total Nitrogen*

PL_09

Relative distribution of nutrient concentration - Total Phosphorus*

PL_10

Introduction of radionuclides

PL_11

Oil slicks and spills

PL_12

Disturbance of species due to human presence

PL_13

Extraction of fish - Herring extraction (landings)

PL_14

Extraction of fish - Cod extraction (landings)

PL_15

Extraction of fish - Sprat extraction (landings)

PL_16

Extraction of seabirds - Bird hunting

PL_17

Extraction of mammals - Seal hunting

PL_18

Introduction of non-indigenous species and translocations*

*Layer name might change due to possible changes in the methodology
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Layer code

Name of the Ecosystem component layer

EC_01

Productive surface waters (Chl-a)

EC_02

Deep water habitats not influenced by permanent anoxia

EC_03

Infralittoral hard substrate

EC_04

Infralittoral sand

EC_05

Infralittoral mud

EC_06

Infralittoral mixed substrate

EC_07

Circalittoral hard substrate

EC_08

Circalittoral sand

EC_09

Circalittoral mud

EC_10

Circalittoral mixed substrate

EC_11

Furcellaria lumbricalis distribution

EC_12

Zostera marina distribution

EC_13

Charophyte distribution

EC_14

Mytilus distribution

EC_15

Fucus distribution

EC_16

Sandbanks (1110)

EC_17

Estuaries (1130)

EC_18

Mudflats and sandflats (1140)

EC_19

Coastal lagoons (1150)

EC_20

Large shallow inlets and bays (1160)

EC_21

Reefs (1170)

EC_22

Baltic Esker islands (1610)

EC_23

Submarine structures made by leaking gas (1180)

EC_24

Boreal Baltic islets and small islands (1620)

EC_25

Potential nursery areas for flounder (PBS)*

EC_26

Potential recruitment areas for perch (PBS)*

EC_27

Potential recruitment areas for pikeperch (PBS)*

EC_28

Potential spawning areas for cod (PBS)*

EC_29

Potential spawning areas for Baltic flounder (PBS)*

EC_30

Potential spawning areas for European flounder (PBS)*
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EC_31

Potential spawning areas for herring (PBS)*

EC_32

Potential spawning areas for Sprat (PBS)*

EC_33

Wintering areas for birds

EC_34

Breeding areas for birds

EC_35

Grey seal distribution

EC_36

Harbour seal distribution

EC_37

Ringed seal distribution

EC_38

Harbour porpoise distribution

EC_39

Potamogeton distribution**

EC_40

Myriophyllum distribution**

EC_41

Najas marina distribution**

EC_42

Fontinalis distribution**

EC_43

Callitriche distribution**

EC_44

Zanichellia distribution**

*Updated fish layer created in Pan Baltic Scope project
**New layer for HOLAS 3
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Section 4.1 Annex 2 Renewed methodology for the pressure layer Introduction of NIS
Pressure layer for established marine non-indigenous species in the Baltic Sea
Background
HELCOM HOLAS 3 will include spatial assessments of anthropogenic pressures and their potential effects on the
Baltic marine environment. This will require spatial data or models of pressure distributions. Already HOLAS II
included spatial layers of anthropogenic pressures which were used separately in pressure assessments and
together in the cumulative effect assessment (CEA) called Baltic Sea Impact Index (BSII).
Spatial representation of the distribution of non-indigenous species (NIS) is not a simple task for at least three
reasons: (i) many NIS do not establish stable populations but are found occasionally in marine surveys, (ii)
marine monitoring programmes do not focus to assess distributions of NIS, and (iii) it is not obvious which NIS
should be included in maps. The HOLAS II approach to indicate this pressure was based on the number of
observed NIS per assessment unit. In HOLAS 3, this pressure layer could be improved to indicate the threat more
realistically in marine environment.
Method summary
The suggested approach will use the most up-to-date input data from the available NIS portals agreed in
HELCOM level and reviewed by HELCOM experts. The list of NIS will be filtered to include only established
species which are suspected (or known) to cause adverse effects for the marine environment. Based on the
observations, extents of the geographical distribution will be estimated (i.e. outer boundaries of the
distribution). The NIS species will be linked to their characteristic habitats. As the HELCOM habitat (and
ecosystem component) maps are well advanced, the intersection of the NIS distribution and habitat maps will
produce a more realistic maps of the NIS distributions. The maps can be reviewed by HELCOM experts. The final
pressure layer follows the CIMPAL method (Katsanevakis et al., 2016; Teixeira et al. 2019) where each species is
given a weight score to indicate its potential impacts on ecosystem components. These weight scores are used
when integrating the species spatial layers (by weighted sum) into a pressure layer representing the pressure to
marine environment.
Method details
The method addresses the consequences of pressures arising from non-indigenous species (i.e. alien species),
through measurements of their impacts on the natural systems by the Cumulative IMPact of ALien species
(CIMPAL) index (Katsanevakis et al., 2016; Teixeira et al. 2019).
CIMPAL is a semi-quantitative expert judgement-based approach to rate alien species impacts, providing a unitless cumulative impact index. The vulnerability of marine ecosystems to the additive negative impact of marine
alien species was assessed with the CIMPAL index (Equation 1), after Katsanevakis et al. (2016). The index (Ic)
was calculated for the 10x10km EEA grid (Teixeira et al. 2019) and will be calculated to a finer grid in HOLAS 3.
Equation 1

𝐼𝑐 = ∑𝑛𝑖=𝟏 ∑𝑚
𝑗=𝟏 𝐴𝑖 𝐻𝑗 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

where, Ai = status of alien species i, Hj = index of the extent of habitat j, wi,j = impact weight for alien species i
and habitat j , n = number of alien species, and m = number of marine habitats. The index is calculated in its
simplified binomial version, using 0 for absence and 1 for presence of habitat (Hj) and species (Ai).
Impact weights (wi,j) of alien species in biodiversity were defined by following the uncertainty-averse strategy,
which accounts for the magnitude of the impacts (Table 1; Figure 1) and the strength of evidence of the
information on impacts (Table 2). The classification of the magnitude of the impacts is based on the Blackburn et
al. (2014) proposal adapted for the marine environment by Katsanevakis et al. (2016) (Table 1). This assessment
considers only negative impacts of alien species specifically affecting biodiversity at different levels
(Katsanevakis et al., 2014).
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Table 1. Categories for characterizing the magnitude of the impact and respective score, adapted from Blackburn
et al. 2014 and Katsanevakis et al. 2016.
Impact categories: score and definition
Minimal
(0)

Minor
(1)

No effect on fitness of native species; negligible impact on native species due to competition or
predation or parasitism or toxicity or bio-fouling or grazing/herbivory; negligible impact on
ecosystem processes and ecosystem functioning; negligible impact on keystone species or
species of high conservation value; no chemical, physical or structural impact on the ecosystem
(not an ecosystem engineer).
Reduction in individual fitness due to competition or predation or parasitism or toxicity or biofouling or herbivory, but no substantial population declines; minor impact on ecosystem
processes and ecosystem functioning with no related population declines; negligible impact on
keystone species or species of high conservation value; or causes changes in chemical, physical or
structural habitat characteristics without decline of native populations.

Moderate Declines in population densities because of competition or predation or parasitism or toxicity or
bio-fouling or herbivory, but no changes in community composition; or displacement of no more
(2)
than one species of similar niche; or impact on ecosystem processes and ecosystem functioning
resulting to population declines but no substantial change in species composition; or reduction in
individual fitness of at least one keystone species or species of high conservation value, but no
substantial population declines; or ecological engineering, resulting to population declines but no
substantial change in community composition.
Major
(4)

Massive
(8)

Changes in community composition and local or population extinction of at least one native
species, because of competition or predation or parasitism or toxicity or bio-fouling or herbivory;
impact on ecosystem processes and ecosystem functioning resulting to change in species
composition; or population decline of at least one keystone species or species of high
conservation value; or ecological engineering, resulting to change in community composition.
Induced changes are reversible in the short term (<1 decade) with proper management measures
or if the alien species population declines naturally.
The same as in 'major' but changes are irreversible in the short term (<1 decade) or currently
there is no known effective management action for the control of the invasive alien species and a
natural decline of its population seems highly unlikely.

Table 2. Strength of evidence of the impact information adapted from Katsanevakis et al. 2016.
Strength of Evidence categories
High

Impact is documented based on Manipulative Experiments (field or laboratory experiments that
include treatments/control and random selection of experimental units) or Natural Experiments
(one of the elements of manipulative experiments is missing and the experimental units are
selected by nature, i.e. not randomly)

Medium Impact is documented based on Modelling (i.e. as derived from ecosystem models), Direct
Observations (an observation or direct measurement of the impact about which there is no doubt,
e.g. large-scale mortality events because of harmful algal blooms), or non-experimental-based
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Correlations (inference based on an observed correlation between the species’
presence/abundance and the impact, but not based on an experimental design for data collection)
Low

Impact is based on Expert Judgement, usually on the basis of empirical knowledge or the species'
traits or the documented impact of similar species

Figure 1. Impact weights defined on the basis of
the magnitude of impact and the related
strength of evidence following an uncertaintyaverse strategy (adapted from Katsanevakis et
al. 2016).

Criteria for alien species selection
The list of alien species should consider established species observed within the geographical area of interest
and which have been selected on the basis of the following criteria:
1.

All alien species considered to have an impact on biodiversity of coastal and marine ecosystems in the
Baltic Sea will be included. The selection will follow the NIS portals agreed on HELCOM level and
national experts can review and revise the selections.

2.

All alien species included in the assessment need to have established populations in the area.

3.

Cryptogenic (CR) species have been excluded from this assessment.

4.

Alien fresh-water species can be included if they cause adverse effects in any parts of the Baltic Sea.

Alien species’ distributions
The data covers all observations since the first observation but changes in the distribution area (e.g.
disappearances) are taken into account in the review process.
Alien species habitats
This assessment focuses on the negative cumulative impacts of alien species on coastal and marine habitats, for
which the main habitat types were considered. In addition to coastal and marine waters, also coastal littoral
zones, estuaries and coastal lagoons can be included in the assessment, whenever spatial data is available.
Teixeira et al. (2019) used a simplified reduced list of 16 habitat categories as the basis for assigning the
negative impacts of alien species in biodiversity (Table 4). This can be changed to the HELCOM HOLAS 3
ecosystem component list.
Adverse effects of alien species are reported to different habitats, communities and species in the several NIS
portals. Emphasis should be in the Baltic Sea relevant information. These reported habitats will be aligned with
the HELCOM HOLAS 3 ecosystem components.
Table 4. Reduced list of 16 habitats used in this assessment for assigning species negative impacts.
Reduced list of habitats

source

Equivalence to habitats in source

Estuaries & coastal lagoons
infralittoral

Derived from Copernicus Water &
Wetness 2015

Coastal water surfaces: lagoons,
estuaries (WWPI ≥ 95%)
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Estuaries & coastal lagoons
littoral

Derived from Copernicus Water &
Wetness 2015

Intertidal areas (WWPI ≥ 60%)

Coastal wetlands (incl. salt
marshes)

Derived from Copernicus Water &
Wetness 2015

Coastal wetlands (incl. salt marshes)
(WWPI ≥ 20%)

Coastal intertidal
softbottoms

This work

Coastal littoral zones (beaches and/or
rocky shores)

Coastal intertidal rocky
shores

This work

Coastal littoral zones (beaches and/or
rocky shores)

Posidonia beds

Emodnet euseamap2016

A5.535 and dependencies

Seagrass-seaweed beds

Emodnet euseamap2016; and

A5.531: Cymodocea beds;

derived from Copernicus Water &
Wetness 2015

Coastal water surfaces: lagoons,
estuaries (WWPI ≥ 95%); Intertidal areas
(WWPI ≥ 60%)

Coralligenous

Emodnet euseamap2016

A4.26 or A4.32: Mediterranean
coralligenous communities moderately
exposed to or sheltered from
hydrodynamic action

Shallow sediment (<60)

Emodnet euseamap2016

See correspondence in Sup. Mat. 3

Shallow rock (<60)

Emodnet euseamap2016

See correspondence in Sup. Mat. 3

Circalittoral sediment (60200)

Emodnet euseamap2016

See correspondence in Sup. Mat. 3

Circalittoral rock (60-200)

Emodnet euseamap2016

See correspondence in Sup. Mat. 3

Bathyal-abyssal sediment
(>200)

Emodnet euseamap2016

See correspondence in Sup. Mat. 3

Bathyal-abyssal rock
(>200)

Emodnet euseamap2016

See correspondence in Sup. Mat. 3

Pelagic (<200)

Emodnet bathymetry portal

derived from bathymetric data: 0 to
200m depth

Mesopelagic (200-1000)

Emodnet bathymetry portal

derived from bathymetric data: 200 to
1000m depth
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5. Economic and social analyses
5.1 Assessment of Ecosystem Service Supply and Benefit
Background
HELCOM MetDev WP2 on economic and social analyses (ESA) works with conceptional and operational
relationships between the marine environment and human welfare. It aims to further develop regional methods
and results for economic and social analyses to support the holistic assessment of the marine environment by
addressing some of the shortcomings and development needs identified in previous regional ESA work (HELCOM
Action, Pan Baltic Scope, SPICE, TAPAS).
HELCOM BLUES and MetDev have coordinated their work to adopt a uniform ecosystem services framework and
focus on each project’s core competencies in order to cover the different elements of the ES approach and ensure
a consistent terminology, conceptual approach and treatment to enable linking the supply and benefits of ES. In
this context, HELCOM MetDev project has focused on ecosystem service supply and benefit potential of Baltic Sea
using the latest spatial ecosystem data layers in HELCOM Map and Data Service and quantified ES supply
estimates, while HELCOM BLUES project (2021-2022) focuses on values of ecosystem service due to greater
expertise with economic issues. BLUES is also developing an ecosystem service framework that will incorporate
both of these aspects. It is expected that this cooperation between supply and value side of ecosystem service
approach will continue during HOLAS 3 assessment period with respect to ecosystem services.
This document describes MetDev WP 2 tasks B and provides information of the progress on the ecosystem service
supply and benefit methodology for HOLAS 3. As this document has been in continuous development and has
therefore not been reviewed in its current form by any HELCOM Working group, however the most recent changes
were presented to GEAR 25-2021 prior to their implementation in this document. A review of the feedback
received from State and Conservation, Gear, EN ESA, and two driver indicator workshops is provided below.
Meeting comments
STATE&CONSERVATION 14-2021 took note of the Assessment of ecosystem services and ecosystem accounting
in HELCOM MetDev project (document 4J-58, Presentation 12), as presented by the Secretariat. The meeting
noted the division of tasks between the MetDev and the HELCOM BLUES project, with MetDev focusing more on
the ecosystem service supply capacity whereas the BLUES project aims to cover the demands side. The meeting
expressed the importance to ensure that the ecosystem services with weak linkage to ecosystem components will
not be overestimated and those with a strong link will not be underestimated in the assessment as well as the
need to consider how the status of ecosystem components can be accounted for. The meeting noted the
clarification by the Secretariat that this will be the first attempt of including ecosystem service assessment and
ecosystem accounting in a HELCOM assessment framework and thus for HOLAS 3 full operationalization may not
be possible, but the concept will be tested, and results presented where possible. The meeting noted that Sweden
has two ecosystem services projects ongoing and welcomed the offer to explore possible synergies between the
national projects and MetDev WP2. The meeting noted the clarification with differentiation between Natura2000
areas and benthic landscapes (infra and circalittoral areas) and noted that renaming and re-classification of these
ecosystem components will be carried out to reflect the content of the layers more appropriately. The meeting
expressed the importance to involve appropriate ecological expertise in the ecosystem services and accounting
work within HELCOM and supported the involvement of HELCOM expert groups and networks in the work.
GEAR 24-2021 took note of the plans and progress regarding methodologies for HOLAS 3 on the assessment of
ecosystem services and ecosystem accounting under the MetDev project. (document 5-11, presentation 7). The
meeting welcomed the information that there is cooperation with OSPAR planned on this topic. The meeting took
note of the information by Finland on the potential for cooperation with an ongoing national project (MeriAvain)
focusing on the same topics and welcomed the suggestion by Finland that the Gulf of Finland could be considered
for potential use as a transboundary test area for the approach developed under MetDev.
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STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for assessing ecosystem services (document 3J-77) as
well as the approach for ecosystem accounting for the HOLAS 3 assessment (document 3J-3). The meeting noted
the specific comments provided by Sweden and that Finland and Denmark if needed will provide comments in
writing to the Secretariat (kemal.pinarbasi@helcom.fi). The meeting noted the comment by Sweden that it would
be beneficial to, in the section on gaps and barriers, include possible solutions, where these exist, as well as
indications on if this is a gap or barrier which could be overcome prior to HOLAS 3 or represents a need for long
term development. The meeting emphasized the importance of, where possible, quantifying the links between
ecosystem service and ecosystem components, in order to ensure that the importance of ecosystem components
with many, but weak, links to ecosystem services are not overestimated and vice versa. The meeting further
emphasized that concretized causal links should, wherever possible, be established between the services and the
DAPSIM framework components affecting or affected by the service in question.
The meeting welcomed the interest expressed by several CPs to be actively involved in the work leading up to
HOLAS 3. The meeting emphasised that in order to improve the ecological relevance of the assessment results it
is of high importance to involve both experts with a socioeconomic background and experts with a background in
Baltic Sea ecology in the further development work. This includes topical experts in the HELCOM expert groups
and representatives from State and Conservation WG. The meeting emphasised that upcoming amendments to
relevant EU regulation will likely result in some need to amend the methodology and should be considered in
marine ecosystem accounting development process.
The meeting recommended organising a more substantive assessment methodology Workshop in spring 2022,
jointly with the BLUES project Activity 1, which is to incorporate all the various components of the economic and
social analyses planned for inclusion in HOLAS 3, including ecosystem services.
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 in principle endorsed the continued work towards HOLAS 3, noting the study
reservation by Germany which is of the view that all the ESA assessment related documents should be submitted
and endorsed at GEAR 25-2021. The meeting noted that Germany subsequently placed a study reservation on all
ESA documents until GEAR 25-2021.
EN ESA 15-2021 considered the approach for assessing ecosystem services (Document 2). The Meeting
commented that while the document focuses on ecosystem service supply, the title and some background
information concern a broader ecosystem service approach, including the ecosystem service (socioeconomic)
valuation. The Meeting suggested that either the title and the included information should be revised keeping
clear focus on the ecosystem service supply, or the document scope be broadened covering the whole ecosystem
service assessment. The Meeting suggested that the document include discussion of the issues created due to
missing or low-quality data on e.g. ecosystem condition and quantitative ecosystem service supply estimates.
Latvia noted the lack of conceptual foundation for the proposed list of ecosystem component layers to use in the
ecosystem services supply assessment and tool (e.g. in the matrix on contribution of the components to the
ecosystem services’ supply). Latvia considered that the current approach was driven by the data rather than a
systematic conceptual foundation (the list of components is focused rather on data layers than conceptually
sound components, creating a double-counting problem for mapping of the ecosystem service supply) and
suggested as a way to proceed to develop a list of conceptually sound components for assessing their contribution
to the ecosystem services supply, and then appropriate data layers can be selected for the mapping of
components and ecosystem service supply.
GEAR 25-2021 took note of updated information on assessment for Ecosystem Service Approach in HOLAS 3
(presentation 4, document 5-5). The Meeting acknowledged that in its current format some double counting for
ecosystem services cannot be avoided, as this would require that either all layers where information on more
than one ecosystem component are included would need to be excluded from the analyses, or detailed
information on the data used for the modelling would need to accessible and in the timeframe of HOLAS 3 this is
not possible. However, the Meeting discussed the presented data prioritization strategy using the most relevant
layers to minimize the impact double counting of ecosystem components and expressed support for this approach
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as a tool to address the issue for HOLAS 3. The Meeting also discussed that additional data can be used to increase
the reliability of this work. The Meeting noted that new spatial data is expected to be available through the HOLAS
3 data call, and the most updated spatial data is planned be used in ecosystem service assessment during HOLAS
3. The Meeting took note of the information from the Secretariat that the document 5-5 submitted to this Meeting
will be separated into two documents for submission to HOD 61-2021: an ecosystem services supply potential
document focusing on a practical methodology for HOLAS 3 to be authored by MetDev Project and an overarching
ecosystem service approach document laying out a general assessment framework to be jointly authored by
MetDev and HELCOM BLUES projects. The Meeting considered and endorsed the approach for assessing
ecosystem services for the HOLAS 3 assessment to be submitted to HOD 61-2021 for approval.
NOTE: Following ongoing discussions between HELCOM MetDev and BLUES projects, the proposed joint
document on the ecosystem service approach noted by GEAR 25-2021 will not be submitted to HOD at this time.
Significant further development is expected during 2022 and will be submitted to relevant HELCOM meetings at
a later date.
Ecosystem service supply methodology
Overview of MetDev Work Package 2: Economic and Social Analyses
During the MetDev project, links between socio-economic indicators, ecosystem services, ecosystem components
and human welfare are being analysed, and related regional methods are being developed. More specifically, the
MetDev project contributes to the Driver-Activity-Pressure-State-Impact-Measures (DAPSIM) cycle by adding
improved integration of ESA and environmental assessments along with following activities:
-

Task B: Methodology development and initial implementation of the ecosystem services approach by
identifying ecosystem service supply potential in cooperation with the analysis of status and the analysis
of pressures and impacts on the marine environment,
- Task C: Describing a general approach for ecosystem accounting applicable for the marine environment,
and application to the Baltic Sea and providing illustrations of marine ecosystem accounting for specific
ecosystem components.
MetDev WP2 has built on previous HELCOM experiences and economic and social analyses for the State of the
Baltic Sea report (HOLAS II), existing BSPI and BSII tools and mapping approach using the relationship between
activities and ecosystem services (TAPAS and SPICE projects, 2016-2018), maritime spatial planning efforts (Pan
Baltic Scope project, 2018-2019) and analyses of existing and new measures to support the Baltic Sea Action Plan
update (ACTION project and SOM Platform, 2019-2020). It also ties into implementation of the roadmap for
continued HELCOM work on ESA.
MetDev WP2 has sought synergies with other HELCOM projects to maximize the impact of project resources.
HELCOM BLUES project (2021-2022) has some overlapping project goals related to ecosystem services and greater
expertise with economic issues, so MetDev and BLUES agreed to adopt a uniform ecosystem services framework
and focus on each project’s core competencies (BLUES ecosystem service value, MetDev ecosystem service supply
and benefit). It is expected that this cooperation between supply and value side of ecosystem services will
continue during HOLAS 3 assessment period with respect to ecosystem services.
Methodology development for Ecosystem Service Supply and Benefit Potential
The ecosystem services approach is a common method in environmental policy making and management used to
understand and conceptualize how the marine ecosystem contributes to human well-being. This approach can be
seen as a way of understanding the complex relationship between nature and humans, to support decision- and
policy making with the aim of ensuring a sustainable use of resources (Martin-Ortega et al., 2015).
In this context, a comprehensive ES framework is under development in cooperation with the HELCOM BLUES
project, however, a complete framework is not expected during the MetDev project timeline. In order to include
as many further framework developments as possible within resources, coordination between the HOLAS 3
process and HELCOM BLUES project will continue into 2022. The framework under development is anticipated to
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be a comprehensive approach to the subject and is likely to call for data that is not yet available in the HELCOM
data system. The methodology developed by MetDev is therefore a practical methodology bridging the current
available data to the future framework.
In this methodology, supply of ecosystem services refers to the potential of a particular area to provide a specific
ecosystem service. ES supply represents physical flows of final ecosystem services from ecosystems to
beneficiaries and they are directly affected or used by people (Burkhard et al., 2012). During MetDev and HOLAS
3, supply potential will be mapped by the ES Tool using available spatial ecosystem data layers and ES matrix. On
the other hand, benefit of ecosystem services refers to the direct and indirect outputs from ecosystems that have
been turned into products or experiences that are no longer functionally connected to the systems from which
they were derived (Potschin and Haines-Young 2016). Benefits are things that can be valued either in monetary
or social terms. Therefore, quantified estimation of ecosystem services based on ecosystem distribution in the
Baltic Sea will be referred to as ES benefit potential during MetDev project.
Ecosystem components function as service providers and thus the distribution of ecosystem components can be
connected to ecosystem service supply potential. The identification of areas with ecosystem service supply
potential helps to illustrate the significant ecosystem areas for the health and status of marine environment and
human wellbeing. In practice this means that the presence of one or several components in an area can function
as proxy indicators of an area supplying a given service. Spatial representation of ecosystem service supply
potential is significant to explaining and assessing the potential of ecosystem services as a function of ecosystem
processes. Spatial analysis allows us to explore complex location-oriented environmental issues, better
understand where and what is occurring in the Baltic Sea and create solutions. As in many examples, spatial
distribution of ecosystem components (e.g., distribution maps for species) and maps for important ecosystem
areas (e.g., SPAs) are used to understand important areas for high ecosystem service provision. In other words,
the spatial information on where ecosystem components exist in the Baltic Sea was used to understand ecosystem
service supply potential. Later, this information can also be used in marine ecosystem accounting processes to
understand the complex relationship between environment and society. Mapping ecosystem service supply
potential with high quality and updated spatial data during HOLAS 3 assessment, will lend new perspectives to
decision-makers, help to detect and quantify patterns, and highlight the ecosystem characteristics of Baltic Sea.
Review of existing literature
As an initial step, it is essential to analyze existing literature and efforts with regards to ecosystem services in the
Baltic Sea region, in order to create an overview of different approaches, identify those best suited for regional
assessment and develop these further as a part of ESA process in MetDev project. Therefore, a comprehensive
literature review was performed on recent ecosystem service assessment studies in the Baltic region. A similar
literature review highlighting important scientific articles on ecosystem services valuation in the Baltic region was
recently conducted by Inacio et al., 2020. These two efforts together provided a list of 33 studies available for the
region including international examples, taking a variety of approaches, both qualitative and quantitative efforts
(Annex Table 1). In addition, these studies approached the topic from different perspectives, looking at social,
monetary, and/or environmental benefits depending on the study in question. Most of these studies analyzed
present ecosystem services, with only a smaller subset focused on the past or future status of ecosystem services
(ES), mainly with a non-spatial approach. Only 30% of the studies were performed on a Baltic Sea region scale,
focusing a specific service, with the remaining studies being either local or national in scope.
In terms of ES supply assessment, there are only few examples found in the review process and these papers
mainly focused on the relationship of ES supply with demand and flow. An important methodological paper for
ES supply assessment was provided by Culhane et al. (2020) explaining a stepwise approach including i) identifying
areas where a marine ecosystem component can potentially contribute to the supply of a marine ecosystem
service, ii) developing a critical pathway analysis to identify the major ecosystem component(s) contributing to
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the supply of a given service, and iii) interpreting available information on the state and trends of these major
contributing components to assess the ecosystem's capacity for service supply and its direction of change.
Another important example, Armoškaitė et al. (2020) presents a new marine ecosystem service (ES) assessment
tool which is connecting marine ecosystem components, functions and services in a broad framework. This study
provides an ecosystem services cascade structure for quantifying the relative contribution of a wide range of
ecosystem components in the provision and supply of ecosystem services in the Latvian marine waters.
Besides scientific articles, a recently developed ES service assessment tool by Sweden, Mosaic was reviewed.
Mosaic is a decision support tool for identifying valuable marine areas of particular importance for biodiversity
and ecosystem services in viable and ecologically representative networks. Using a matrix-based approach and
mapping marine green infrastructure, the Mosaic tool allows a basis for spatial management and protection of
important ecosystem area.
Data Analyses on Ecosystem Components
As identified in the literature review, data quality was an important challenge in the previous Baltic Scale
ecosystem service assessments. In order to define precise measures to protect environment, high resolution,
reliable and up to date data is essential. Therefore, an available data analysis was performed on ecosystem
components starting from HELCOM MADS and then expanding to external spatial data sources. While this analysis
assessed the current spatial data availability, it should be noted that HELCOM will be updating many component
layers through ongoing HOLAS 3 data calls.
In MetDev WP2, available spatial layers for ecosystem components with the highest data quality were identified
to support analyses. In total, 42 different ecosystem components maps were selected to be used in the analysis
and 6 fish abundance layers (based on 2011-2016 fish landings) were found of low resolution to perform spatial
analyses. New AIS fishing activity density layers with high resolution are expected to be available during HOLAS 3.
Characteristics of selected maps were:
-

Spatial resolution: The spatial resolution of the maps is at 1km x 1km, 5km x 5km and Baltic Sea sub-basins
scale. Most of the available underlying data is raster based and presents absence/presence. Only abundance
and distribution data for marine mammals have degree levels.
- Data sources: Several external data sources were used (EU Sea Map, BIAS, Lund University, HELCOM Red List
Assessment, SAMBAH, BITS and literature and national data efforts) in order to fill the spatial data gap. Data
quality was classified in the metadata section for each map.
- Data type: Both observation and modelled data were used in spatial analysis. Some of the spatial data layers
have been modelled using environmental variables, expert judgement and consultation. Although this
decreased the data confidence, it provides a practical solution for data poor situations.
The preliminary assessment in MetDev WP2 represents a proof-of-concept application of the ecosystem service
supply and benefit potential in the Baltic Sea using the available spatial data in HELCOM MADS. In addition to
available spatial data (Table 1), a strong response to the HOLAS 3 data call is critically important to secure robust
identification of areas with ecosystem service supply potential. For some of the ecosystem component layers in
HELCOM MADS, the current resolution is low (5km2) for performing accurate analyses. In the long run, increased
national efforts to secure observation data on the distribution of ecosystem components would likely have the
largest impact to improve the assessment results. For some ecosystem components, point presence data has been
rescaled to a gridded format (5km2 raster) in order to be able to include the data in the analyses. This carries with
it the risk to significantly overestimate the area of distribution area. Further data filtering effort using bathymetry
information and/or transforming point data to 1km2 grids are likely to be applied during HOLAS 3.
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Tool Application for Ecosystem Service Supply Potential
As a part of Pan Baltic Scope Project (2018-2019), a new version of the decision support tool Baltic Sea Impact
Index (BSII) (including Cumulative Impact Assessment Toolbox – Ecosystem Service Tool) visualized the
relationships between human activities and pressures, and pressures and ecosystem components.
Ecosystem service tool development under Pan Baltic Scope also expanded the functionality to include novel ways
of identifying ecosystem service supply potential in the Baltic Sea region with a matrix-based approach. Using a
matrix, list of available ecosystem data layers was paired with the list of ecosystem services. Pairs providing ES
supply potential were shown as “1”, and others as “0”. This matrix explaining the relationship between data layers
and ecosystem services was further used to show the amount of ecosystem layers providing a specific service in
each grid. This result highlighted the ecosystem service supply potential spatially in the Baltic Sea.
In practice, the Ecosystem Service Tool uses 1km2 grid cells (436,375 grid cells in total) as a database and identifies
the ES supply potential for each grid, based on the matrix explained above. First, the ES tool calculates the sum of
ecosystem components providing a specific service in each grid cell. Next, it aggregates results in each cell, and
shows the ES supply potential between 0 and 1 (Figure 1). Using this methodology, ES tool is capable of producing
several types of maps:
•
•
•

Assessment layers for each combination of ecosystem service and ecosystem data categories,
Aggregated layers for each ecosystem services,
A total ecosystem service supply potential layer.

Figure 1: Ecosystem service tool mapping methodology for ecosystem service supply potential including
prioritization of data layer groups, identification of total number of components in a grid providing supply
potential, and aggregation between 0 and 1 based on the total number of components providing supply
potential.

In trial applications of the ES tool during MetDev project, it was seen that the ES matrix of the tool (ES matrix
version 1 from Pan Baltic Project) has potential to identify areas with ecosystem service supply potential in the
Baltic Sea Region. However, it has limited number of ecosystem services (8 regulatory and maintenance ES and 2
cultural ES) to link with ecosystem data layers. This ecosystem service list can be expanded with additional services
(e.g., provisioning ES) and ES matrix version 1 can be further improved by connecting new services with ecosystem
data layers.
In order to prepare a new ecosystem service list and improve the ES matrix version 1, expertise from BLUES project
was sought. In the course of BLUES - MetDev project meetings, ecosystem services listed in Common International
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Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES 5.1) (Table 1) were found the most suitable and comprehensive ES list
to be used in the analysis. Further, it was decided to use the same ES list in both projects and, in supply and benefit
side of the ecosystem service assessment.
Since the ES matrix version 1 does not represent all linkages between CICES ecosystem services and data layers,
it is required to develop an expanded ES matrix (ES matrix version 2) connecting CICES marine ecosystem services
with available ecosystem data layers. Besides, data layers used in Pan Baltic Scope project are not sufficient to
identify supply potential for additional ecosystem services from CICES list. In order to assess supply potential for
these new ecosystem services (e.g., provisioning ecosystem services) new data layers (e.g., fishery density, algae
distribution, aquaculture areas) from HELCOM Map and Data Service should be included in the list of ecosystem
data layers.
Although it is not likely to have more input from topic experts during MetDev project, it is required to have
workshops and expert review to address this issue and to ensure the causal links of ecosystem components with
ecosystem services. In order to improve the ES matrix version 1 and produce ES matrix version 2 (e.g., additional
ecosystem services, enhancement of ecosystem layer – service linkages), there is ongoing cooperation with
experts from EN ESA. Input from other expert groups will be sought when appropriate.
Utilizing the improved and expanded ES matrix version 2 and the underlying available ecosystem data layers,
areas with ecosystem service supply potential can be identified. For HOLAS 3, the intention is to produce spatial
outcomes for general and theme-based distribution of supply areas for ecosystem services.
Table 1: Ecosystem service list adapted from CICES to be used in the MetDev ES matrix in parallel with HELCOM
BLUES project ES benefit analyses.
CICES 5.1 Ecosystem Service List
P1 Wild fish for nutrition (human consumption)
P2 Wild fish and mussels for agricultural use
P3 Wild algae for nutrition (human consumption)
P4 Wild algae for various uses
P5 Wild plants as an energy source
P6 Plants and animals cultivated by in- situ
aquaculture grown for nutritional purposes, as a
material for various uses, as an energy source
P7 Genetic materials from plants and animals
RM1 Nutrient regulation
RM2 Hazardous substances accumulation and
transformation
RM3 Carbon sequestration
RM4 Erosion regulation
RM5 Pest and disease control
RM6 Dispersal
RM7 Maintenance of habitats and nursery populations
C1 Environment for recreation
C2 Environment for enjoyment of seascape
C3 Environment for science and education
C4 Environment for maintenance of cultural and
historical heritage
C5 Environment for spiritual experience
C6 Environment for inspiration
C7 Existence of habitats and species

Previous name used in the ES matrix version 1

Filtration of nutrients, Storage of nutrients
Storage of hazardous substances
Climate control by sequestration in sediments,
Climate control by photosynthesis
Erosion control
Pest control
Nursery habitats
Recreation through active and passive
interactions
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Double counting & data prioritization
Spatial data layers used in this work are mainly observation points, modelled areas or produced by expert opinion.
Since some of these layers (e.g., essential fish habitats) were modelled based on presence of other ecosystem
components (e.g., broad habitat type layers) and environmental conditions (depth, wave exposure, salinity, water
transparency etc.), double counting is a potential concern during the tool application. Further, it is possible to
overestimate some ecosystem services which are associated with high coverage general ecosystem component
layers (e.g., broad habitat type layers, 8 spatial layers).
In order to avoid double counting and domination of broad ecosystem layers, a hierarchical data aggregation
approach is proposed. Ecosystem data layers were categorized in four groups:
•
•
•
•

HELCOM broad habitat type layers
Habitat Directive habitat type layers
HELCOM state component layers
HELCOM essential habitat use area layers

Next, a new data prioritization strategy was proposed to avoid double counting of data layers (Figure 4).
According to this strategy, data layer groups will be prioritized according to their scale, with more specific habitat
descriptions being nested inside more general habitat descriptions. When data on the presence of a more specific
habitat is available that data layer is used rather than the more general. A specific extension of this principle is
the first priority going to the layers which already specify the presence of a specific ecosystem service since further
data layers become redundant. Using the data prioritization strategy, it was aimed to avoid potential double
counting of the layers providing same information for the ecosystem service supply potential. The prioritization
order is respectively i) HELCOM essential habitat use area layers, ii) HELCOM state component layers, iii) Habitat
Directive habitat type layers and iv) HELCOM broad habitat type layers.
In this strategy, HELCOM broad habitat types were considered as full coverage data layers with potential link to
all ecosystem services provided in the Baltic Sea. Besides, many layers in other data layer groups were modelled
based on broad benthic habitat layers. Therefore, broad habitat type layers group was considered as the final
layer group to highlight ES supply potential. It was assumed that specific-to-general prioritization of data layer
groups can improve the explanatory value of the output maps. However, potential risks and consequences of not
using broad data layers should be further discussed with experts in ES matrix version 2 development process.
Although each layer was placed in one category, marine mammal layers were considered in two groups since
these layers consist of distinct information on distribution and reproduction areas. In order to use this information
in a more efficient way, distribution and reproduction areas were separated and considered under different layer
categories. Marine mammals’ distribution areas demonstrating where they mainly occur were considered under
HELCOM state component layers with other ecosystem distribution layers. On the other hand, reproduction areas
demonstrating breeding sites were considered under HELCOM essential habitat use area layers with other
essential habitat layers.
Ecosystem data layers used in each layer group are shown in Figure 4. In order to illustrate this strategy, maintenance of habitats and nursery populations- ecosystem service can be used. In principle, each layer group
can be used to identify areas with “maintenance of habitats and nursery populations” ES supply potential (Figure
5). However, using all data layer groups and aggregated maps will cause loss of explanatory value on the important
supply potential areas due to significant instances of double counting. Therefore, selection of layer groups should
be performed to identify data layers with strong linkage to this specific ES. HELCOM essential habitat use layers
demonstrate essential areas for reproduction and breeding seasons providing maintenance of habitats and
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nursery populations. Therefore, this layer group shows strong linkage with ES and can be selected to show supply
potential areas.
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Figure 4: Data prioritization strategy for ecosystem service supply potential assessment using ES tool. Data layer groups were shown in different frames. Yellow framed
layers are connected to all ecosystem services / functions, while red framed layers are connected to selected ecosystem functions. Broad habitat type layers have full area
coverage while other layer groups have partial data coverage. Marine mammals’ distribution and reproduction areas were separated and considered in different layer
categories.
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Figure 5: Nursery habitat ecosystem service potential supply areas provided by i) HELCOM essential
habitat use area layers, ii) HELCOM state component layers, iii) Habitat Directive habitat types, iv) broad
habitat type layers.

Figure 6: Nursery habitat ecosystem service supply potential of HELCOM essential habitat use area layers
group including essential fish habitats, seabird breeding areas and marine mammal reproduction areas.
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Weak and strong links to ecosystem services & quantitative ecosystem service benefit estimates
One potential improvement from the use of the presence/absence ES matrix is the development of a
quantified ES matrix. In an ideal case this would include thorough ecosystem condition data and reflect
aspects of ecosystem accounting. However, such data does not exist at the Baltic Sea scale. Existing average
values for ecosystem service benefit provision rates from existing literature can be gathered and applied to
improve the descriptive value of the tool, though the availability of such estimates will vary by ecosystem
component and service.
Since the tool uses an absence-presence matrix and ecosystem data layer groups, extensive consideration of
strong or weak linkages between ecosystem components and ecosystem services is not possible in the supply
mapping process. However, these relative linkages are considered when quantitative estimations for
ecosystem service benefits are available. Further, when an appropriate level of benefit data is available,
quantified maps equivalent to the presence/absence maps can be produced that highlight the significant
variability in the generation of ecosystem service benefits.
For instance, literature-based estimates of carbon sequestration rates by Z. marina are available for the Baltic
Sea region can be applied to Z. marina distribution areas to estimate carbon sequestration rates (0.0084 –
0.052 Mg h-1 y-1 Baltic Sea main basin, 0.213 – 0.491 Mg h-1 y-1 Danish straights; (Röhr et al. 2016, Jankowska
et al. 2016). However, it is anticipated that such data will not be available for all the data layers under
consideration and therefore full quantified mapping of ecosystem service benefits is not expected for all
ecosystem services.
It is acknowledged that there is high uncertainty with large variation of ES estimations among different
locations in the Baltic Sea and that using regional or sub-regional estimates will obscure this variation. It is
important for future work to discuss the factors driving these differences. For instance, variation in
environmental variables such as sediment characteristics, annual production rates and geological variables
(e.g., dry density, silt content, porosity) were shown as factors causing the differences in estimations based
on Z.marina distribution (Röhr et al. 2016).
Pressures on the areas with ecosystem service supply potential
Human activities-based pressures have a particular influence on ecosystem service provision. Identifying
main pressures in the areas with ecosystem service supply potential can help to define concrete measures
and support ecosystem-based management in the Baltic Sea. During HOLAS 3 assessment, updated pressure
areas will be used to analyse areas with ecosystem service supply potential, and risk areas for ecosystem
service provision will be identified.
Using the batch tool (a function of the tool which combines pressure assessment and ES supply potential)
provided with ES tool, a Baltic Sea impact assessment was applied with respect to areas identified as
important for the provision of ecosystem services (Figure 7). Results address either each combination of
ecosystem service or ecosystem layer categories, following the same structure as in the ES tool, respectively.
Since the proposal is that the latest version of tool using the latest available pressure and ecosystem
component layers will be used during HOLAS 3, these results will naturally be updated in HOLAS 3 process
and are presented here as a proof of concept illustrating what type of spatial results can be produced using
the method. Figure 7 shows an illustration of areas of potential high pressure which overlap with ecosystem
service supply potential areas. In addition, the “calculate the matrix” feature of now available in ES tool,
allows the user to identify type and number of pressures.
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Figure 7: Pressures areas in HELCOM state component layers with ecosystem service supply potential.
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Expected MetDev WP2 task 2 outputs by end of 2021
- Advancement of an ecosystem services list relevant for the Baltic Sea marine environment using
existing scientific practices (CICES 5.1)
- Development of a unidirectional matrix-based method to illustrate the relationship between ecosystem
components and ecosystem services
- Application of ecosystem service tool with the most recent data available for the ecosystem
components
- Spatial outcomes for general and theme-based distribution of supply potential for ecosystem services
and pressure areas in the important ecosystem service supply areas.
Overview of progress on Work Plan
In line with the information in this document and the planned tasks for the remining part of 2021 it is foreseen
that the full work plan will be implemented by the end of the project. Collectively these tasks result in a
coherent approach for assessing ecosystem service supply potential in the Baltic Sea. MetDev is continuing
to co-operate and interact / exchange perspectives with other regional efforts on this topic and minor
methodological improvements are possible in the future. For example, a recent meeting was held to share
approaches and methodologies with MOSAIC project from Swedish Agency for Swedish Marine and Water
Management- SwAM). The majority of the tasks, including tool application, marine ecosystem accounting
pilot application and analyses of the results is planned for the second half of 2021.
-

Table 2: Summary of progress and timeline for tasks in WP2 activity
Task

Work ongoing

Planned schedule for task

Done

Q1/21

Data availability analyses and identification of data
requirement

Done

Q1/21 – Q2/21

Tool application to identify potential ecosystem service
supply potential

Done

Q2/21 – Q3/21

Preparation of thematic and spatial results for ecosystem
service supply potential

Done

Q3/21

Improvement of results by using new available spatial data
for ecosystem components and pressures

x

Q4/21

Comparison analyses for ecosystem services, pressure
areas and environmental status assessments

x

Q4/21

Review of existing literature on ecosystem service
valuation studies
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Gaps and barriers identified as part of the work
Gap/barrier
Possible short-term solution
(HOLAS 3)
Ecosystem service supply
In order to improve initial
potential maps were
ecosystem service - component
developed based on
matrix, there is ongoing
component-service
cooperation with experts from EN
relationship. This relationship ESA. Additional ecosystem services,
in the ES matrix can be
functions and improvements in ES
improved by Including
matrix will be considered during
ecosystem functions (e.g.,
HOLAS 3 assessment.
primary production) between
components and services
Although ecosystem service
Due to lack of data on biotic and
supply potential maps can be
abiotic characteristics of the
produced using the spatial
ecosystem that affect the provision
distribution, ecosystem
of ecosystem services, it is
service valuation requires
challenging to produce Baltic Sea
more specific information
scale maps for ecosystem condition
regarding ecosystem
and functions. However, these
condition and functions.
improvements will be considered in
marine ecosystem accounting
process during HOLAS 3.
Layers for some spatial layers
Although it is planned to add new
(e.g., marine mammals) are
data layers by data call to the
based on expert opinion /
assessment during HOLAS 3, new
participatory mapping and
monitoring efforts and observation
very skeptical. Enhanced
data is required for ecosystem
monitoring effort in Baltic Sea components which have low
scale is required to have
accuracy (e.g., marine mammal
observation-based maps.
distribution, important areas for
Besides, new data layers
sea birds). In order to highlight
should be included for
data-poor areas, confidence maps
important areas for seabirds.
can be produced for each sea-basin
in the Baltic Sea during HOLAS 3.
Large scale representation of
potential ecosystem service
supply potential can help to
understand the density of
important ecosystem
components providing
services, however, pilot
studies in data rich areas can
give more accurate results.

During HOLAS 3, data rich areas
with accurate ecosystem
component layers will be
considered during the initial
marine ecosystem accounting
process. Although it is challenging
to have available data in whole
Baltic Sea, confidence maps can be
produced for each sea-basin in the
Baltic Sea.

Lack of high spatial resolution
distribution data decreased
the quality of the results.
Several spatial data layers are
based on modelling efforts
and over-estimated.

Internal efforts can improve the
accuracy of existing layers by
filtering available ones using other
data layers. For instance, for use in
ecosystem service assessment and
marine ecosystem accounting
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Possible long-term solution
Comprehensive workshops with
related experts to define accurate
ecosystem component – ecosystem
service relationships for each seabasin / pilot areas in the Baltic Sea
using up-to-date spatial layers with
very high spatial resolution.

In the long term, it is required to
have enhanced monitoring effort
and data collection on biotic and
abiotic characteristics of the
ecosystem in Baltic Sea scale for
ecosystem component distribution,
ecosystem
condition
and
ecosystem function. However, it is
not realistic to expect high quality
spatial data for whole Baltic Sea in
the short term.
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process, Z. marina layers (21000
km2 total areas in MADS) were
limited to maximum 10m depth
using a 100-meter square
resolution bathymetry layer. This
resulted in a calculated area of
4290 km2. For this purpose, it is
planned to use the latest version of
the broad-scale seabed habitat and
bathymetry maps for Europe
produced by EMODnet Seabed
Habitats project during HOLAS 3.
This approach could possibly be
used to improve data layers for
following habitat-forming species:
Furcellaria lumbricalis
Zostera marina
Charophytes
Mytilus edulis
Fucus sp

Use in HOLAS 3 and presentation of results
The HOLAS 3 assessment will be the first-time ecosystem services are concretely included in a HELCOM
assessment. The intention is to include ecosystem services as topical part of the thematic assessment of
Economic and Social Analyses, as well as incorporate results and information horizontally into the relevant
chapters of the State of the Baltic Sea report (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: State of Baltic Sea report and corresponding thematic assessments. Ecosystem services are
included in thematic analyses of Economic and Social Analyses.
Results are planned to be used in HOLAS 3 to provide contextual information, strengthening the links across
different parts of the DAPSIM cycle and to improve the holistic approach which is the ultimate aim of the
assessment (Figure 9). The information is intended to be presented both topically, explaining the relevance
and linkages of the services with other topics under HOLAS 3, as well as spatially, showing the distribution
of supply areas for ecosystem services. These are intended for use in the HOLAS 3 process by:
-

-

Performing an expert-based validation analyses to MetDev spatial outcomes using workshops and
participatory mapping,
Produce updated and improved spatial distribution of ES maps incorporating the latest available spatial
data for ecosystem components and pressures by applying the ES tool for spatial distribution of ES
supply potential,
Cross-referencing areas with ecosystem service supply potential with other assessment such as
pressure areas and status assessments,
Analysis of statistical information achieved by ES tool application for pressure sources in the important
ecosystem service areas,
Identifying and where possible illustrate the relationship of ecosystem services with other DAPSIM
framework components such as pressures and human activities.
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5.2 Approach for Marine Ecosystem Accounting for HOLAS 3
Background
HELCOM MetDev WP2 on economic and social analyses (ESA) work with conceptional and operational
relationships between the marine environment and human welfare. It works to further develop regional
methods and results for economic and social analyses to support the holistic assessment of the marine
environment by addressing some of the shortcomings and development needs identified in previous
regional ESA work. The HOLAS 3 assessment will constitute the first-time ecosystem accounting included in
a HELCOM assessment. As a consequence, the application for HOLAS 3 will be limited to topics where
sufficient information is available.
This document outlines the progress on assessment of the marine ecosystem accounting approach for
HOLAS 3. The document was prepared as a joint effort by MetDev and BLUES projects as they complement
each other in analyses related to ecosystem services and accounting.
Meeting comments
STATE&CONSERVATION 14-2021 took note of the Assessment of ecosystem services and ecosystem
accounting in HELCOM MetDev project (document 4J-58, Presentation 12), as presented by the Secretariat.
The Meeting noted the division of tasks between the MetDev and the HELCOM BLUES project, with MetDev
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focusing more on the ecosystem service supply capacity whereas the BLUES project aims to cover the
demands side. The meeting expressed the importance to involve appropriate ecological expertise in the
ecosystem services and accounting work within HELCOM and supported the involvement of HELCOM
expert groups and networks in the work.
GEAR 24-2021 took note of the plans and progress regarding methodologies for HOLAS 3 on the
assessment of ecosystem services and ecosystem accounting under the MetDev project. (document 5-11,
presentation 7). The meeting welcomed the information that there is cooperation with OSPAR planned on
this topic. The meeting took note of the information by Finland on the potential for cooperation with an
ongoing national project (MeriAvain) focusing on the same topics and welcomed the suggestion by Finland
that the Gulf of Finland could be considered for potential use as a transboundary test area for the approach
developed under MetDev.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for assessing ecosystem services (document 3J77) as well as the approach for ecosystem accounting for the HOLAS 3 assessment (document 3J-3). The
meeting noted the specific comments provided by Sweden and that Finland and Denmark if needed will
provide comments in writing to the Secretariat (kemal.pinarbasi@helcom.fi). The meeting noted the
comment by Sweden that it would be beneficial to, in the section on gaps and barriers, include possible
solutions, where these exist, as well as indications on if this is a gap or barrier which could be overcome
prior to HOLAS 3 or represents a need for long term development. The meeting welcomed the interest
expressed by several CPs to be actively involved in the work leading up to HOLAS 3. The Meeting
emphasised that in order to improve the ecological relevance of the assessment results it is of high
importance to involve both experts with a socioeconomic background and experts with a background in
Baltic Sea ecology in the further development work. This includes topical experts in the HELCOM expert
groups and representatives from State and Conservation WG. The meeting emphasised that upcoming
amendments to relevant EU regulation will likely result in some need to amend the methodology and
should be considered in marine ecosystem accounting development process.
The meeting recommended organising a more substantive assessment methodology Workshop in spring
2022, jointly with the BLUES project Activity 1, which is to incorporate all the various components of the
economic and social analyses planned for inclusion in HOLAS 3, including ecosystem accounting.
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 in principle endorsed the continued work towards HOLAS 3, noting the
study reservation by Germany which is of the view that all the ESA assessment related documents should
be submitted and endorsed at GEAR 25-2021 (cf. Outcome, para 3J.317). The Meeting noted that Germany
subsequently placed a study reservation on all ESA documents until GEAR 25-2021.
This document has also been submitted for comment to EN-ESA 15-2021 to be held on 27 October 2021, in
line with STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 para. 3J-315 calling for greater involvement of topic experts
including EN ESA members. As requested by STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021, this document is planned for
inclusion in the ESA WS in spring, 2022.
GEAR 25-2021 took note of the information on the assessment for Marine Ecosystem Accounting approach
for HOLAS 3 (document 5-4). The Meeting noted the comment from Finland on the upcoming amendments
to relevant EU regulation that should be considered in marine ecosystem accounting development process.
The Meeting discussed the importance of data availability for such an assessment and noted the
clarifications from the Secretariat that available high-resolution data for relevant ecosystem components is
limited. The Meeting noted internal data filtration effort by Secretariat using recently available bathymetry
information. The Meeting also discussed the added value of marine ecosystem accounting and highlighted
that such added value should be defined by the CPs to provide further guidance for this assessment topic.
The Meeting noted that the use of both observation and modelling data for ecosystem components can
result in challenges such as overestimation. The Meeting endorsed the approach for assessing marine
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ecosystem accounting for the HOLAS 3 assessment to be submitted to HOD 61-2021 for approval, noting
that Poland will confirm its position at HOD 61-2021.
Marine Ecosystem Accounting
Ecosystem accounting is a structured compilation of consistent and comparable information on ecosystems
and ecosystem services in the framework of national accounting, such as spatial data, statistics and
indicators. As a way of organising stocks and flows within the environment, it is aligned with existing
statistical standards that measure society and the economy. However, it uses environmental data as a
foundation to relate flows from the environment (ecosystem goods and services) to social circumstances (or
values) and economic activity. Marine ecosystem accounting focuses on coastal and marine ecosystems and
ecosystem services (Dvarskas, 2019) to inform and enable decision making about the marine environment
by providing a combination of information and datasets in a specific format (Fenichel et al. 2020). Ecosystem
accounting applies a common framework and structure in order to provide comparable and consistent
information to the System of National Accounts (SNA). In this accounting process, statistics and indicators on
social, environmental, and economic domains related to marine environments are used. According to the UN
System of Environmental Economic Accounts Ecosystem Accounts (UN, 2021) there are several benefits from
ecosystem accounting, such as i) guidance for coherence and standardization, ii) combination of information
and data sets in a consistent format, iii) information to analyse environment, iv) assessment of policy options
and v) support the implementation of management decisions. The European Union has also enacted
legislation to provide a legal framework for the collection of comparable data, consistent with the SEEA EA,
from EU Member States (Regulation (EU) 691/2011).
As part of the economic and social analyses of the marine environment, HELCOM MetDev and BLUES projects
aim to 1) describe a general approach for ecosystem accounting applicable for the marine environment and
2) apply the framework to the Baltic Sea and provide illustrations of marine ecosystem accounting for specific
ecosystem components. Ecosystem accounting provides an additional perspective for linking flows within a
socio-ecological system (e.g., the complex flows and feedbacks between environment, society, and the
economy).
The work outlined in this document builds on the international UN ecosystem accounting framework and
available spatial data on ecosystem assets and has actively engaged with HELCOM EN ESA to utilize its topical
expertise and reginal experience.
The work of MetDev and BLUES complement each other in analyses related to ecosystem services and
accounting. BLUES provides a general description of the framework for ecosystem accounting that can be
applied in the Baltic Sea region. MetDev provides examples and illustrations of applying ecosystem
accounting around the world and in the Baltic Sea.
Progress and potential synergies with other processes
As ecosystem accounting has been developed for the terrestrial space, coastal and marine accounts require
a more nuanced approach. To learn from international examples and address complexities related to
accounting within the marine space, the project had several meetings with the Global Ocean Accounts
Partnership (GOAP). The GOAP Secretariat is developing guidance for accounting within coastal and marine
environments and seeks to build capacity globally through providing a forum for the growing global
community of practice. This includes providing technical assistance and capacity building and there are no
resourcing or binding commitments expected of members. The GOAP currently assists in the development
of ocean accounts in 15 countries.
In total six meetings were held in 2021, consisting of discussions such as the benefits of marine ecosystem
accounting and the potential for pilot studies in the Baltic region. Discussions also included how ecosystem
accounts aligned with existing HELCOM commitments and mandates, and how they further aligned with the
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aims of MetDev. A representative from Global Ocean Accounts Partnership presented the ecosystem
accounting concept to EN ESA expert group and BLUES project partners in April.
In addition, MetDev participated to the European Commission working group on Mapping and Assessment
of Ecosystem and their Services (MAES) monthly meetings, to learn from their experience on ecosystem
service valuation and mapping.
Approach for Marine Ecosystem Accounting
Natural capital accounting
Marine ecosystems provide a wide range of good and services (‘ecosystem services’) that support human
activities, and by extension the livelihoods of communities. This is especially true across the Baltic, where the
Baltic Sea supports sectors such as fishing, shipping, ports, and related infrastructure. These activities depend
on ecosystems, which could be considered the natural wealth (or ‘capital’) of the countries bordering the
sea. Framing marine ecosystems lends to the use of accounting frameworks, which can be used to trace the
relationships and dependencies from marine ecosystems to society and the economy.
The United Nations System of Environmental-Economic Accounting—Ecosystem Accounting (SEEA EA) is a
spatially-explicit and integrated statistical framework that provides concepts and principles for measuring
and organizing information on the extent and conditions of ecosystem assets, ecosystem services (ES) and
their value, value of ecosystem assets, as well as their links to economic and other activities (UN 2021). The
following description of ecosystem accounting and accounts is based on the recent report on the UN SEEA
EA framework (UN 2021).
A central concept in ecosystem accounting are ‘ecosystem’ assets, which are defined as “contiguous spaces
of a specific ecosystem type characterized by a distinct set of biotic and abiotic components and their
interactions” (UN 2021). The definition of ecosystem assets is a statistical representation of the general
definition of ecosystems from the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (e.g., Zostera marina, charophyte).
Ecosystem assets are spatially defined and represent ecosystems that can be mapped, should be exhaustive
and mutually exclusive.
Each asset is classified to an ecosystem type, which has a distinct set of abiotic and biotic components. The
UN SEEA-EA framework (UN 2021) for ecosystem types is based on the IUCN Global Ecosystem Typology
(Keith et al. 2020). It classifies ecosystem types into four realms: terrestrial, freshwater, marine and
subterranean, with transitional realms indicating areas that are at the interface between two or more realms.
Ecosystem types can be classified further based on biomes and ecosystem functional groups.
The outputs from ecosystem accounting are typically presented in tables with data by ecosystem types, or
on maps which show individual ecosystem assets and ecosystem types. An ecosystem accounting area
defines the area the account covers, and which ecosystem assets are included in the accounting. It can be
based on e.g., national borders, administrative areas or environmental, policy or analytical considerations,
such as marine protected areas.
The UN SEEA-EA (2021) is built on five core accounts: 1) physical accounts of ecosystem extent, 2) physical
accounts of ecosystem condition, 3) physical accounts of ecosystem services, 4) monetary accounts of
ecosystem services, and 5) monetary accounts of ecosystem assets. Extent, condition, and ecosystem asset
accounts are stock accounts (and changes in stocks), while the two ecosystem service accounts are flow
accounts. Stock accounts measure units at a specific point in time, for example, as total area or volume. Flow
accounts measures units per unit of time, for example, as cubic meters per year. The accounts are connected
to each other as presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Ecosystem accounts and their connections (Source: UN 2021).
Ecosystem extent and condition accounts
The ecosystem extent and condition accounts record ecosystem characteristics and extent existing
environmental-economic accounting by including a spatial component.
Ecosystem extent accounts describe the spatial area of ecosystem types (i.e., ecosystem assets) and the
changes of ecosystems over time. Extent accounts record the area of all ecosystem assets of the same
ecosystem type within an accounting area. Extent accounts include information on the opening and closing
extent, and additions and reductions in extent (e.g., in hectares or km2). Extent is measured for a specific
accounting period, normally a year, and thus opening is the extent at the beginning and closing at the end of
the year. The extent account records changes in ecosystem types (ecosystem conversions), which result in
changes in the provision of ES. Presentation of extent accounts on maps is common. Extent accounts may be
complemented with economic data on ownership and management or activities for each ecosystem type.
Ecosystem condition accounts describe the quality of the ecosystem in terms of its abiotic and biotic
characteristics, and is assessed based on ecosystem composition, structure, and function. Condition can be
defined in comparison to a reference condition, such as good environmental status. Biodiversity is integral
for ecosystem condition, affecting composition, structure, and function. Ecosystem condition affects the
provision of ecosystem services, but the link can take varying forms. Condition accounts include information
on variables and indicators for ecosystem condition, which can be aggregated to produce overall measures
of ecosystem condition. The variables and indicators are biophysical, quantitative and reflect changes over
time. The difference between variables and indicators is that indicators are set against reference levels.
Measurement units vary across variables, and can be, for example, % of area, number of species or tons/ha.
Indicators are generally presented on a scale of 0-1, and reference levels are presented for each indicator.
Aggregate ecosystem indices combine information on several indicators using a specific aggregation
approach, potentially applying weighting. Similar to extent accounts, condition accounts include opening and
closing conditions and change for a specific time period, normally a year. Examples of condition variables for
marine areas are water clarity, chlorophyll-a concentration, oxygen concentration, species richness and
habitat diversity.
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Ecosystem service accounts
Ecosystem services (ES) are described both in physical and monetary terms. The ES, supplied by ecosystem
assets, are contributions of ecosystems to the benefits that are (directly, indirectly or passively) used in
human activities. Benefits are the outputs or resulting provision of ES used and enjoyed by people. ES are
often categorized into provisioning, regulating, maintenance and cultural services (Haines-Young & Potschin
2012). All provisioning and cultural ES are final services. Regulating ES can be either final or intermediate
services and maintenance ES are intermediate services. Physical ecosystem services accounts describe the
supply and use of ES by ecosystem assets, while monetary ecosystem services accounts provide estimates of
the value of ES in monetary terms.
Physical accounts
The aim of physical ES accounts is to record the flows of ES over an accounting period in physical units (e.g.,
litres, kilograms), focusing on both the supply of ES (structure, processes, and functions) and the use of ES.
The accounts measure the total flow of ES over a specific accounting period, where total flow is assessed
against a baseline level, usually zero supply of ES. For regulating and maintenance services the baseline can
also be based be on the minimum supply level of ES.
The ES supply account includes information of selected (intermediate and final) ES in quantitative units for
different ecosystem types, and the ES use account on the use of these ES by economic units (final ES) or
ecosystem types (intermediate ES). The economic units can represent industries, government, and
households, as well as use by non-residents (“exports”). Same unit of measurement should be used for supply
and use of specific ES, as it is important that the supply of ES is equal to their use during the accounting
period. Units of measurement depend on the ES, data availability and measurement method (e.g., tons, cubit
meters or number of visits). Both supply and use accounts can be presented on maps to provide information
on ES hotspots.
Monetary accounts
Monetary ES accounts capture the monetary value of flows of ES over an accounting period based on their
exchange value. Exchange value reflects the value at which goods, services or assets are or could be
exchanged for cash and are normally based on market prices. When market prices do not exist, exchange
values can be estimated based on the costs of providing the ES or other approaches that approximate prices
or exchange values. Useful approaches include residual value and resource rent, hedonic pricing, averting
behaviour, travel cost, replacement cost, avoided damage cost and simulated exchange value (SEV) methods.
Monetary ES accounts are structured the same way as physical accounts into supply (by ecosystem type) and
use (by economic unit or ecosystem type) parts and should be consistent to the physical accounts. In some
cases, ES provide inputs to the production of goods and services already included in national accounts (SNA
benefits), such as pollination and biomass provisioning services, and monetary valuation involves separating
the ecosystem contribution to the value of those goods and services. In other cases, ES contribute to benefits
to economic units not included in national accounts e.g., air filtration, and valuation seeks to estimate the
prices, costs or lost benefits related to the ES provision.
Monetary accounts of ecosystem assets
Monetary ecosystem asset accounts provide information on the monetary values of stocks of assets for the
beginning and end of each accounting period in net present values, as well as on stock changes. The aim is
to value individual ecosystem assets and their changes. The value of an ecosystem asset is calculated based
on the net present value of the future returns of each ES supplied by that asset, considering the links across
services and assets. Each ES is valued individually, and they are aggregated to obtain the total monetary value
of an asset. This requires that ES are attributable to individual ecosystem assets. If that is not possible, value
of ES can be aggregated to estimate the total value of (all) ecosystem assets. Calculation of the net present
value requires defining the discount rate as well as the life of the asset (e.g., the accounting period the asset
is expected to generate ES).
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The monetary asset accounts report values by ecosystem type for five asset changes: ecosystem
enhancement, degradation, conversions, other changes in volume and revaluations resulting from price
changes. The opening and closing values are based on the monetary value of flows of ES from the monetary
ES accounts and compiled first. In addition, information on the specific asset changes is needed.
For ecosystem enhancement and degradation, change in net present value is assessed and compared to the
change in the condition of the ecosystem type recorded in the condition account. Ecosystem enhancement
is the increase in value from improvement in ecosystem condition of the asset over the accounting period,
measured as an increase in the net present value of future returns of ES from the asset. It includes the effect
of restoration, rehabilitation, and reclamation activities. Ecosystem degradation is the opposite of
enhancement, representing the degradation in value from decline in the condition of the asset over the
accounting period, resulting e.g., from pollution and extraction and harvesting of natural resources.
For ecosystem conversions, ecosystem extent accounts are relevant. Conversions refer to persistent changes
in ecosystem structure, composition and function that result in different provision of ES and future returns.
They should be recorded in physical term to extent accounts. In monetary terms, decreases should be
recorded for the ecosystem type the area has been converted from and increases for the type of the area
has been converted to. The future returns do not necessarily offset each other.
Other changes and revaluations are based on specific information on those changes. Other changes include
catastrophic losses (such as earthquakes, fires, cyclone) and reappraisals from changes in the expected future
returns due to re-evaluation of the condition of ecosystem assets or demand for ES. Revaluations result solely
from changes in unit prices of ES, while changes in the quantity of quality of future flows of ES should be
included in the other categories.
Marine ecosystem accounting experiences around the world
There is a growing number of pilot marine ecosystem accounts around the world, with at least thirty countries
supporting ongoing projects. While few have published reports, Australia does have available outputs. In
addition, Finland has ongoing projects focusing on marine ecosystem accounting and sustainability
assessment.
Proof of concept: Australia
Australia’s ocean natural capital is managed predominantly through a network of commonwealth, state, and
territory-managed marine parks, covering 3.3 million km2. The overarching objective of all marine parks are
healthy and resilient ecosystems which enhance Australia’s wellbeing. To understand the contribution of
ocean ecosystems within marine parks, the Department of Energy and Environment commissioned ocean
accounts for Geographe Bay Marine Park, Western Australia (IDEEA-Group, 2020). The pilot focused on the
extent and condition of seagrass ecosystems, which form the largest continuous beds within Australia. It
further extended analyses to the ecosystem services provided to economic activities (fishing, whale
watching) and local communities (recreational activities), and potential pressures by human activities on
environmental assets.
The resulting accounts were aimed to inform risk assessments, prioritise monitoring and intervention
activities, evaluate zoning and present a supporting narrative for the contribution of environmental assets
within the marine park.
— Ecosystems in Geographe Marine Park contributed approximately AUD316,000 in 2019 to the gross
operating surplus of the local economy through whale watching (AUD254,000) and commercial fishing
(AUD62,000).
— Recreational fishers took more than 12,000 fishing trips in 2018, which is valued at over AUD2.2 million
(consumer surplus).
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— Seagrass meadows in Geographe Marine Park were estimated to store approximately 6.2 million tonnes
of carbon in soil, and each year sequester approximately a further 27,569 tonnes (net).
Proof of concept: Finland
There have been several past and ongoing projects applying the ecosystem accounting framework to marine
areas in Finland.
MERIAVAIN project (2018-2021) applied an accounting framework to value selected ecosystem services from
marine habitats, such as carbon sequestration, ferromanganese deposits, common reed and recreation. The
project report on valuing ES is forthcoming.
MAREA project (From Marine Ecosystem Accounting to Integrated Governance for Sustainable Planning of
Marine and Coastal Areas, 2020-2022) aims to test new concepts of ecosystem services mapping,
environmental accounting and sustainability assessment and apply these concepts in a decision support
geoportal in two pilot areas: Finland-Estonia in the Gulf of Finland and Estonia-Latvia in the Gulf of Riga.
ENVECOPACK project (Developing pilot accounts for marine, freshwater and urban ecosystems and
packaging materials, 2021-2023) develops pilot marine ecosystem accounts with cultural and provisioning
services for fishing.
ESTAT-EEA project (Towards ecosystem accounting based on innovations and insights on natural capital
knowledge, 2017-2018) supported the Knowledge Innovation Project (KIP INCA) at EU level by testing the
System of Environmental-Economic Accounting – Experimental Ecosystem Accounting (SEEA EEA) framework
in Finland. Project highlighted the national capacity to perform ecosystem accounting, and showed gaps and
possibilities in data and knowledge.
Illustration of Marine Ecosystem Accounting Approach in the Baltic Sea
According to the above-mentioned accounting structure and the framework provided by UN SEEA EA, the
following five steps could be applied in principle in the Baltic Sea marine ecosystem accounting process:
1. Identification of priority policy needs and available data,
2. Preparation of ecosystem extent accounts: Spatial distribution of ecosystem components (assets)
and how it changes over time. This activity includes preparation of a broad data inventory for
ecosystem assets,
3. Preparation of ecosystem condition accounts: Assessing quality of the Baltic Sea ecosystem and its
assets using several variables (e.g., ecosystem functions) and indicators (e.g., HELCOM Core
Indicators),
4. Preparation of physical ecosystem services accounts,
5. Preparation of monetary ecosystem service and ecosystem asset accounts.
Pilot Example: Common eelgrass (Zostera Marina, Seagrass)
Identification of priority policy needs and available data
Zostera marina (common eelgrass) was selected as the pilot example of regional scale ecosystem accounting
in the Baltic Sea region due to data availability. Z. marina is present from Kattegat to the Archipelago Sea,
however the macrophyte is far more abundant in the southern Baltic Sea. According to HELCOM Red List
(2013), Z. marina is under pressure from eutrophication, epidemics, water traffic, construction (sand
extraction) and fishing (bottom trawling). Additionally, it is a relatively well studied marine species in the
ecosystem services literature.
Ecosystem extent account
Extent accounts include the spatial area of ecosystem assets and their changes over time are used in the
periodic balance sheets. In the Z. marina example, available data only allows to analyse the spatial extent of
the asset in the Baltic Sea in 2018.
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What is available?
HELCOM Maps and Data Service (MADS) hosts a GIS layer for the presence of Z. marina in the Baltic Sea. This
layer is a raster with 5km2 spatial resolution based on data submitted by Contracting Parties gathered from
national mapping and monitoring campaigns, or from scientific research. However, most of the submitted
data are point locations for Z. marina presence that have then been rescaled to the 5km2 raster. This leads
to a significant overestimation of Z. marina. Baltic Z. marina coverage is estimated to be a minimum of 1222
km2 with a speculated maximum above 2000 km2 (Boström et al., 2014), while the unaltered MADS layer
estimates 21000 km2.
How can this be improved?
Filtering using other data layers can significantly improve the accuracy of our estimation. The most direct
correction is to limit the depth where Z. marina can be indicated. For an initial test, Z. marina was limited to
maximum 10m depth using a 250-meter square resolution bathymetry layer. This resulted in a calculated
area of 11150 km2. However, better data does exist to further improve this filter. For this purpose, it is
planned to use the next version of the broad-scale seabed habitat and bathymetry maps for Europe produced
by EMODnet Seabed Habitats project during HOLAS 3. There is also a strong relationship between water
clarity (secchi depth) and the maximum depth of Z. marina, as illustrated in Danish waters (Krause-Jensen et
al. 2011). This relationship can be applied to the depth filter using the HELCOM water clarity core indicator
during HOLAS 3 with updated datasets. This would allow for varying depth limits to be applied to different
coastal areas.

Without attempting the more demanding depth filter, Z. marina distribution can still be improved using
broadscale habitat data layers from MADS. If Z. marina distribution is limited to e.g., infralittoral sand, the
calculated area is only 3475 km2. However, this filter does eliminate some known Z. marina beds, possibly as
a result of poor resolution within the broadscale habitat map layer.
How can this be improved in the future?
- New high resolution spatial data layers for habitat forming species and benthic habitats
- Enhanced monitoring effort in Baltic Sea scale
- Identification of data rich pilot areas in the Baltic Sea

Conclusions
The ecosystem extent account for Z. marina is coarse and challenging, but can be made to approximate
estimates from literature, particularly if there are strong responses to HOLAS 3 data requests. For the
purposes of a pilot example, the data appear sufficient.
Ecosystem condition account
Ecosystem condition accounts cover relevant biotic and abiotic characteristics of the ecosystem that affect
the provision of ecosystem services. However, the relevant characteristics will vary by the ecosystem service
being evaluated. Z. marina provides numerous ecosystem services that can be assessed in an accounting
framework. Currently, a few are reviewed below but it is likely that more will be added before project
completion.
Carbon storage
The characteristics relevant to assessing ecosystem condition have been studied both in the Baltic Sea (Röhr
et al. 2016) and globally (Röhr et al. 2018). The most significant ecosystem characteristics for carbon storage
in the Baltic Sea region are physical sediment characteristics: sediment density, degree of sorting, mud
content (Kattegat only). While biotic characteristics (shoot density, below ground biomass, Z. marina organic
carbon contribution) are relatively minor factors for predicting carbon sequestration. Therefore, in terms of
ecosystem condition accounts, the physical sediment characteristics are more valuable to estimating Z.
marina carbon storage than accounts tracking Z. marina characteristics.
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Carbon sequestration
Variation in carbon sequestration rates is less systematically evaluated and suffer somewhat from the
stochastic nature of erosion events and strong landscape effects (Chen et al. 2007, Dahl et al. 2018, Dahl et
al. 2020). However, generally lower energy environments (less wind and wave energy, more energy
dissipation from depth or vegetation) will exhibit higher sequestration rates. Producing relevant ecosystem
condition accounts may not yet be possible given current scientific knowledge.

Conclusions
Relevant condition accounts for the ESs of Z. marina cannot be prepared at present due to lack of data and
scientific knowledge on physical and biotic ecosystem characteristics. The accounting process can function
without these accounts but cannot show variation in ES supply or values.
Physical ecosystem service accounts
Physical ecosystem service accounts track the annual flow of services provided by a unit of the ecosystem of
interest. Currently, a few are reviewed below but more will be added before project completion.
Carbon storage
Regional estimates of carbon held in the upper meter of sediment are available and can be applied to Z.
marina extent accounts to estimate current carbon stocks held by Z. marina habitats (23 Mg h-1 Baltic
average, 195 Mg h-1 Kattegat-Skagerrak average; Röhr et al. 2018). Further intra-regional variability would
require relevant condition accounts.
Carbon sequestration
Regional estimates of carbon sequestration are available for the Baltic Sea region and can be applied to Z.
marina extent accounts to estimate carbon sequestration rates in Z. marina habitats (0.0084 – 0.052 Mg h-1
y-1 Baltic Sea main basin, 0.213 – 0.491 Mg h-1 y-1 Danish straights; (Röhr et al. 2016, Jankowska et al. 2016).

Conclusions
Preparation of physical ES accounts are possible for many ecosystem services, although the quality will vary
based on available data. For the purposes of a pilot example, they appear sufficient.
Monetary ecosystem service and ecosystem asset accounts
Monetary ecosystem service accounts provide monetary valuations for each tracked ecosystem service,
while ecosystem asset accounts provide a combined monetary valuation of an ecosystem for all tracked
ecosystem services. The HELCOM MetDev project is working in partnership with HELCOM BLUES to generate
monetary ecosystem service accounts which can then be used to generate ecosystem asset accounts. Work
is ongoing in BLUES to develop these accounts (BLUES activity 1.3).
Conclusions
Preparation of monetary ES accounts are possible for many ecosystem components (e.g., Z. marina habitat)
although quality will vary due to available data quality. Further, the quality and completeness of these
accounts are dependent on ecosystem extent, ecosystem condition and ES physical accounts.
Data requirement to apply accounting framework in HOLAS 3
Due to available data, this exercise reflects a preliminary application of the marine ecosystem accounting
framework in the Baltic Sea. High-quality responses to HOLAS 3 data requests are critically important for
applying the accounting framework at the regional scale in the Baltic Sea.
Data resolution is low (5km2) in most of the ecosystem asset layers in HELCOM MADS. International
accounting experiences indicate that benthic habitats and habitat forming species are the assets most
commonly used, thus the most efficient way of improving ecosystem accounting in the Baltic Sea would likely
be increasing the effort to collect and collate observation data on the distribution of habitat forming species
and benthic habitats.
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In addition, in order to analyse changes in asset distribution over time, monitoring needs to take place at a
high enough frequency to indicate change. In order to complete a more detailed condition account, more
detailed information is needed on the variation in the condition of Z. marina and its impacts on the supply of
ecosystem services.
Although the aim for the purpouses of HOLAS 3 is to implement test accounting a the Baltic Sea scale, marine
ecosystem accounting can be applied more accurately in smaller and data rich areas. Thus, pilot study areas
with high data availability should be identified in the Baltic Sea to provide more accurate and comprehensive
results.
Expected HELCOM MetDev outputs by end of 2021
- Development of a regional approach aligned with the System of Environmental-Economic Accounting
(SEEA) framework, although modified to meet the needs of HELCOM member states,
- Data inventory of a diverse array of available data for the ecosystem assets,
- Initial test of SEEA framework and ocean accounting in the Baltic Region by using other ecosystem
assets,
- Identification of ecosystem asset- ecosystem condition- ecosystem service relationships by using the
pilot ecosystem assets,
- Aligning with the international frameworks and community of practice.
Use in HOLAS 3 and presentation of results
Outputs of MetDev Activity B can be used in HOLAS 3 process by:
-

Scaling of SEEA marine ecosystem accounting framework to the whole Baltic region,
Using the developed ecosystem accounting framework, and analysing the improved integration of
land sea interactions,
Integration of HELCOM Map and Data Services and Marine Ecosystem Accounting data inventory,
Distribution of ecosystem assets in countries’ territorial waters in order to understand the changes
in ecosystem assets and services for national accounts,
Providing added value and synergies to other ongoing assessments.

HELCOM MetDev Work Plan
Table 2 outlines the tasks and progress of MetDev’s work on marine ecosystem accounting.
Table 2: Summary of progress and timeline for tasks in WP2
Task

Work
ongoing

Planned schedule for
task

Collaboration
with HELCOM
BLUES project

Review of existing literature on ecosystem
service valuation studies and marine ecosystem
accounting

Done

Q1/21

x

Application of ecosystem service supply maps in
marine ecosystem accounting framework

Done

Q3/21

Preparation of a framework for Marine
Ecosystem Accounting in the Baltic Sea region

Done

Q3/21

x

Marine ecosystem accounting pilot application
for selected ecosystem assets in the Baltic Sea
Region

x

Q2/21 – Q4/21

x
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Conclusion
In summary, a pilot illustration of marine ecosystem accounting is possible to perform in the Baltic Sea.
However, the lack of time series data and inability to observe changes in ecosystem asset accounts prevent
the performing of a complete marine ecosystem accounting exercise. In addition, lack of high-resolution data
on ecosystem assets such as habitat forming species and benthic habitats limited the results on ecosystem
extent and condition accounts. As was mentioned, significant data requirements, especially on ES monetary
values and spatially explicit data are the main challenges to perform a complete accounting.
It is worth noting that valuation in the context of ecosystem accounting does not provide a comprehensive
value of ecosystems, as values based on exchange value do not reflect willingness to pay or consumer surplus,
which are theoretically correct measures of ecosystem contribution to human well-being and often used in
environmental economics, e.g., in environmental cost-benefit analyses.
Application of accounting in a small-scale pilot areas can provide more accurate results. Generally, only a
limited number of ES provided by specific ecosystem assets can be covered in an accounting process.
Therefore, further work in the Baltic Sea region can focus on small-scale but data-rich areas for ecosystem
accounting implementation.
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5.3 Use of Marine Waters analysis
Background
The HELCOM BLUES project, co-financed by the European Union, runs from 2021–2023. The project covers
topics related to biodiversity, litter, underwater noise, and effective regional measures and aims at
supporting HOLAS 3 and the implementation of the BSAP and the MSFD for those Contracting Parties that
are member states of the EU. BLUES Activity 1 focuses on analyses to support effective regional measures
and policies. It further develops the approaches and data for socio-economic analyses previously conducted
as part of HELCOM TAPAS, SPICE and ACTION projects that supported HOLAS II and the BSAP update.
One of the tasks in Activity 1 of BLUES is to improve and conduct a regional economic and social analysis of
the use of marine waters for use in HOLAS 3 and the next round of initial assessments by the Contracting
Parties also being EU Member States. The work applies both the marine waters accounts and ecosystem
services approaches to characterize the economic impacts from the use of marine waters, employing the
regional approach developed in the TAPAS and SPICE projects. The proposed approach is functionally
identical to that used in HOLAS II; only being updated as required by current data availability. The description
of the approach is based on the thematic report on economic and social analyses for HOLAS II (HELCOM
2018). The use of marine waters analysis in BLUES will be conducted in 2022-2023.
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The proposed approach was supported by EN ESA 15-2021 for inclusion in HOLAS 3 (Outcome EN ESA 152021, para. 2.4).
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for, and inclusion of, assessing the use of marine
waters for the HOLAS 3 assessment, where relevant (cf. Outcome, para 3J.322). The consequent editorial
changes to the document have been made based on comments made during the meeting: figures 1 and 2
were moved from the methodology into the background text.
The meeting noted that that further comments by Denmark and Finland will be provided to the Secretariat
(luke.dodd@helcom.fi) following the meeting. The meeting recommended organising a more substantive
assessment methodology Workshop in spring 2022, jointly with the BLUES project Activity 1, which is to
incorporate all the various components of the economic and social analyses planned for inclusion in HOLAS
3. STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 in principle endorsed the work, noting the study reservation by Germany
placed until GEAR 25-2021 (cf. Outcome, para 3J.325).
GEAR 25-2021 noted that Germany can lift its study reservation on all the ESA related documents and
further noted the comment from Poland that due to ongoing national consultation Poland will confirm its
position in relation to the proposed ESA assessments at HOD 61-2021. The meeting considered and
endorsed the proposed approach for cost of degradation analysis.
Use of marine waters analysis
As a society, we utilize the marine waters in different ways. Our various economic sectors use the sea - its
resources, space, energy, etc. – and profit from doing so. As individuals, we are also employed by these
economic sectors, purchase or obtain goods and services from these sectors, and enjoy using marine and
coastal areas for recreation and other purposes.
While bringing certain socio-economic benefits to society, the use of marine waters also creates pressures
on the marine environment. Some activities, such as fishing and recreation, are dependent on the state of
the marine environment, meaning that they require a certain level of environmental quality to continue as
activities. Other activities, such as the transport and energy sectors, use the sea for space, but are not
themselves affected by the state of the marine environment. Some sectors, such as agriculture, impact the
marine environment (use the sea as a sink) but takes place elsewhere.
The socio-economic analysis on the use of marine waters measures the economic impact from the use of the
sea in the current state. In this analysis, this impact is measured using economic indicators which are, for the
most part, based on market values. These indicators and their values do not specify the negative impacts the
uses may have on the quality of the marine environment or the activities themselves. Thus, the analysis of
the use of marine waters analysis should be seen as a piece of the overall picture of how the society and the
marine environment are linked.
Methodology
The methodology for the economic and social analysis of the use of marine waters was originally developed
by TAPAS and implemented for HOLAS II. Some sections of the text below have been extracted from the
HOLAS II supplementary report on Economic and social analyses in the Baltic Sea region.
Approach for assessing the regional use of marine waters
The assessment of the use of marine waters will utilize a mixed approach which builds mainly on marine
water accounts but combines components of the ecosystem services approach with the analysis. Both
approaches were utilized by HELCOM countries in their 2012 MSFD Initial Assessment reporting. The mixed
approach leans heavily on statistical information but complements these with non-market values and nonsectoral activities when possible (ecosystem services approach). The emphasis on the marine water accounts
approach is a consequence of data availability: statistics for marine sectors and activities are more readily
available than ecosystem service data and values. To increase comparability across the Baltic Sea region,
sources providing data for most or all of the coastal countries will be prioritized.
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The approach can be characterized as follows:
General
•

Utilise a mixed approach - marine water accounts approach, complemented by ecosystem service
approach with non-market values
• Identify and describe the different uses of the marine waters
• Evaluate whether the activity exerts a pressure and is dependent on the state of the marine
environment, based on the Baltic Sea pressure and impact index (BSPII) for pressures, expert
assessment, and literature review for dependence
• Prioritise activities and sectors based on the above, as well as on data availability
Indicators and data
• Present socio-economic indicators for each activity describing the contribution of marine uses to the
economy and human welfare
• Select indicators for which standardized data is available across several Baltic Sea countries to ensure
harmonization (it should be noted that for the majority of the sectors, Russian data were not
available)
• Include value added and employment indicators when available
• Include alternative indicators representing the activity when socio-economic indicators are
unavailable
• Record data source, indicator methodology, and information about year, anomalies, etc.
• Present the indicator specific data for each sector/activity at the country level
Evaluation
• Assess the data quality and availability and provide recommendations for improvement
A shortcoming of employing only the marine water accounts approach is that the statistics exclude uses of
the environment that are non-consumptive and/or are hard or impossible to measure using market prices.
To overcome this, the approach is to supplement the existing statistical indicators with indicators found from
the scientific literature that measure economic benefits from non-market uses (i.e. recreation).
Human activities and sectors
Sectors included in the analysis will be prioritized based on those which have been deemed relevant to the
Baltic Sea in HOLAS II and to the MSFD Annex III (list of activities and sectors) and those which;
• create significant pressure to the marine environment,
• derive significant benefits from the use of the marine environment,
• are dependent on the environmental state of the Baltic Sea,
• have available data.
The pressures exerted on the Baltic Sea by an activity will be assessed based on the outputs of several
previous HELCOM projects (e.g. TAPAS, ACTION). BLUES will investigate the possibility of including more
activities in the assessment than were included in HOLAS II.
Methodological development
The Roadmap for continued HELCOM work on economic and social analyses and the horizontal actions
related to ESA in the updated BSAP call for further integration of ESA to other assessments. Steps toward
integration could be potentially achieved with the use of marine waters analysis and its better integration
with the environmental assessment. This could entail, for example, linking the ESA of the use of marine
waters to the pressures and state assessments, ecosystem accounting and assessments of ecosystem services
benefits and values specifically for the use or marine water analysis (see figure 1). HELCOM MetDev project
is responsible for overall integration of ESA into environmental assessments (see figure 2 for a conceptual
overview of the planned integration) and has a specific task on ecosystem accounting. HELCOM BLUES project
provides a general description for the ecosystem services approach and compiles information on benefit
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indicators for ecosystem services that can be used also to support the use of marine water analysis. These
work strands could be expected to advance the integration of ESA with other assessments.
Work plan
The majority of the work, including preforming the analysis itself, is planned for the second half of 2022 to
be conducted by the HELCOM BLUES project. The methodological development will consider the work done
as part of the HELCOM MetDev project, while the BLUES project is looking into increasing the application of
the ecosystem services approach for the use of marine waters compared to HOLAS II.
Most required data will be gathered either within the BLUES project, the HELCOM Data Flow project, or in
cooperation with EN ESA. However, a targeted data request made to the Contracting Parties through e.g. WG
GEAR cannot be ruled out at this time. Such a request would only come after consultation and support from
EN ESA and all other potential data sources have been ruled out.
EN ESA has been and will continue to be consulted for all ESA work conducted by BLUES. Additionally, BLUES
is aware of ongoing work by the HELCOM MetDev and Data Flow projects and is maintaining contact with
these projects to identify synergies.
Table 1. Planned timetable for the BLUES work related to the use of marine waters analysis
Task
Conduct use of marine waters analysis

Timing
July 2022 - January 2023

5.4 Cost of degradation analysis
Background
The HELCOM BLUES project, co-financed by the European Union, runs in 2021–2023. The project covers
topics related to biodiversity, litter, underwater noise and effective regional measures and aims at supporting
HOLAS 3 and the implementation of the BSAP and the MSFD for those Contracting Parties that are member
states of the EU. BLUES Activity 1 focuses on analyses to support effective regional measures and policies. It
further develops the approaches and data for socio-economic analyses previously conducted as part of
HELCOM TAPAS, SPICE and ACTION projects that supported HOLAS II and the BSAP update.
One of the tasks in Activity 1 of BLUES is to improve and conduct a regional analysis for cost of degradation
for use in HOLAS 3 and the next round of initial assessments by EU Member States. The work will assess the
impacts on human well-being from not achieving a good status of the marine environment, employing a
combined thematic and ecosystem services approach based on the methods developed in the TAPAS and
SPICE projects for HOLAS II. The proposed approach is similar to that used in HOLAS II with the potential
addition of an approach for adjusting the cost of degradation estimates to more accurately reflect the extent
of the change in the environment from current status/baseline to GES. Except for this addition, the approach
description is based on the thematic report on economic and social analyses for HOLAS II (HELCOM 2018).
The cost of degradation analysis in BLUES will be conducted in 2022-2023.
The proposed approach was supported by EN ESA 15-2021 for inclusion in HOLAS 3 (Outcome EN ESA 152021, para. 2.6).
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for, and inclusion of, assessing the cost of
degradation for the HOLAS 3 assessment, where relevant (cf. Outcome, para 3J.318). The following editorial
changes to the document have been made based on comments made during the meeting: figures 1 and 2
were moved from the methodology into the background text and citations have been included in table 1. The
meeting also noted that that further comments by Denmark and Finland will be provided to the Secretariat
(luke.dodd@helcom.fi) following the meeting. The meeting recommended organising a more substantive
assessment methodology Workshop in spring 2022, jointly with the BLUES project Activity 1, which is to
incorporate all the various components of the economic and social analyses planned for inclusion in HOLAS
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3. STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 in principle endorsed the work, noting the study reservation by Germany
until GEAR 25-2021 (cf. Outcome, para 3J.321).
GEAR 25-2021 noted that Germany can lift its study reservation on all the ESA related documents and
further noted the comment from Poland that due to ongoing national consultation Poland will confirm its
position in relation to the proposed ESA assessments at HOD 61-2021. The meeting considered and
endorsed the proposed approach for cost of degradation analysis.
Cost of degradation analysis
Degradation of the marine environment reduces the ecosystem’s ability to produce goods and services,
which in turn affects human well-being. As the aim of marine policies is to achieve a good environmental
status (GES), meaning that seas are clean, healthy and productive, cost of degradation can be assessed based
on the benefits forgone or damages resulting from not achieving GES of the marine environment. Thus, cost
of degradation measures the change in people’s well-being for moving from the current or BAU status of the
marine environment to the good environmental status.
Noticeable effects of degradation are decreased possibilities for marine and coastal recreation, reduction in
the quality and quantity of food and other products available from the sea, adverse effects on human health,
and reduced biodiversity, ecosystem health and marine resources for the enjoyment of current and future
generations.
Methodology
Established methodology and developments
The methodology for regional cost of degradation analysis was originally developed by TAPAS and SPICE
projects and implemented for HOLAS II. The text below has been extracted from the HOLAS II supplementary
report on Economic and social analyses in the Baltic Sea region and lightly edited for clarity. The general
approach for the analysis will be the same, but some methodological issues will be further
developed/improved to address better policy needs and developments in the regional ESA.
The Roadmap for continued HELCOM work on economic and social analyses and the horizontal actions
related to ESA in the updated BSAP call for further integration of ESA to other assessments. Steps toward
integration could be potentially achieved with the cost of degradation analysis and its better integration with
the environmental assessment. This could entail, for example, linking the cost of degradation assessments to
the pressures and state assessments and providing assessments of changes in ecosystem services benefits.
HELCOM MetDev project is responsible for overall integration of ESA into environmental assessments.
HELCOM BLUES project provides a general description for the ecosystem services approach and compiles
information on benefit indicators for ecosystem services that can support the cost of degradation analysis.
These work strands could be expected to advance the integration of ESA with other assessments.
Specific methodological issues will also be considered, e.g. how the scope of the environmental change in
the valuation studies and HOLAS 3 correspond to each other and how to adjust value estimates for
differences in scope (see later section “Additional methodology”); what state to use as the baseline (current
and/or BAU state); and the use of other than monetary assessments (quantitative and qualitative) for cost of
degradation analysis. The analysis will be based on a systematic review of literature that provides estimates
to assess cost of degradation.
General approach
General
•
•

Use mainly the thematic approach, combined with the ecosystem service approach
Examine the cost of degradation (forgone benefits from not achieving GES) separately for each
descriptor of good environmental status (grouping overlapping descriptors when appropriate) and
each benefit from ecosystem services
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•

Use the baseline and target scenarios specified in the existing valuation studies. Discuss how well
these scenarios correspond to achieving good environmental status (as in HELCOM BSAP/EU MSFD)
to evaluate the reliability of the estimates (note that the approach may change for this part to adjust
the estimates based on the scope of change, as explained in detail in section “Additional
methodology”)
• Assess the cost of degradation in monetary terms if possible (if economic valuation studies are
available), and if not, quantitatively or qualitatively
Data and studies
•
•
•
•

Include both stated and revealed preference valuation studies
Use international valuation studies to ensure comparability across countries
Use studies covering all Baltic Sea coastal countries when possible
Use value transfer across countries to obtain regional estimates when there are no studies covering
the entire Baltic Sea area
Evaluation
•

Assess how well the studies are suited for the assessment (e.g. scenarios and environmental change,
geographical coverage, time frame)
Ecosystem services
•
•

Focus on the changes in the benefits from ecosystem services
Present additional information on ecosystem services when available (illustrations, graphs, maps,
qualitative assessments)
The assessment of cost of degradation will be based on economic valuation studies that value the benefits
of improving the state of the Baltic Sea. If the state does not improve, these benefits are lost, and thus they
can be interpreted as the cost of degradation. The valuation studies estimate people’s willingness to pay for
a specific environmental change, either using surveys (stated preference studies) or by observing people’s
behavior (revealed preference studies).
In an ideal case, the regional assessment of the cost of degradation would rely on international valuation
studies that covered all nine coastal countries, valued the environmental change in the entire Baltic Sea and
presented national level benefit estimates. This would allow for both national and regional estimates of the
cost of degradation.
When no regional assessments are available, assessing the cost of degradation for a particular descriptor or
benefits from ecosystem services for the entire Baltic Sea region requires value transfer. Value transfer
means using existing value estimates to infer values in other, previously unstudied sites. In the case of the
Baltic Sea, this implies transferring the cost of degradation estimates across countries. An example of the
value transfer approach is presented for biodiversity and food webs (see Table 1). Economic valuation studies
with complete regional coverage are 10 years old and encompass only two aspects: eutrophication and
recreation. Thus, providing comparable cost of degradation estimates for the entire Baltic Sea region that
cover additional aspects and are based on more recent studies necessitates the use of value transfer.
Alternatively, the cost of degradation analysis could entail providing examples of sub-regional or national
analyses without a systematic regional assessment. This approach would represent a step backwards from
the HOLAS II analysis, and the added value to national assessments would be limited.
In HOLAS II, only monetary estimates were provided, and no quantitative or qualitative assessments were
included. For HOLAS 3, it is planned that quantitative and qualitative information will mainly be presented
for (the benefits from) ecosystem services, for example, on changes in the coastal and marine ecosystem
services.
The cost of degradation represents the welfare impacts from moving from a references state to GES. Both
current and business-as-usual (BAU) states could be used as the reference. Using the current state reduces
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uncertainty, but is of less practical value for policy support, while a BAU state would be more policy-relevant
but more complicated and reliant on the quality of the sufficiency and effectiveness of measures analysis.
The focus of valuation studies for biodiversity/state-related topics does not necessarily match the specific
descriptors and state components in other HOLAS analyses, such as mammals, birds and benthic habitats. In
that case, estimates would likely be provided for biodiversity in general, or some more limited aspect of
biodiversity that does not necessarily correspond fully to the state components in HOLAS 3.
Value transfer approach
The value transfer approach entails transferring mean willingness to pay (WTP) from one or several countries
of the Baltic Sea to the other countries (where estimates are not available), adjusting for differences in price
levels, currencies, and income. The country where the cost of degradation estimate originates from is called
the study country, and the country where the estimate is transferred to is called the policy country.
When transferring, original cost of degradation estimates (from the study country) need to be adjusted to
express the value estimates in the same year, currency and price level, and to account for the effect of income
level on the cost of degradation estimates (see information box below on value transfer). The value estimates
are first adjusted to year 2020 using country-specific consumer price indices (CPIs). Then they are converted
to common currency (euro) using purchasing power parity (PPP) adjusted exchange rates, which allow crosscountry comparisons by eliminating price level differences. The estimates are also adjusted for income
differences across countries, assuming that the willingness to pay is a constant share of income (income
elasticity of WTP is one). This is done by multiplying the primary estimate with the ratio between the gross
domestic product (GDP) per capita in each country and the GDP per capita in the study country. These are all
standard adjustments in international value transfers.
When value estimates are available from several countries, i.e. there are several possible study countries,
the study country needs to be chosen. The choice of the appropriate study country should be based on the
similarity between the study and the policy country, as this correspondence is crucial for the reliability of the
value transfer. A practical approach is to base the choice on the average income level of the countries, and
transfer value estimates between countries with similar income levels.
All value transfers rely on strong assumptions. Here it is assumed that the cost of degradation estimated in
one (or few) countries can be used to assess the cost of degradation in other countries with small adjustments
in price levels and income. This is not necessarily the case, as additional factors, such as differences in cultural
issues, attitudes and use of the Baltic Sea may cause further divergence between the estimates across
countries. These factors have been observed to have a significant effect on WTP in empirical valuation
studies. Adjustments for these differences are not yet standard practice in value transfers, and information
on which to base the adjustment factors is not readily available, and thus they are not performed.
Cost of degradation estimates (i.e. estimates of mean willingness to pay) are transferred from one or several
countries of the Baltic Sea (study countries) to the other countries (policy countries), adjusting for inflation
and differences in price levels, currencies and income (see Figure 1). Adjustments are needed to express the
value estimates in the same year, currency and price level, and to account for the effect of income level on
the cost of degradation estimates. Additional adjustments may be necessary to change household values to
individual ones, and to express one-time estimates in annual values.
Table 1. Details of the studies that were used to assess cost of degradation for HOLAS II.
Regional estimates are available
Descriptor/
Focus
of
ecosystem
valuation
service

Study
year

Area

Countries
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estimates

value

Source

In the ‘State
of the Baltic
Sea’ report
(HELCOM
2017a)
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Eutrophication

Reducing
the
effects
of
eutrophication

2011

Entire Baltic
Sea

All 9 coastal
countries

Recreation

Improving
(perceived)
environmental
quality by one
unit

2010

Entire Baltic
Sea

All 9 coastal
countries

Area

Countries

FinnishSwedish
archipelago,
Lithuanian
coast

Finland,
Lithuania,
Sweden

No regional estimates: value transfer
Descriptor
Focus
of Study
valuation
year

Biodiversity and
foodwebs

Increasing the
amount
of
healthy
perennial
vegetation and
size of fish stocks

2011

WTP, €/person
Denmark: 32
Estonia: 24
Finland: 42
Germany: 25
Latvia: 6
Lithuania: 9
Poland: 12
Russia: 9
Sweden: 76
Total value, million €
Denmark: 54
Estonia: 12
Finland: 84
Germany: 411
Latvia: 9
Lithuania: 18
Poland: 167
Russia: 171
Sweden: 336

Ahtiainen
et
al.
(2014)

Yes, Ch4.1

Czajkowsk
i et al.
(2015)

Yes, Ch3, Box
3.3

Original
estimates

Source

In the ‘State
of the Baltic
Sea’ report
(HELCOM
2017a)
Yes,
Ch5.6,
Box 5.6.1

value

WTP, €/household
Kosenius
Healthy vegetation
&
Finland: 105
Ollikainen
Lithuania: 44
(2015)
Sweden: 209
Fish stocks
Finland: 81
Lithuania: 35
Sweden: 169
Ahtiainen, H., J. Artell, M. Czajkowski, and many (2014): Benefits of meeting nutrient reduction targets for the Baltic Sea – a contingent
valuation study in the nine coastal states. Journal of Environmental Economics and Policy 3:278- 305. URL:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/21606544.2014.901923

Czajkowski, M., H. Ahtiainen, J. Artell, W, and many (2015). Valuing the commons: An international study on the recreational
benefits
of
the
Baltic
Sea.
Journal
of
Environmental
Management,
156,
209-217.
URL:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvman.2015.03.038
Kosenius, A-K. & M. Ollikainen (2015): Ecosystem benefits from coastal habitats – A three-country choice experiment.
Marine Policy 58:15-27
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Value transfer approach
Cost of degradation estimates (i.e. estimates of mean willingness to pay) are transferred from one or several
countries of the Baltic Sea (study countries) to the other countries (policy countries), adjusting for inflation and
differences in price levels, currencies and income. Adjustments are needed to express the value estimates in the
same year, currency and price level, and to account for the effect of income level on the cost of degradation
estimates. Additional adjustments may be necessary to change household values to individual ones, and to
express one-time estimates in annual values.

𝐶𝑜𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 = 𝐶𝑜𝐷𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 ∗ 𝐶𝑃𝐼 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗ 𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝐶𝑃𝐼) 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

𝐶𝑃𝐼2015
𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑃𝑃𝑃) 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝐺𝐷𝑃) 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

1
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦

𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦

Data sources:
CPI data: OECD (2016). Consumer prices – all items. Accessed 29.6.2016.
PPP data: Eurostat (2016). Purchasing power parities (PPPs), price level indices and real expenditures for ESA
2010 aggregates [prc_ppp_ind]. Updated 16.6.2016, accessed 21.6.2016. Except Russia: OECD (2016). Purchasing
Power Parities for GDP and related indicators. Accessed 21.6.2016.
GDP data: Eurostat (2016). Main GDP aggregates per capita [nama_10_pc]. Updated 16.6.2016, accessed
21.6.2016. Except Russia: OECD (2016). Gross domestic product (GDP). Accessed 21.6.2016.

Figure 1. Adjustments needed when transferring estimates from one country to another in the value transfer
approach

Additional methodology for scope adjustment
An important factor for the magnitude of the cost of degradation (and any) value estimate is the scope of
the change in the state of the environment or ecosystem service. Scope refers to the extent of the change in
terms of:
1) Quantity of change, such as increase in water clarity or reduction in the amount of beach litter
2) Geographic area of change, e.g. in hectares
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3) Population affected.
If any of these three factors differ between the focus of the analysis and the original valuation study where
the estimate is obtained, the estimates from the study should be scaled either up or down to reflect
appropriately the scope of the change in focus. This may happen, for example, when the definitions of the
baseline (current status) and policy status (GES) differ between HOLAS 3 and the valuation study, creating a
difference in the extent of change. In this case, the cost of degradation estimate does not match the policy
questions and should be adjusted for scope. For example, if the extent of change in environmental conditions
in the valuation study is larger than the difference between the baseline and GES in HOLAS 3, the direct use
of the value estimate from the study overestimates the benefits from achieving GES.
In HOLAS II, no scaling was done to correct the estimates from the valuation studies, but the original
estimates were assumed to reflect reasonably well the cost of degradation from not achieving GES. This
assumption is unrealistic and produces uncertainty in the estimates (Johnston et al. 2015).
Simple approaches to correct for the scope differences do not exist, and such approaches likewise have to
rely on assumptions. However, there are some general principles for scaling value estimates related to
marginal/unit values. First, marginal values are diminishing in quantity, meaning that values per unit of
change decrease as the size of the change increases. Second, unit area values are diminishing in area,
meaning that values per unit area decrease as area increases. Both of these imply that if values are scaled up
for a larger extent of change/area and constant unit values are assumed, it will lead to overestimation. Vice
versa, if values are scaled down, it will lead to underestimation.
In BLUES, the most relevant adjustment for scope differences concerns the extent of change in environmental
conditions. This requires information on the extent of change in the policy scenario (baseline - GES),
comparison of that to the extent of change in the valuation study, and adjustment for scope differences. The
simplest approach is to use constant unit values, but as explained above, that is not necessarily appropriate.
Thus, BLUES will look into previous studies in the Baltic Sea region and scope effect to examine whether such
information could be used to formulate an assumption on decreasing marginal values when scaling the value
estimates. Furthermore, the geographic extent of the change could also be relevant for scaling the estimates,
and similar approach could be used as for environmental conditions. The detailed approach for adjusting for
scope is still to be decided. Different assumptions on marginal values (constant, decreasing with scope) could
be tested to produce ranges for the benefit estimates. At minimum, reference and GES states in valuation
studies and HOLAS 3 should be compared to identify and qualitatively describe obvious differences.
The choice of the reference state (current or BAU) influences the scaling. In most cases, the use of the BAU
as the reference state in the cost of degradation analysis would result in a need to scale the value estimates,
as often studies specify the reference state as the current state, which differs from BAU.
Regarding the population, based on previous valuation studies in the Baltic Sea area, it is reasonable to
assume that the benefitting populations are the entire national (adult) populations of the coastal countries.
Work plan
The majority of the work, including performing the analysis itself, is planned for the second half of 2022 to
be conducted by the HELCOM BLUES project. However, the cost of degradation analysis relies on and benefits
from other workflows within BLUES. The literature review on studies on the benefits of changes in the
environment and ecosystem services and screening of relevant studies for the analyses in BLUES is currently
ongoing. The compiled database will be used to identify relevant studies for the cost of degradation analysis.
This is described in detail in document 4J-63 from State & Conservation 14-2021. Results of the literature
review and selected parts of the database are planned to be made public during or latest at the end of the
BLUES project, based on the terms agreed between the BONUS ROSEMARIE and HELCOM BLUES projects,
which are both responsible for gathering the data.
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All required data are being gathered either within the BLUES project or in cooperation with EN ESA. No
additional support needs are anticipated.
EN ESA has been and will continue to be consulted for all ESA work conducted by BLUES. Additionally, BLUES
is aware of ongoing work by the HELCOM MetDev and HELCOM Data Flow projects and is maintaining contact
with these projects to identify synergies.
Table 2. Planned timetable for the BLUES work related to the cost of degradation analysis
Task
Literature review and producing benefit estimates
Conduct cost of degradation analysis

Timing
March 2021 - March 2022
July 2022 - January 2023

References
HELCOM (2018): Economic and social analyses in the Baltic Sea region – HELCOM Thematic assessment 2011–
2016. Baltic Sea Environment Proceedings No. 160. Available at: http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/BSEP160-ESA.pdf
Johnston, R. J., Rolfe, J., Rosenberger, R. S., & Brouwer, R. (eds.) (2015). Benefit transfer of environmental
and resource values. A Guide for Researchers and Practitioners. The economics of non-market goods and
resources 14. Springer Netherlands.

5.5 Sufficiency and effectiveness of measures
Background
The HELCOM BLUES project, co-financed by the European Union, runs in 2021–2023. The project covers
topics related to biodiversity, litter, underwater noise, and effective regional measures and aims at
supporting HOLAS 3 and the implementation of the BSAP and the MSFD for those Contracting Parties that
are member states of the EU. BLUES Activity 1 focuses on analyses to support effective regional measures
and policies. It further develops the approaches and data for socio-economic analyses previously conducted
as part of HELCOM TAPAS, SPICE and ACTION projects that supported HOLAS II and the BSAP update.
One of the tasks in Activity 1 of BLUES is to continue the development of a regional sufficiency and
effectiveness of measures analysis for achieving good environmental status of the marine environment and
carry out an updated analysis. The work builds on the sufficiency and effectiveness of measures analyses
first performed in ACTION. Both the approach and data will be further developed in BLUES. The sufficiency
and effectiveness of measures analysis in BLUES is conducted in mid to late 2022 when approach
development has been finalized and relevant data have been gathered.
While targeted areas of improvement have been identified, the project is only beginning to attempt
practical implementation. The majority of anticipated improvements will not alter the methodologies
outlined in the approach developed by HELCOM ACTION (Attachment 1), however some minor
methodology updates are likely. A complete methodology is expected in early 2022 and a fuller description
of proposed changes could be available at an earlier date.
The proposed approach was endorsed by HOD for use in supporting the BSAP update (Outcome HOD 562019, para 2.16) and the resulting analysis was approved by HELCOM for publication under the Baltic Sea
Environment Proceedings (Outcome HELCOM 42-2021, para. 4.49).
STATE & CONSERVATION considered the approach for, and inclusion of, assessing sufficiency and
effectiveness of measures for the HOLAS 3 assessment, where relevant (cf. Outcome, para 3J.326). The
meeting noted that:
-

no topic specific improvements are planned for hazardous substances during the HELCOM BLUES
project,
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-

the wish by Sweden that a plan for future improvements for hazardous substances in the
sufficiency and effectiveness of measures framework be developed during the HOLAS 3 process.

Furthermore, STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 took note of the clarification that for HOLAS 3 the
sufficiently of measures is proposed for inclusion under the Measures component of the DAPSIM cycle, and
the corresponding subheading of the topical chapters/sections. The Meeting noted that the amount and
quality of the information under each subheading, including the one for measures, will vary across topics
and that where information is not deemed to be of sufficient quality it can be excluded. The meeting noted
the significant input topic experts provided to the interpretation of the previous SOM analysis and
requested that a similar review process be more explicitly included in the project timeline and for any
results planned for use in HOLAS 3 products. The Secretariat clarified that not all topics will see substantial
changes to the results, however topic expert review will be arranged for those topics that are substantially
changed. The Meeting noted that due to the project timeline and currently available data, the sufficiency
and effectiveness of measures analyses would be based on the HOLAS II assessment and cover measures
implemented since 2016, as was done during the HELCOM ACTION project. The meeting noted that that
further comments by Finland will be provided to the Secretariat (luke.dodd@helcom.fi) following the
meeting. The meeting recommended organising a more substantive assessment methodology Workshop in
spring 2022, jointly with the BLUES project Activity 1, which is to incorporate all the various components of
the economic and social analyses planned for inclusion in HOLAS 3.
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 in principle endorsed the work, noting the study reservation by Germany
and the concerns regarding the methodology by Denmark (cf. Outcome, para 3J.331).
GEAR 25-2021 noted that Germany can lift its study reservation on all the ESA related documents and
further noted the comment from Poland that due to ongoing national consultation Poland will confirm its
position in relation to the proposed ESA assessments at HOD 61-2021. The meeting considered and
endorsed the proposed approach for cost of degradation analysis.
Sufficiency and effectiveness of measures
Numerous improvements to the framework for assessing the sufficiency and effectiveness of measures,
developed by the ACTION project (document 4J-61), are planned during BLUES. However, the impact of these
improvements on the assessment outcome for many topics will be limited by data availability. This primarily
relates to a general lack of details concerning future measures and an issue where some planned
improvements can only be implemented following new rounds of expert surveys. However, please note that
BLUES will only be conducting surveys in special cases related to new environmental topics developed within
BLUES and resurveying the marine mammals topic from ACTION. As a result, some topics may not see
substantial revision from the ACTION results.
Additionally, due to delays BLUES there is some uncertainty surrounding the degree of improvement that can
be achieved for each target area, but particularly those general improvements outlined in point 6 below.
Targeted areas of improvement
Improved consideration of spatial aspects
The original methodology developed under ACTION tracked changes for each of the 17 HELCOM scale 2
sub-basins. However, no spatial relationships were present either within or between these areas. Scoping
of this work is still ongoing, but many issues are being considered including land-sea interactions, spatially
restricted measures, such as marine protected areas and the spatial distribution of costs and benefits.
Any improvements to this target area can likely be applied to all environmental topics.
Improved consideration of joint and transboundary effects
One weakness from the original methodology is overly rigid links between pressures and states. This
caused difficulty when considering the joint impacts of measures targeted toward pressures that persist
in the environment for years, decades or longer following their introduction to the environment, e.g.
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hazardous substances, marine litter, nutrients. By including more flexible relationships between
pressures and states, including allowing for state-to-state relationships, more joint effects can be tracked
in the model. It is not yet clear how broadly this improvement can be implemented as this will depend
on the final format of other improvements.
Transboundary effects are also a target area for improvement but planning of this work depends on first
determining the scope of the spatial improvements.
Adding missing model links
Many important pressures in the SOM model are not currently quantitatively linked to measures. The
primary missing link in the ACTION model is between the input of nutrients and effects of eutrophication,
though other missing connections are being reviewed as well. Bo Gustafsson has generously agreed to
conduct limited runs of the BALTSEM model to provide the missing quantification between the input of
nutrients and effects of eutrophication. Further development is on hold awaiting the conclusion of PLC8 work on scattered dwellings expected in September 2021.
Improved data on effectiveness of measures
Due to development timelines in the ACTION project, the use of literature-based effectiveness of
measures estimates was limited. Through cooperation across Activities within the BLUES project and with
relevant HELCOM expert groups and networks, a weighting methodology for the inclusion of literaturebased estimates will be implemented. It is anticipated that with the use of various weighting strategies,
the number of included effectiveness estimates from existing studies can be significantly increased.
Additionally, the parallel development of some methodologies within ACTION resulted in the exclusion
of many literature-based estimates due to a mismatch between the functional form of various measure
types. BLUES will restructure the measure types as needed to correct these mismatches. The prevalence
of this issue varies by topic but will result in large increases in the use of literature-based estimates for
some topics.
Add new topics, indicators and GES threshold values
BLUES will be adding new topics, indicators, and GES thresholds to the SOM analysis, primarily through
work conducted within other activities of the BLUES project. New topics may include offshore noncommercial fishes and pelagic habitats and will be determined during Q4 2021 in consultation with
experts within BLUES.
New GES threshold values exist or are being developed for beach litter, offshore non-commercial fishes,
harbour porpoise, zooplankton and phytoplankton. These values will be included in the analysis
depending on their development timelines.
General improvements
The responses received by topic experts to the expert surveys and feedback received from the
Contracting Parties and HELCOM bodies have highlighted several more general areas for improvement.
These are to be addressed in two ways.
A strength and weakness of the SOM analysis is the very large amount of results that it produces. Through
feedback from the Contracting Parties and HELCOM bodies, ACTION was able to better understand what
outputs would be most relevant and useful to the HELCOM community. However, many of the requested
outputs required were not readily extractable from the original model. As resources allow, more output
flexibility will be included in the model which will allow for a dynamic reporting process that meets the
needs of the HELCOM community. No time is specifically budgeted for this in BLUES, rather it is a principle
that will be considered while implementing other aspects of the work. If resources become limiting to
the project, only minor improvements may be possible.
Development of the topic structures and measure types under ACTION was highly dependent on the level
of expert involvement and the developing expertise of the ACTION project itself. As a result, the quality
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of these structures varies considerably between topics. BLUES considers that a standard procedure of
updating the SOM analysis is the review of these topic structures and measure types. It is anticipated
that this process will result in a wide range in the magnitude of topic improvements, from a total redesign
to limited or no change.
Table 1 Planned timetable for the BLUES work related to the CBA
Task

Estimated timing

Improved consideration of spatial
aspects
Improved consideration of joint
and transboundary effects
Adding missing model links
Improved data on effectiveness
of measures
Add new topics, indicators and
GES threshold values
General improvements
Carry out improved effectiveness
of measures analysis

January 2021 – December 2021

Estimated availability of a
detailed outline
November 2021

January 2021 – December 2021

December 2021

January 2021 – December 2021
January 2021 – January 2022

October 2021
January 2022

July 2021 – January 2022

January 2022

January 2021 – December 2021
January 2022 – September 2022

December 2021
January 2022

5.6 Cost-benefit analyses of measures
Background
The HELCOM BLUES project, co-financed by the European Union, runs in 2021–2023. The project covers
topics related to biodiversity, litter, underwater noise and effective regional measures and aims at supporting
HOLAS 3 and the implementation of the BSAP and the MSFD for those Contracting Parties that are member
states of the EU. BLUES Activity 1 focuses on analyses to support effective regional measures and policies. It
further develops the approaches and data for socio-economic analyses previously conducted as part of
HELCOM TAPAS, SPICE and ACTION projects that supported HOLAS II and the BSAP update.
One of the tasks in Activity 1 of BLUES is to develop an approach for regional cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of
improved status of the marine environment and carry out the analysis for 1-2 selected environmental topics.
The analysis can be used in HOLAS 3 and the next round of initial assessments by those Contracting Parties
that are EU Member States The work builds on the sufficiency, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of
measures analyses first performed in ACTION, as well as the approaches for the regional valuation of
environmental benefits developed as part of TAPAS and SPICE for HOLAS II. The approaches and data for the
assessment are further developed in BLUES. The cost-benefit analysis in BLUES will be conducted in 20222023.
The proposed approach was supported by EN ESA 15-2021 for inclusion in HOLAS 3 (Outcome EN ESA 152021, para. 2.16).
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for, and inclusion of, cost benefit analyses of
measures for the HOLAS 3 assessment, where relevant and took note of the clarification that, similarly to the
sufficiency of measures, cost-benefit analyses results will be included under the subheading /section on
measures under the relevant topics (cf. Outcome, paras 3J.322 & 3J.333). The meeting noted that that further
comments by Finland will be provided to the Secretariat (luke.dodd@helcom.fi) following the meeting. The
meeting recommended organising a more substantive assessment methodology Workshop in spring 2022,
jointly with the BLUES project Activity 1, which is to incorporate all the various components of the economic
and social analyses planned for inclusion in HOLAS 3.
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STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 in principle endorsed the work, noting the study reservation by Germany
until GEAR 25-2021 (cf. Outcome, para 3J.334).
GEAR 25-2021 noted that Germany can lift its study reservation on all the ESA related documents and
further noted the comment from Poland that due to ongoing national consultation Poland will confirm its
position in relation to the proposed ESA assessments at HOD 61-2021. The meeting considered and
endorsed the proposed approach for cost of degradation analysis.
Cost-benefit analysis of measures
Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) aims at evaluating the economic efficiency of projects or policies from the
society’s perspective. It provides a systematic and transparent approach for identifying the benefits and costs
of policies and assessing their monetary values for the lifetime of the policy (OECD 2018). The benefits are
defined as increases in human well-being (or utility) and costs as reductions in human well-being. For a policy
to pass the evaluation, its benefits must exceed its costs.
CBA can be seen as a tool for measuring the policy’s economic efficiency or contribution to social welfare
(Boardman et al. 2017.) It is one of the possible decision procedures to be used together with other criteria
(Posner & Adler 1999). Thus, the results of carefully conducted CBAs can provide supporting information for
science-based policy decisions.
There are nine general steps in a CBA (Boardman et al. 2017):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Specify the set of alternative projects
Decide whose benefits and costs count
Identify the impact categories, catalogue them and select measurement indicators
Predict the impacts quantitatively over the life of the project
Monetize all impacts
Discount benefits and costs to obtain present value
Compute the net present value (NPV) of each alternative
Perform sensitivity analysis
Make a recommendation

The CBA conducted as part of HELCOM BLUES will evaluate the (monetary) costs and benefits of measures
to improve the state of the marine environment to support the further development and implementation of
the updated BSAP. The work builds on the assessment framework developed in HELCOM ACTION for
effectiveness and sufficiency of measures and cost-effectiveness analysis, adding consideration of the
economic benefits of measures to the analysis and further refinements and improvements in the
methodology and data on effectiveness and costs (Figure 1).
The aim of the work in BLUES is to develop a practical approach for regional CBA for the Baltic Sea, as well as
illustrate the approach and results with selected examples. The focus of the CBA can be in evaluating the
costs and benefits of the updated BSAP (compared to the “old” BSAP), or the costs and benefits of achieving
GES (compared to a baseline). To support practical applications and future work on assessing the costs and
benefits of measures in the Baltic Sea region, BLUES work will 1) describe the general approach for an
environmental CBA in a marine region, 2) compile the existing data on the effects, costs and benefits of
measures into a database with documentation on sources and use, 3) demonstrate the use of the data with
an example for a specific topic and policy scenario, and 4) discuss the quality and quantity of the data for CBA
applications. The specific environmental topic and policy scenario for the demonstration depend on the data
availability, policy relevance, and existence of previous research, and will be chosen later after step 2) has
been completed. The overall approach will be designed to be flexible and adaptable to a wider range of
topics.
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Figure 1. Development of the conceptual assessment framework to include ecosystem services, benefits and
costs. Purple boxes indicate new outputs from BLUES. Grey boxes were originally assessed as part of ACTION,
and will be further developed in BLUES.
Cost-effectiveness of measures
Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) is a systematic method for evaluating the costs and effects of measures or
policies. It can be used to identify the optimal (cost-effective) combination of measures to reach agreed
environmental goals, which allows for achieving the goal with the least costs. Further, it enables assessing
the total costs of policies (for examples, see e.g. Hyytiäinen & Ahlvik 2015, Oinonen et al. 2016).
ACTION work on cost-effectiveness of measures
The ACTION project took the first steps in analysing the costs and effectiveness of measures at the Baltic Sea
region scale. It compiled information and assessed the approximate costs and effects of the proposed new
measures for the updated BSAP (for details, see Cost effectiveness of proposed new measures for the Baltic
Sea Action Plan 2021, doc. 4J-61). In addition, it provided some preliminary comparisons of measures with
respect to their costs and effectiveness, and the total costs of proposed new measures.
The effectiveness of proposed new measures was estimated based on existing literature (incl. the synopses)
and measure type effectiveness estimates from the SOM analysis of existing measures (Methodology for the
sufficiency of measures analysis report, doc. 4J-61). As in the SOM analysis, the effectiveness estimates show
the percent (%) reduction in the pressure from human activities, percent change in the pressure or percent
increase in the probability to achieve state improvements from implementing the measures.
The cost estimates were collected from synopses, literature reviews, ACTION WP2 and Contracting Parties
through EN ESA (Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, and Sweden). The estimates were adjusted to annual
values and to the year 2019, and regional estimates were calculated based on cost transfers that accounted
for differences in currencies and purchasing power parities. Both the costs and effects were estimated for
the entire Baltic Sea region.
Very limited information was available on the application extent of the proposed new measures at the time
of the analysis. As the application extent is crucial for determining both the effects and costs of measures,
assumptions had to be made on the application extent (such as geographical area, number of installations)
of the proposed new measures. Three scenarios were made for the application extent (low, moderate, high).
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These specified the extent of the proposed new measures, e.g. in square kilometers. The moderate scenario
used the application extent from the original source study. The application extents were assumed to be
equally distributed across countries, sub-basins and shares of the catchments where the measures were
implemented.
During the analysis, the lack of data on the application extent, effectiveness and costs of the proposed new
measures became apparent. Due to that, as well as other uncertainties and limitations in the SOM
assessment framework, the quantitative results of the cost-effectiveness analysis can be considered only
indicative. These were also the main reasons why optimization (indicating the cost-effective set of measures)
was not included in this analysis.
BLUES work on cost-effectiveness of measures
BLUES aims to develop the cost-effectiveness analysis further to reduce uncertainties and enable its use in
the cost-benefit analysis.
First, additional data on the effects and costs of measures will be usable in BLUES, the utilization of existing
literature and model-based data will be improved and additional data on the effectiveness and costs of
measures collected, e.g. from national MSFD PoMs. Cost and effectiveness data are proposed to be compiled
from national PoMs with the help of EN ESA. This will reduce the reliance on expert-based data and enable
the inclusion of additional measures in the analysis.
Second, the updated BSAP will be accepted by the time the cost-effectiveness analysis is made. This will
provide the final list of measures for the CEA, and it should also provide more accurate information on the
application extent of the measures.
Finally, all general improvements in the SOM assessment framework and effectiveness analysis (see doc. 4J62) will also benefit the CEA, as it utilizes the same model framework.
Benefit estimation
An important addition to the economic analyses conducted as part of ACTION are the societal benefits from
improvements in the status of the marine environment. Their inclusion in the analysis enables a more
encompassing analysis of the efficiency of policies. Existing information of the benefits of implementing
measures and achieving environmental objectives is collected via a literature review of economic valuation
studies of the Baltic Sea environment and ecosystem services. When necessary, the benefit estimates are
adjusted and transferred to unstudied countries and contexts to obtain regional benefit estimates, following
the approach developed for HOLAS II (HELCOM 2018).
The literature review and benefit estimation are conducted following these steps:
1. Define the focus and scope of the literature review. The review is limited to studies:
- Concerning Baltic Sea countries and marine region
- Concerning ecosystem services and environmental topics
- Using monetary or non-monetary valuation
- Published in 2010 or later
- Published in peer-reviewed journals or grey literature
2. Compile relevant benefit information from existing studies via a literature review
a. Identify studies based on previous literature reviews, including BONUS ROSEMARIE (2020),
Sagebiel et al. (2016), Ahtiainen and Vanhatalo (2012), Heckwolf et al. (2021), Mehvar et al.
(2018), Martin et al. (2016), Torres and Hanley (2016), and Rodrigues et al. (2017)
b. Search for recent studies (2019 =>) via a similar literature search as in BONUS ROSEMARIE
c. Request recent national studies as well as grey literature from EN ESA
3. Record relevant information from each study to an excel dataset
4. Produce benefit estimates for use in the CBA
a. Use value transfer to arrive at regional estimates similar to the HOLAS II approach developed
in the TAPAS and SPICE projects
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b. If possible, make further adjustments in the benefit estimates for different levels of changes
in environmental state to enable flexible analyses of various scales of improvement and
improve the validity of the use of the benefit estimates in the CBA
The benefit estimates are usable both in the cost-benefit analysis and cost of degradation analysis. The work
will also provide improved knowledge for applying the ecosystem services approach for policy analyses of
the marine environment, together with the MetDev project.
At present, steps 1 and 2 have been completed. Screening of relevant studies is ongoing, and the next step
will be recording information from each study to an excel dataset (step 3).
Planned timetable for the work
In the BLUES project, the cost-benefit analysis has been planned for 2022–2023, when the improvements in
the model framework have been implemented and the necessary data compiled. Full description of the
methodology of the CBA will be ready in the spring 2022, due to the timing of the analysis in the project.
EN ESA has been and will continue to be consulted for all ESA work conducted by BLUES. Additionally, BLUES
is aware of ongoing work by the HELCOM MetDev and HELCOM Data Flow projects and is maintaining contact
with these projects to identify synergies.
Table 1. Planned timetable for the BLUES work related to the CBA
Task
General development of the assessment framework
Improved data on effectiveness and costs of measures
Literature review and producing benefit estimates
General approach for the cost-benefit analysis
Carrying out the cost-benefit analysis for selected topics

Timing
January 2021 - December 2021
January 2021 - January 2022
March 2021 - March 2022
January 2022 - April 2022
March 2022 - January 2023
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5.7 Driver indicators
Background
Work Package 2 of the HELCOM MetDev project focuses on conceptional and operational relationships
between the marine environment and human welfare using economic and social analyses. It is aims to further
develop regional methods and results for economic and social analyses to support the holistic assessment of
the marine environment by addressing some of the shortcomings and development needs identified in
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previous regional ESA work, especially in relation to identifying drivers of change and ecosystem services.
This document provides information on the progress and the further work and development specifically on
MetDev task d) on driver indicators, which can be used to assess drivers effect on the state of the marine
environment over time.
As this document has been in continuous development and has therefore not been reviewed in its current
form by any HELCOM Working group, a review of the feedback received from State and Conservation, Gear,
EN ESA, and two driver indicator workshops is provided below.
Meeting comments
STATE&CONSERVATION 14-2021 took note of the Development of driver indicators in HELCOM MetDev
project (document 4J-56, Presentation 11), as presented by the Secretariat. The meeting noted that, as this
is a new topic for HELCOM, it is not realistic to envision a full set of driver indicators for HOLAS 3, however
the framework will be tested, and a subset of indicators are expected to be available. The meeting noted the
information that, while a list of preliminary indicators is not yet available, initial proposals for how to identify
and prioritize potential indicators has been developed, targeting e.g. the applicability of the indicators, how
well a potential indicator links to topics under the assessments, the magnitude of explanatory power etc. The
meeting further took note that the majority of the data currently envisioned to feed into the indicators comes
from existing, publicly available sources such as EUROSTAT, existing HELCOM data or open data sources. The
meeting noted that driver indicators provide context information for assessment results by presenting trends
over time for parameters identified as driving change in the marine environment, and thus have no threshold
values. The Meeting took note of the comment by Sweden that, in the light of this the project should consider
if indirect parameters require quantification and that the work should initially focus on identifying in what
way drivers support HELCOM assessments to support the identification of useful indicators.
The meeting highlighted the need to clarify the terminology used in the document and to harmonize it with
DAPSIM framework and other HOLAS 3 terminology to facilitate illustrating how the driver indicators fit into
overall HELCOM work.
The meeting took note of interest expressed by several CPs to contribute to the upcoming work and
suggested organizing project meetings at appropriate stages in the development process and inviting the
contacts of State and Conservation to contribute to such meetings.
GEAR 24-2021 took note of the plans and progress regarding driver indicators development for HOLAS 3
purposes from the HELCOM MetDev project (document 5-5, presentation 6 to that meeting). Similarly to
STATE&CONSERVATION 14-2021 the meeting noted that, as this is a new topic for HELCOM, it is not realistic
to envision a full set of driver indicators for HOLAS 3, however the framework will be tested, and a subset of
indicators are expected to be available. The meeting took note that a project meeting will be organized in
June 2021 to enable interested experts and CPs to contribute more concretely to the development of the
driver indicators. The Meeting took note of the comment by Sweden that the main focus of the project
meeting should be identifying in what way driver indicators can support management efforts. The meeting
took note of that delineating between indirect drivers and direct drivers (many of which are overlapping with
activities and/or pressure) is important, to ensure that overlap between the different steps of the DAPSIM
chain is minimized. The Meeting took note of the comment by Sweden that any terminology and frameworks
of newly developed topic such as drivers for HOLAS 3 need to be compatible and consistent with the
frameworks presently being used in HELCOM (e.g. SOM model, BSPI/BSII, MSFD, etc.) to ensure the
frameworks are compatible from the start.
The meeting emphasized that the GEAR Group should be informed on project meetings and the further
progress on driver indicators.
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Consequently, the first MetDev driver indicator meeting was arranged on 14 June 2021 and [CPs] took part.
The outcome of the meeting can be found in the meeting website.
STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 considered the approach for how to identify and utilize driver indicators for
the HOLAS 3 assessment (document 3J-75 to that meeting).
The meeting emphasised the importance of developing the driver concept in such a way that it can be utilized
to support management, that there needs to be clear and substantiated causal links between the driver and
the subsequent driver indicators and that confounding factors (e.g., other factors affecting a driver proxy)
need to be clearly presented. The meeting recognized that the approach has not previously been used in
HELCOM and is included in the HOLAS 3 assessment as a test case. The meeting emphasised that only existing
data should be used for identification and presentation of drivers. The meeting noted that for the upcoming
HOLAS 3 assessment the driver indicators are intended to provide contextual information for a limited
number of topics, to be decided once the number and type of proxies available becomes clear.
The Meeting took note of the information that further work to develop the methodology and identify
possible indicators can be done in 2022 as part of the HOLAS 3 assessment work, thus allowing for more time
for improving the approach and enabling closer cooperation with national experts. The Meeting supported
the further development of the approach, with close involvement of the Contracting Parties and utilizing
both State and Conservation WG and EN ESA. The Meeting invited the Secretariat to hold more frequent
targeted meetings as part of the development process to enable CPs to provide guidance and support the
work. The Meeting noted that written comments by Sweden will be provided to the Secretariat
(kemal.pinarbasi@helcom.fi).
The Meeting noted that the next meeting on driver indicators will be held on 4 November 2021, with the aim
of being able to submit an updated document for consideration to HOD 61-2021, and experts from State and
Conservation and EN-ESA will be invited to participate in the meeting. The Meeting agreed that the meeting
should focus on reviewing the methodology and the criteria, as well as scoping and agreeing on ways of
establishing causal linkages. The Meeting agreed that the review and approval of causal links and possible
driver indicators for inclusion in the HOLAS 3 product should be done at STATE & CONSERVATION 16-2021.
As requested by STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 the proposed approach has been revised and amended.
For the purposes of HOLAS 3 the proposal is to utilize the amended approach presented in this document,
one additional development has been undertaken in spring 2022, to develop proof-of-concept test cases to
provide contextual information for selected HOLAS 3 topics and to support future development of driver
indicators.
This document was submitted for comment to EN-ESA 15-2021 held on October 27th, 2021, in line with
STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 calling for greater involvement of topic experts including EN-ESA members.
Further in line with STATE&CONSERVATION 15-2021 outcome, a driver indicator workshop was held on 4
November 2021, that facilitated the bringing together national contact point from Expert and Working Group
levels with expertise in socio-economic and ecological issues. Outcomes of the MetDev ESA 2-2021 driver
indicator workshop can be found in the meeting website.
GEAR 25-2021 took note of the information on the development of driver indicators for HOLAS 3 and the
outcome of the recent workshop on driver indicators development held on 4 November 2021 (document 511). The meeting noted the comment from Finland on the relevance of the work on driver indicators for
HOLAS 3 and beyond, and the importance to involve both national and projects expertise to build on the
knowledge on this emerging topic. The meeting took note that the next workshop on driver indicators is
planned for 4th week of January 2022. The meeting noted that the document on driver indicators will be
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updated for HOD 61-2021 in line with the recommendations from the driver indicators workshop. The
Meeting discussed the need to present a rational and definition of what is meant by drivers and driver
indicators for HOLAS 3 documentation and highlighted the need of joint discussion between STATE &
CONSERVATION Working Group and GEAR Group to further discuss a common understanding on the
definition. The meeting supported that such discussion could be held at the next STATE & CONSERVATION
meeting (16-2022) in Spring 2022 (9-13 May 2022).
HELCOM Driver Indicators
Drivers
The definition of a driver
DPSIR, BPSIR, DAPSI(W)R(M), and DAPSIM are all members of the same family of causal frameworks seeking
to aid the understanding of socio-ecological systems, and critically their impact and interaction with the
(marine) environment, through a simplification or compartmentalization of key components (EC, 1999;
Burkhard and Muller, 2008; Sundblad et al., 2014; Elliot et al., 2017; HELCOM, 2020). DAPSIM (Driver-ActivityPressure-State-Impact-Measure; Figure 1) is the framework previously utilized in HELCOM (HELCOM, 2020).
Each component in these frameworks have connections to one or more other components that allow for the
impact of any given component to be either qualitatively or quantitatively tracked throughout the
framework. In these frameworks the D stands for drivers (or B for behaviour) and despite the prevalence of
this family of frameworks, no consensus exists regarding the definition of a driver (or behaviour). Definitions
from several relevant organizations are included below.
Drivers of change are all the factors that, directly or indirectly, cause changes in nature, anthropogenic
assets, nature’s contributions to people and a good quality of life – IPBES Glossary (IPBES, 2019)
A driver is any natural or human-induced factor that directly or indirectly causes a change in an
ecosystem – Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (Nelson et al., 2005)
Drivers are factors that influence behaviours of actors and are significant in terms of pressures on the
marine environment – Swedish Institute for the Marine Environment (Sundblad et al., 2021)
Driving force - In the EEA indicator system, indicators for driving forces describe the social, demographic
and economic developments in societies and the corresponding changes in lifestyles, overall levels of
consumption and production patterns – European Environment Agency glossary (EEA, 2021).
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Figure 1. Initial representation of how the various topic planned for inclusion in HOLAS 3 are divided across the DAPSIM assessment
framework. As it was shown with blue arrows, it is envisioned that drivers elucidate relationships with human activities, pressures,
and other drivers in the DAPSIM framework.

Although, it is regarded too early to decide a definition for HELCOM of drivers, a common understanding of
the driver concept is vital for driver indicator work in MetDev project and HOLAS 3 assessment. For the
purposes of work within the MetDev project, drivers can be seen as ‘’societal and environmental factors that,
via their effect on human behavior or environmental conditions, may influence activities, pressures, or the
state of the marine environment’’. During MetDev project, focus and resources will be placed on societal
drivers, and consequent driver indicators which can support management activities.
For the purposes of holistic assessment of the Baltic Sea, identified drivers and driver indicators will be linked
to the other components of the DAPSIM framework, and these relationships can:
-

identify drivers behind environmental problems, which can be used for evaluation of existing
measures,
be useful for appropriate design of new measures,
highlight previously unconsidered factors which may be limiting the effectiveness and efficiency of
measures,
provide contextual support and additional explanatory power for other environmental assessments
and evaluations such as HELCOM core indicator evaluation,
be utilized in the development of future analyses of sufficiency of measures.

Examples of potentially relevant drivers
Based on existing studies, some broad categories of societal drivers with potential relevance, mentioned in
international frameworks such as IPBES and Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, can give insights for
approaches to address or evaluate the D component within the DAPSIM framework. Below, some of these
overarching driver examples and their relationship within the DAPSIM framework are generally explained,
though it has not been assessed yet whether they are relevant for the Baltic Sea region:
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Climate change
Climate change is a global scale driver with strong relationships to a wide range of DAPSIM components. In
the Baltic Sea, the impacts of climate change have been recently outlined in the HELCOM Climate Change
fact sheet (2021). Water temperature is rising, ice extent is decreasing, and annual mean precipitation is
increasing over the northern part of the region. It is expected that water temperature and sea level will keep
rising, and sea ice cover will decrease. Such changes (global, regional and local) will affect ecosystems and
marine species directly, as well as have indirect impacts on maritime activities such as shipping, fisheries, and
aquaculture. Predicted effects of climate change as a driver would support understanding the complex
system of effects and feedbacks between climatic and non-climatic factors in the Baltic Sea.
Consumer demand
Demand for goods and services may be connected to the intensity of related human activities and thus
pressures in the marine environment. Shifting priorities, changing consumer behaviours, and new activities
appearing in the marine space (e.g., offshore wind / wave energy platforms) can increase or decrease the
anthropogenic impact on the marine environment. In the Baltic Sea, changes in consumer choice and demand
can be analysed using several data sources.
Macroeconomic policy
Contribution of maritime activities is a very important component of the European and Baltic Sea Region
economy, as it provides food and other resources, supports tourism, provides transport, and generates the
production and use of renewable energy (Fratila et al., 2021). Macroeconomic policies may support, limit or
lighten intensity of human activities at sea according to countries economic interests. Therefore, analyzing
the relationship between macroeconomic policies and other DAPSIM components (e.g., economic activity,
social wellbeing, and health of environment) is critical for sustainable marine governance.
Globalization
Globalization has altered where and how goods are made with significant impacts on European economies
and societies (Jacques, 2016). Longer and more complex supply chains have changed transportation needs
and shifted some the impact of various industrial processes to other parts of the world. Domestic
consumption and domestic resource extraction can be increasingly decoupled, with complex impacts on the
environment. Globalization has also led to a greater sharing of ideas and values which have a variety of
impacts on societies. Both of these aspects of globalization can have widespread impact on a variety of
DAPSIM components.
EU integration
The continued integration of the European Union has ongoing impacts on most aspects of the regional
economies, societies, and environment. This can perhaps be most directly realized in EU directives focusing
on various aspects of the marine environment (MSFD, WFD, Habitats Directive, Birds directive, etc.) or
sectoral regulation (MWWFD, SUPD, CFP, etc.) (Liquete et al., 2011). However, issues such as the freedom of
movement, EU budget priorities, labour regulations, and maintenance of shared democratic norms are
perhaps equally relevant.
Technology development
Technological development can have far ranging and unexpected effects on all aspects of the DAPSIM
framework. Indeed, projecting the impact and prevalence of any specific technology in the future is famously
difficult. According to Global Marine Technology Trends 2030 (Shenoi et al., 2015) several new technologies
such as smart shipping, renewable source of energy and alternative fuelling, big data analysis, advanced
material and robotics are expected to appear in the near future. Adoption or abandonment of some
technologies could present a clear environmental good but generally the impact of a technology will interact
with other aspects of society to generate a wide range of impacts.
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Societal change
The values and structures of a society dictate how that society interacts with the natural environment.
However, societies are not static; their values and structures change over time. These characteristics impact
every action taken by both individuals and the society more broadly. Understanding societal changes in the
form of broader trends can explain some of the changes in the Baltic Sea area that have resulted in today’s
unsustainable use and pressure (HELCOM, 2018).
International relations
The quality and characteristics of relationships among Baltic countries and between Baltic countries and the
rest of the world create conditions that can influence a broad range of societal issues including cultural
exchange, international trade, national priorities, international cooperation, and military activities. Positive
relationships that can support greater international cooperation and guarantee peaceful interactions are
undoubtably preferred (Simon, 2010). However, neither positive or negative change in international relations
are universally beneficial or detrimental for the environment.
Demographics
Changes in the number, density, and location of people living in the Baltic Sea region effect the demand for
natural resources and the efficiency that they are utilized. However, it cannot be assumed that change in any
particular direction for any of these demographic characteristics is inherently better for the environment. As
it was discussed in previous studies (de Sherbinin et al., 2007), any change in various demographic
characteristics will present a variety of challenges and benefits to managing our relationship to the Baltic Sea.
Indicators
Driver indicators are considered under the HELCOM indicator manual as part of the cluster of ‘supporting
indicators’. These indicators are different from the HELCOM core indicators (and the relevant development
stages of those, i.e. candidate, pre-core and core) in that they are considered to provide supporting
information that can offer further insights or contextual information for HELCOM processes. In addition,
indicators categorised as ‘Potential causative factors’ (i.e. Drivers and Activities), ‘Surveillance indicators’, or
‘Element indicators’ (see Indicator manual page 14) are not anticipated to have target values or threshold
values but act more in the manner of informative fact sheets that may support contextual understanding,
support management or help guide directed action. In addition, the information, data and trends collated in
such indicators are anticipated to provide input to other HELCOM processes or steps within the DAPSIM
causal framework (e.g. thematic assessments, existing state or pressure indicators, or socio-economic
evaluations).
The topic of drivers is relatively new within HELCOM work and the focus in this current process is to develop
a workable structure through which examples of driver indicators (i.e. indicators of ‘Potential causative
factors’) can be developed. While a definition of drivers in HELCOM is yet to be agreed, the general
understanding is that they could represent both societal aspects and environmental aspects. Environmental
aspects, which are not further discussed here, may for example include key environmental parameters /
gradients that has a defined impact on the state of the environment, but are not directly manageable by
addressing human activities. The MetDev project, however, focuses on the more manageable part of drivers,
i.e., societal, an potential causative factors, and would likely identify quantifiable proxies for these drivers
(for example in the form of trends in activities).
The indicators will aim to provide a solid and referenceable material that can support an improved
understanding and quantification of the DAPSIM framework (for example for examining sufficiency of
measures, socio-economic issues, or as direct input to state indicators), will utilise already available data
sources (HELCOM, EU, national, global), are expected to focus on defining trends, and will not apply threshold
values. The aim is to produce quantifiable data evaluations where possible, but it is important to note that
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this is not viable for all elements and some drivers may only be summarized and presented as potential
drivers of relevance for the Baltic Sea region. Fact sheets will be produced for the identified drivers with a
focus on regional trends and data, though where available and possible to implement sub-regional variation
will also be considered. These indicators would apply their own template/structure (i.e. not that applied to
State/Pressure indicators), for example the proposal in Table 1.
Table 1: List of potential topics for inclusion in the ‘’Potential causative factor (driver)’’ template,
highlighting the relevance of the indicators with other DAPSIM components.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General overview: summary of broad drivers of relevance to the Baltic Sea region.
Driver: specific issue identified (may be a single issue or a collection of closely related aspects)
Driver indicator: this may be reflected as a single trend or sections addressing each
aspect/component
Relevance of the indicator: descriptive text
Current trend(s): data sources and trends will be visualised and described
Linked human activities: descriptive text, if relevant
Linked pressures: descriptive text, if relevant
Data sources: references and links, including to HELCOM products in included in MADS
Future projections: where information is available future projections will also be cited
Link to HELCOM Core Indicators: descriptive text and provision of information to relevant leads

Driver indicators
Although drivers are often considered as the initial component of the DAPSIM framework, existing studies
and environmental practices mainly focus on the impacts of human activities and pressures instead of factors
that affect the demand for the activities or mediate the pressures (Halpern et al., 2008, Link, 2010, Knights
et al., 2014). In the HELCOM structure, this is exhibited by the relatively robust pressure and state indicator
process and lack of similar advancement on the issue of drivers.
Driver indicators have a two-fold purpose. Firstly, they provide a practical example of the impact of often
abstract drivers, allowing for a more robust qualitative connection to be made between powerful but
complex factors and the condition of the regional environment. Secondly, changes in these driver indicators
(e.g. changes in trends or new drivers) can in some cases be linked to the broader DAPSIM framework to
provide a more direct and potentially quantifiable impact on the environment. Such links can be used to
inform a range of HELCOM priorities such as the evaluation of the effectiveness and sufficiency of measures.
It is vital to note the following issues when considering this work and further development of it.
1. Not all drivers will be purely societal as environmental gradients or conditions can also be direct
drivers of marine ecosystems. This division is clarified above in the document and is addressed
through different categories of HELCOM indictor, as presented in the HELCOM indicator manual
(HELCOM 2020). However, as emphasised by Contracting Parties in the MetDev Workshops and
meetings the ongoing work under MetDev towards HOLAS 3 will focus on development of indicators
addressing societal aspects.
2. Drivers are often complex and linked to multiple components of the DAPSIM framework including
other drivers. Thus, when addressing driver indicators, proxies indicative of individual or, more
typically, combinations of drivers are likely to be required. Driver indicators would therefore
commonly reflect broad societal trends or concepts or key environmental gradients.
3. Not all drivers and their interconnections (or interactions) will be possible to qualify, and certainly
not to quantify, in particular where progress on this topic towards HOLAS 3 is envisaged. The
discussion and development should support further progress on the concept but also retain the aim
of preliminary development on this topic for HOLAS 3 (e.g. where test cases can be developed).
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4. Driver indicators are more akin to fact sheets (i.e. no threshold values or targets) and would
summarise available information and trends that can be used to support a full conceptual
understanding of issues via DAPSIM. In addition to the above described benefits, they would also
support the state indicators (per indicator topic) by directly providing information of relevance to the
section on drivers, activities and pressures (i.e. by providing a reference point of relevance).
5. The issue of societal and environmental drivers is addressed separately under HELCOM indicator
processes. Divers related to activities (i.e. societal aspects) are considered under ‘Potential causative
factor indicators’ (Drivers and Activities) whereas environmental drivers are addressed under
‘Element indicators’ (see page 14 of the HELCOM indicator manual for further details). Both of these
indicator categories are classified as supporting indicators. As it was agreed, the MetDev project will
focus on indirect drivers, i.e. societal drivers, and consequent driver indicators which can support
management activities.
In order to make the information on drivers useful in an assessment context, they should be connected with
other DAPSIM framework components with explanatory proxies. Therefore, quantification of drivers and
understanding the trends are desirable to ensure a concrete link from information on drivers to the other
DAPSIM components and thus, for achieving efficient marine governance and healthy marine ecosystems.
Using driver indicators (proxies that can be quantified or succinctly described and infer changes in drivers),
driver analyses that can support the understanding of trends, inform policy makers, and help to identify
efficient measures.
Although there are several potential benefits of analysing drivers and identifying driver indicators, interacting
and ubiquitous influences of most drivers makes developing indicators for single drivers generally infeasible.
It can be said that identifying strong relationships between specific drivers and selected indicators is a more
practical goal that could be achieved in the future. This approach could highlight drivers with a notably strong
connection to the driver indicator while still acknowledging the influence of other drivers.
In this initial effort, a set of driver indicators based on proof-of-concept example pressures will be developed
and refined over time to cover as many driver aspects as relevant. However, it should be noted that the
requirement for data in a driver indicator does limit the drivers that can be covered. Therefore, qualitative
consideration of other aspects of drivers will be also considered. It should be noted that driver indicators that
do not change with changing environmental conditions are still valuable as they may be experiencing a time
lag or indicate a societal aspect that does not have a strong effect on the environment. Finally, although
drivers, and therefore driver indicators, may exhibit intra-regional variation, HOLAS 3 will prioritize the
development of regional scale.
Approach for identifying and establishing driver indicators for HOLAS 3
Identification of Drivers
In order to identify and establish driver indicators for the HOLAS 3 assessment according to above-mentioned
characteristics, a decision-tree-based approach is proposed (Figure 3).
In the first stage of this approach, pressures of interest will be identified and used as the basis for identifying
drivers (Figure 2). Next, using the pressure-activity relationship, activities contributing to pressures of
interest will be determined. Based on the main activities contributing to pressures of interest, drivers
influencing activity-pressure pairs will be determined. It is preferred that topic experts contribute in the
driver identification process, and therefore, this process will be supported by topic workshops.
As a result of this process and based on expert opinions, a preliminary overview of drivers relevant to the
Baltic Sea region will be prepared and broadly described. Each driver in this initial list will be discussed to
highlight their influence at a global or regional scale. Next, to identify potential indicators each driver will be
filtered based on the following questions shown in the Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Driver identification approach starting from pressure of interests. Selected proof-of-concept examples for pressures are
shown in the blue frame.

Identification of Driver Indicators
For each driver, the first stage will be checking if they have potentially quantifiable characteristics. In this
stage of the decision process, it is preferred to have topic expert contribution in order to have expertise to
justify quantifiable drivers. If there is no quantifiable characteristic of the driver, it will be considered not
suitable for creating a specific driver indicator report but will instead be summarised as part of the generic
driver summary to be included in all relevant reports. For the drivers that have quantifiable characteristics,
potential indicators will be examined by continuing through the decision tree to identify the appropriate use
and data to develop an indicator.
Second stage will question (yes/no) if there is sufficient explanatory value in the identified potential
indicator(s). As in the previous question, contribution of topic experts is preferred. If the answer is no, then
again, the driver and the indicators will be considered not suitable for specific driver indicator development
and its relevance addressed in the summary. Potential indicators providing explanatory value for drivers and
with quantifiable characteristics will be listed and analysed further.
The Third stage will question if suitable data on trends for these characteristics are available and can be
applied to address the Baltic Sea regional scale. If there is no available data explaining trends, then a
descriptive approach will be applied. If the answer is yes at this stage, then these indicators will be considered
as potential driver indicators for further development.
These potential indicators and their connections with DAPSIM components will be considered and analysed
explicitly to provide as much quantitative information as is possible from existing data sources.
Application scope of the proposed approach in MetDev Project towards HOLAS 3 assessment
During the project and HOLAS 3 assessment, a limited number of drivers and driver indicators will be
explored, focusing on testing the methodology using selected proof-of-concept examples. These examples
will be based on the major and widely distributed pressures in the Baltic Sea and the activities that contribute
the most to these pressures.
In order to define appropriate pressures to be used in the proof-of-concept work, results of HOLAS II
assessment were used. Consequently, three of the major pressures identified in HOLAS II were selected as
test cases to be used in driver indicator work during HOLAS 3. These pressures are:
•

Input of nutrients (selected nutrients),
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• Input of hazardous substances (selected, specific substances) and,
• Species removal by fishing and hunting (selected aspects).
These three pressures are linked to a number of activities and subsequent drivers and potential driver
indicators. To focus the work, the project will choose a limited number of activities and a subset of nutrients
and hazardous substances which represent strong causal links across the A-P chain, and/or where it is known
that sufficient data is available, to be included in the proof-of-concept applications.
In order to identify the contribution of the activities to selected pressures, available information from existing
HELCOM work on pressure-activity relationship, e.g. the work done under the TAPAS and SOM projects, will
be used. Besides, possible further elaborated causal links developed under MetDev Work package 1, will be
potentially used to delineate what activities/topics to choose.
Expert contribution
It is critical that national experts are involved in developing and testing this kind of original concept for
identifying drivers and driver indicators. Therefore, driver indicator workshops with experts on pressures and
activities is vital for this initial effort during HOLAS 3. It is acknowledged that sharing experience is key to
develop this concept, and specific meetings for driver indicators with open discussions will be utilized during
the assessment process.
A comprehensive workshop to identify drivers and driver indicators is planned for 4th week of January, 2022.
The workshop is planned to be divided topically, with a session focused on input of nutrients, hazardous
substances and extraction of fish respectively, and each session lasting a full day to ensure sufficient time for
dedicated discussion. Prior to the thematic sessions, it is planned to organise a general explanatory session,
focused on presenting the concept and methodology used to identify drivers and driver indicators work. It is
expected to have expert contribution on identifying drivers and propose driver indicators, as well as the
functionality of the proposed methodology.
In order to have required expertise in the workshop, sectorial and external experts with insights into societal
factors that drives activities leading to environmental problems (e.g., national experts and approaching ICES
working groups) will be invited in addition to members of relevant HELCOM working groups. Since it is a novel
concept, scope and specifications of the work and required expertise will be clearly explained to CPs and
invited experts.
Another workshop on Economic and Social Analyses, which will address all ESA topics planned for inclusion
in HOLAS 3, is provisionally planned for February 2022. Progress of the driver indicator work will be also
presented in the ESA workshop.
Sources to be used in Driver Indicator work
HELCOM is not the first organization to have worked on developing driver indicators and this prior work can
provide a solid base for beginning driver indicators for the Baltic Sea.
European Environmental Agency
The European Environmental Agency (EEA) has used drivers (driving forces (EEA, 1999)) to analyse and
evaluate broad-scale trends that may have consequences for Europe’s environment and sustainability. In this
work, global megatrends (i.e. global, long-term trends that are slow to form but have a major impact),
European trends (i.e. well-established trends characterising Europe in particular), emerging trends
(i.e. developments that are only emerging but are not yet well-established) and wild cards (i.e. unlikely but
potentially disruptive future developments) were described as “drivers of change” (EEA, 2019). Accordingly,
a set of thematic clusters has been developed with the goal of exploring characteristics of “drivers of change”,
interactions, and potential implications. These clusters are:
-

Cluster 1 — Growing, urbanising and migrating global population.
Cluster 2 — Climate change and environmental degradation worldwide.
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- Cluster 3 — Increasing scarcity of and global competition for resources.
- Cluster 4 — Accelerating technological change and convergence.
- Cluster 5 — Power shifts in the global economy and geopolitical landscape.
- Cluster 6 — Diversifying values, lifestyles, and governance approaches.
Although it was described difficult to explain all characteristics and connect them to other actors in the
marine environment, EEA work on drivers provides an in-depth characterization and broad influences
of above-mentioned clusters.
Resources:
https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators
https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/drivers-of-change
SDG indicators
Another international approach for drivers and indicators, “The global indicator framework for Sustainable
Development Goals”, was developed by the Inter-Agency and Expert Group on SDG Indicators (IAEG-SDGs).
For each goal and target from the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, several indicators were
defined. Although not all of these indicators represent drivers, some of them are closely related with drivers
in the marine environment such as:
-

8.4.1 Material footprint, material footprint per capita, and material footprint per GDP
8.4.2 Domestic material consumption, domestic material consumption per capita, and domestic
material consumption per GDP
- 14.5.1 Coverage of protected areas in relation to marine areas
Resources:
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/indicators-list
Australian State of the Environment Driver Analysis
In Australia, a comprehensive driver analysis was published in 2017 (Jackson, 2017), which was focused on
population and economic activity as the key drivers of environmental change. In that report, it was stated
that if drivers are not managed well, they can generate pressures that have immediate and long-term
negative consequences for the environment. However, drivers can also offer benefits for the environment,
particularly through technological and institutional innovation, and changes in human behaviour that
mitigate or reverse environmental impacts. In order to explain these benefits and opportunities, they have
used the following “driver of environmental change” structure which includes relevant indicators:
- Population: Total population and demographics
- Economic activity: Metals, minerals, water, food, solid waste, greenhouse emission.
Resources:
https://soe.environment.gov.au/theme/drivers
Eurostat
Eurostat office is responsible for collecting and publishing high-quality Europe-wide statistics and indicators
that enable comparisons between countries and regions. In general Eurostat aims to develop harmonized
definitions and method for European statistics in cooperation with national statistical authorities of European
countries. Beside they provide calculation of aggregate data for EU and eurozone and make national
statistical information free and available for citizens through their website and web-based tools. The broad
range of societal data can be reviewed to identify possible driver indicators
Resources:
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
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Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management
In August 2021, a new report was published by Swedish Institute for the Marine Environment (Sundblad et
al., 2021) on “Societal drivers behind pressures on the marine environment”. The report highlights various
drivers at the societal, organisational, and individual level in the marine environment. Further, it provides an
overview of how the concept of drivers has been used to date within marine environment-related research
and management, and how the actions of actors are linked to drivers. Societal driving forces and their impact
on the pressure on the marine environment are examined and role of drivers in DAPSIM cycle is discussed.
While no driver indicators are advanced, the report does an excellent job of exploring the complexity of
drivers and could help diversify the perspective on drivers and therefore driver indicators.
Resources:
https://havsmiljoinstitutet.se/digitalAssets/1792/1792884_societal_drivers_eng_hmi_report_2021-4_online.pdf
In addition to these sources, studies by United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP 2004, 2005) on
causal chain analyses could be used to provide inspiration during Driver Indicator work in MetDev project.
These studies provide casual chain analyses of different pressures (e.g., eutrophication, fish extraction) and
analyse root causes of the environmental and socio-economic impacts. One study specifically addresses the
Baltic Sea. Applied approach connecting root causes, immediate causes, sectors and pressures can be used
as an example in linking DAPSIM components and driver indicators.

Figure 3: Decision tree including questions and answers for the driver and driver indicator selection process and linking with other
DAPSIM components. Stages which would benefit from topic expert contribution are shown in red in the diagram.
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5.8 Assessment of the effectiveness of policy incentives and instruments
Background
The BLUES project works to provide support for developing and implementing effective regional measures
to achieve good status of the marine environment, by assessing their effects in reducing pressures and
improving state, as well as the societal aspects, including incentives of their implementation.
A key component for developing effective measures are the societal and economic consequences, including
the incentives, institutional structures and potential barriers that are behind the (lack of) implementing
measures. Assessing these consequences contributes to allocating limited resources to their best possible
use, i.e. achieving environmental targets with the least costs and solving environmental problems that
bring the most benefits to society. In addition, they can reveal factors that affect the successful adopting
and implementation of existing and new measures as part of regional policy frameworks.
BLUES Task 1.4 conducts regional policy analyses aimed at supporting the implementation of marine
policies and the third State of the Baltic Sea report in HOLAS 3 and under this umbrella examines the
incentives and institutional structures affecting the implementation of measures. The aim is to produce a
more encompassing and rigorous assessment of the efficiency of policies at the regional level.
Subtask 1.4.5: Incentives and implementation of measures
Recent assessment on the implementation of joint and national HELCOM actions revealed a significant
implementation gap, particularly in the case of national actions (HELCOM 2018). To have an impact on
implementation of measures, there is a need to understand the network of regulatory incentives and
mandates that are currently influencing firms, communities and individuals. The complexity of incentives
around measures to improve the state of the Baltic Sea must be understood if we are to intensify using
those measures. Even new innovative measures tend to be constrained by a set of rules and regulations
which may inhibit utilizing certain incentives. This subtask provides an overview of the network of existing
incentives and evaluates how they could benefit from more systematic monitoring and data collection. The
approach developed in the subtask will be applied to incentives promoting measures to curtail nutrient
loading to the Baltic Sea. However, the approach is general and can be later applied to other pressures as
well.
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Recent assessment on the implementation of joint and national HELCOM actions revealed a significant
implementation gap, particularly in the case of national actions (HELCOM 2018). To have an impact on
implementation of measures, we need to understand the network of regulatory incentives and mandates
that are currently influencing firms, communities and individuals. The complexity of incentives around
measures to improve the state of the Baltic Sea must be understood if we are to intensify using those
measures. Even new innovative measures tend to be constrained by a set of rules and regulations which
may inhibit utilizing certain incentives. This subtask provides an overview of the network of existing
incentives and evaluates how they could benefit from more systematic monitoring and data collection. The
approach developed in the subtask will be applied to incentives promoting measures to curtail nutrient
loading to the Baltic Sea. However, the approach is general and can be later applied to other pressures as
well
Systematic approach to assess the effectiveness of policy incentives and instruments in implementing
BSAP actions to reach the environmental targets
The Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP) is HELCOM’s strategic program of measures and actions for
achieving its environmental goals. For Contracting Parties that are EU member states, the BSAP also supports
the implementation of the Programme of Measures of the EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive.
Making
these planned measures concrete
requires
policy tools:
information
guidance,
regulatory command and control measures, and/or economic incentives such as taxes, fees, subsidies or
flexible quotas. We shall call these collectively as the Control Panel, capturing the fact
that the Contracting Parties do not have direct access to the implementation of all measures, but
they must influence the individuals and firms via the Control Panel that is at their disposal.
We propose to provide a report with two distinct components: 1) Existing instruments and incentives and 2)
Developing the Control Panel. The first component considers the selection of appropriate instruments from
the Control Panel to support effective implementation of the measures in the updated BSAP, while the
second component considers the needs and possibilities for developing the Control Panel.
Existing instruments and incentives
The report will provide an instrument classification tool and an example of its use. The tool will be used
to scrutinize actions used to fulfill the targets of the updated BSAP. The actions will be analyzed
in four dimensions: links to existing policy tools, flexibility in their utilization, time lags between a policy
action and the effect in pressure, and the agents using the tools. The first three dimensions describe the
switches and buttons on the Control Panel; the last one identifies who has access to the Control Panel and
to which buttons. These dimensions will differ for each Contracting Party because the institutional and
political structures are different. The tool is intended to be a stepwise guidance sheet that CPs can use to
reflect on action implementation. Doing this would serve two benefits. First, it
would highlight this sometimes-overlooked aspect of implementation. Second, it would help CPs utilize and
develop their respective Control Panels. It would thus serve dynamic efficiency of Baltic Sea protection.
First, the tool helps identifying whether the action has a direct link to existing policy tools or if it requires
developing something entirely new. Second, it evaluates the flexibility and usability of the policy tools for
implementing the action. For instance, measures to support the stocks of migratory fish might call for
removing dams in the river to help fish reach the spawning areas. Making this happen requires operating a
set of policy tools, from relicensing to subsidizing restorations (or removing subsidies from small hydro).
Such a measure thus interacts with a range of existing policy tools. Third, the tool considers the time lags of
using various policy tools. Using the same example, a revision of Water Law is seen important for supporting
river restorations in Finland. We are not able to say whether the new law will be in place after five, ten, or
more years. The longer the time lag, the less certain the outcome. On the other hand, some measures may
rely on changing conditions of existing environmental permits. In some countries, such revisions might be
flexible and in others rigid. Fourth, the tool assists in identifying the institutions, national and
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international authorities that – sometimes simultaneously – play around with the buttons of the Panel. This
is an essential part of the instrument analysis as it affects the practical feasibility of enforcing efficient
actions.
To give the assessment tool concrete feel, the report will provide an example of one selected measure for
which we conduct the assessment for all 9 HELCOM countries and the EU. This is done after completing the
tool.
Developing the tool will be conducted within the BLUES project. We suggest two alternative options for
conducting the work. They differ in the involvement and effort required from the CPs. The first version relies
on desktop work and it is external to CPs. It generates the assessment tool utilizing existing
reports, documents and scientific articles.
The second alternative involves discussions with representatives of CPs in the form of interviews and
meetings. The second option would assess more carefully the practical needs of CPs regarding such
assessment tool. The tool generated will could be utilized by all CPs, but the practical application of the tool
would be conducted only for the CPs partaking in developing the tool The development would begin with a
joint online workshop with CPs where we scoped the needs and the general framework for the tool. The
exemplifying national assessment of a single selected measure or action would then be conducted in oneon-one online meetings with CPs.
The difference between the approaches would be the immediate applicability of the tool. If done without
contribution from CPs, the tool would provide more general guidelines on coupling intended actions with the
available tools. With contributions from CPs, the tool could be made more Baltic Sea specific, potentially
providing concrete assistance for CPs in fulfilling their commitments to Baltic Sea protection more
efficiently.
Developing the Control Panel
The discussion regarding the development of new tools will summarize why effective and efficient
implementation may need new tools or the improvement of existing ones, and what kind of possibilities
there are to do so in the Baltic Sea region. The work will be a desk top study relying on existing literature and
on experiences from other countries. To make the discussion more concrete, we reflect the possibilities of
applying the new tools for the same selected measure across the 9 HELCOM countries and the EU. The work
would be undertaken by Antti Iho who has been analyzing the topic in three previous projects: the Report on
Framework for a Nutrient Quota and Credits' Trading System for the Contracting Parties of HELCOM,
The Nutritrade Project and the recent project WSP conducted for the Havs- och Vattenmyndigheten of
Sweden, The Nutrient Trading System for the Baltic Sea. Although all these projects had a focus on developing
trading systems, they also included analyses on existing policy tools.
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